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Preface

The development and increasingly widespread deployment of high-throughput
experimental methods in the life sciences is giving rise to numerous large, com-
plex and valuable data resources. This foundation of experimental data under-
pins the systematic study of organisms and diseases, which increasingly depends
on the development of models of biological systems. The development of these
models often requires integration of diverse experimental data resources; once
constructed, the models themselves become data and present new integration
challenges for tasks such as interpretation, validation and comparison.

The Data Integration in the Life Sciences (DILS) Conference series brings
together data and knowledge management researchers from the computer sci-
ence research community with bioinformaticians and computational biologists,
to improve the understanding of how emerging data integration techniques can
address requirements identified in the life sciences.

DILS 2010 was the seventh event in the series and was held in Gothen-
burg, Sweden during August 25–27, 2010. The associated proceedings contain
14 peer-reviewed papers and 2 invited papers. The sessions addressed ontology
engineering, and in particular, evolution, matching and debugging of ontologies,
a key component for semantic integration; Web services as an important technol-
ogy for data integration in the life sciences; data and text mining techniques for
discovering and recognizing biomedical entities and relationships between these
entities; and information management, introducing data integration solutions
for different types of applications related to cancer, systems biology and mi-
croarray experimental data, and an approach for integrating ranked data in the
life sciences. The invited talk by Juliana Freire reviewed state-of-the-art tech-
niques, research challenges and open problems involved in managing provenance
throughout the data life cycle. Joel Saltz discussed the requirements for and
design of a system for composing, executing and exploring in silico experiments
involving microscopy images.

The editors would like to thank the Program Committee and the external
reviewers for their work in enabling the timely selection of papers for inclusion
in the proceedings. We acknowledge the support of AstraZeneca as well as of
Chalmers University of Technology and Linköping University. We also appreciate
our cooperation with EasyChair as well as our publisher Springer.

June 2010 Patrick Lambrix
Graham Kemp
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Provenance Management for Data Exploration

Juliana Freire

SCI Institute, University of Utah, USA

Linköping University, Sweden

Computing has been an enormous accelerator to science and industry alike and
it has led to an information explosion in many different fields. The unprece-
dented volume of data acquired by sensors, derived by simulations and analysis
processes, and shared on the Web opens up new opportunities, but it also creates
many challenges when it comes to managing and analyzing these data. In this
talk, I discuss the importance of maintaining detailed provenance (also referred
to as lineage and pedigree) for digital data. Provenance provides important doc-
umentation that is key to preserve data, to determine the data’s quality and
authorship, to understand, reproduce, as well as validate results [9,4,3]. I will
review some of the state-of-the-art techniques, as well as research challenges and
open problems involved in managing provenance throughout the data life cy-
cle [28,11,17,27,24,6,7,13,12]. I will also discuss benefits of provenance that go
beyond reproducibility, including techniques and tools we have developed that
leverage provenance information to support reflective reasoning and collabora-
tive data exploration and visualization [11,1,25,23,15,22,5,21,14,19,20]. I con-
clude with a discussion on new applications that are enabled by provenance. In
particular, I present how provenance can be used to aid in teaching [26], to create
reproducible papers [16,8], and as the basis for social data analysis [10,18,2].
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High-Performance Systems for in Silico
Microscopy Imaging Studies

Fusheng Wang1, Tahsin Kurc1, Patrick Widener1, Tony Pan1, Jun Kong1,
Lee Cooper1, David Gutman1, Ashish Sharma1, Sharath Cholleti1,

Vijay Kumar2, and Joel Saltz1

1 Center for Comprehensive Informatics

and Department of Biomedical Engineering

Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
2 Dept. of Computer Science and Engineering

Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, USA

Abstract. High-resolution medical images from advanced instruments

provide rich information about morphological and functional charac-

teristics of biological systems. However, most of the information avail-

able in biomedical images remains underutilized in research projects. In

this paper, we discuss the requirements and design of system support

for composing, executing, and exploring in silico experiments involv-

ing microscopy images. This framework aims to provide building blocks

for large scale, high-performance analytical image exploration systems,

through rich metadata models, comprehensive query and data access

capabilities, and efficient database and HPC support.

1 Introduction

Technologies for in vitro imaging of biological systems at the microscopic level
have advanced significantly in the past decade. Commercial microscopy scanners
are now capable of producing high-magnification, high-resolution images from
whole slides and tissue microarrays within several minutes. These capabilities
reduce dependency on glass slides for expert reviews to assess tissue quality and
diagnose disease stage. Moreover, they enable novel in silico imaging studies1 of
normal and disease states of biological systems at cellular and subcellular scales.
High-resolution image data offers enormous information with which to examine
the spatial characteristics and relationships of subcellular structure of specimens
under study. A better understanding of those characteristics can lead to better
biomarkers or unveil new insights into disease mechanisms.

Software for use of digitized slides in clinical setting is typically character-
ized by the functionality it provides for a user to browse, view, and manually

1 The term “in silico study” or “in silico experiment” broadly refers to a study or

an experiment performed on a computer via analysis, mining, and integration of

databases and/or through simulations.

P. Lambrix and G. Kemp (Eds.): DILS 2010, LNBI 6254, pp. 3–18, 2010.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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annotate individual slides for tissue quality control and diagnosis. In silico ex-
periments involving image data, on the other hand, have different characteristics
and introduce a richer set of data access and processing patterns.

First of all, image data can reach very large volumes. Each image obtained
from a whole tissue slide using a state-of-the-art scanner can be tens of gigabytes
in size. Large studies may involve thousands of slides obtained from a large
cohort of subjects. The sizes of these image datasets can range from terabytes to
hundreds of terabytes – it is not too far-fetched to expect that dataset sizes will
scale to petabytes, thanks to continued advances in scanning technologies. Such
large scale data poses problems in storing, managing, and querying the data.

Second, image data is processed using simple and complex operations and
by analysis workflows of various types in in silico experiments. Data processing
operations may include filtering, correction of image acquisition artifacts, in-
tensity normalization, registration, segmentation of structures (e.g., nuclei and
blood vessels as shown in Figure 1), extraction of features, and classification of
segmented structures. These operations can be combined in a variety of ways
to form analysis workflows. The sizes of high-resolution images and the com-
plexity of such operations as segmentation and classification may result in long
execution times and may require large main memory and powerful computers.
Clearly, large scale image analyses are good candidates for execution on parallel
and distributed machines.

Third, results from image analyses, whether obtained via manual classifica-
tion by an expert reviewer or through computer methods, should be expressed
in a form that supports efficient synthesis of information. This is necessary to
enable sharing and further exploration of results from an in silico experiment,
to facilitate comparisons across multiple analyses, and to support rapid devel-
opment and algorithm evaluations – a large scale study may involve hundreds of
methods and analysis workflows. Rich metadata needs to be captured in order
to describe analysis results (e.g., nuclear texture, blood vessel characteristics)
and the context of the image analyses. With large datasets, researchers have to
store, manage, and interact with large volumes of metadata about segmented
anatomic structures, markups and features computed for each anatomic object,
and semantic information associated with annotations (about cell types, genomic
information associated with cells, etc). It is also important to model analytic pro-
cedures and pipelines used to carry out segmentation, feature generation, and
classification.

Furthermore, comprehensive query support is needed. Researchers would like
to query anatomic structures and objects, semantic annotations on objects, and
spatio-temporal relationships in order to mine, explore, and correlate the charac-
teristics of specimens under study and integrate with other types of data such as
omics and clinical data. A researcher may, for example, want to search for blood
vessels by not only shape features like length or thickness but also by their types.
In an algorithm evaluation scenario, queries may look for the amount of overlap
between objects detected by different algorithms or differences in classification
results from an algorithm and a human. A whole slide image may contain millions
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Examples of image markups: (a) Nuclei; (b) Blood vessels

of anatomic structures, which may have complex shape and texture character-
istics, hence there may be millions of annotations associated with the image.
A repository of analysis results should be able to support queries on terabytes
of image data and hundreds of millions (even billions) of anatomic structures,
features, and semantic annotations.

We have presented and discussed solutions to the first and second challenges
elsewhere [13,14,12]. In this paper, we propose and discuss a data warehouse
framework to support storage, management, and querying of results from in silico
image studies. We present an implementation of the core repository infrastruc-
ture of the proposed framework. This implementation uses an object-oriented
model, called Pathology Analytical Imaging Standard (PAIS) [21], for represen-
tation of image analyses. It employs a relational database management system,
IBM DB2, for data storage and management.

2 An Example Application Scenario

There are a variety of studies that make use of microscopy imaging, including
characterization of the tumor microenvironment and comparative analysis of
tissue microarrays. Here, we present a multi-scale integrative research project in
cancer research as an example application scenario. We will use this example to
illustrate the requirements and design choices to be presented in the following
sections.

The In Silico Brain Tumor Research Center (ISBTRC) is a research project
funded by the National Cancer Institute as one of the six In Silico Research Cen-
ters of Excellence (ISRCE, https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/ISCRE). The over-
arching goal of the ISRCE program is to carry out novel scientific research by
analyzing, mining, and integrating publicly available biomedical datasets. The
ISBTRC conducts hypothesis-driven translational research on brain tumors. Ini-
tially the research will focus on mechanisms for better classification of diffuse
gliomas and on the biology of disease progression. This research makes use of
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complementary genomic, pathology, and radiology brain tumor data from the
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), Rembrandt, and Vasari studies.

The ISBTRC is undertaking multiple approaches to study gliomas. One of
them involves systematically executing and evaluating in silico experiments to
look for relationships between 1) nuclear shape and texture in microscopy images
and gene expression profiles defined by molecular clustering analyses and 2) the
characteristics of angiogenesis (as detected in microscopy images), gene expres-
sion profiles, and neuroimaging features. In the in silico experiments designed
for the pathology data, high-resolution images from whole slides are reviewed
by expert pathologists as well as analyzed by computer algorithms. The pathol-
ogists mark up histological entities of interest on a selected subset of slides,
annotate the structures (i.e., assign a classification value), and grade each se-
lected slide. Computer algorithms segment anatomic structures, compute a set
of features (ranging from the area and elongation of a nucleus to the bifurca-
tions of blood vessels), and annotate each segmented structure with a semantic
classification value (e.g., astrocytoma or oligodendroglioma). The pathologist
reviews are used in validation of image analysis methods and to improve the
algorithms’ segmentation and classification results. Markups and annotations
from multiple algorithms also are compared to assess the relative performance
of the algorithms.

3 A Framework for in Silico Experimentation with
Pathology Images

As we have alluded to in the introduction section, in silico experiments add new
data access and processing requirements on top of the basic requirements of
viewing and manually annotating individual slides. In a typical study, volumes
of image data will be analyzed and mined by computer algorithms to look for
morphological patterns that can assist in developing new hypotheses or prov-
ing/disproving a hypothesis. Since it may not be feasible to manually examine
and classify each slide in a large study, multiple computational methods and
workflows may be employed. By comparing and evaluating results from different
analyses, a researcher can assign a confidence level to the experiment outcome.
The researcher may also design an experiment to rapidly evaluate algorithms in
their early stages of development to assess algorithm accuracy and speed. This
type of experiment would involve running the algorithms possibly many times
against one or more datasets as well as querying, retrieving, and comparing
results from other algorithms and previous runs.

We describe at a high-level a software framework to address these types of
data access and processing requirements. An illustration of this framework is
provided in Figure 2. The framework consists of four main components. We now
briefly describe these components.

Analytical Workflow Component. This component implements support for ex-
ecution of analysis methods and workflows. For large datasets, it should take
advantage of parallel and distributed machines and enable data-parallel and
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Fig. 2. Analytical microscopy imaging framework

task-parallel implementations of workflows that consist of a network of data
processing operations. A subcomponent of this component is the results docu-
ment generator. Each image analysis application or human annotation applica-
tion generates the final result data in a format that conforms to the metadata
model schema. Provenance information also is encoded in the document; the
provenance information could include metadata about algorithm or workflow,
analysis parameters, and input and output datasets. For example, in our im-
plementation for the ISBTRC project, results and provenance information are
submitted to the results repository as XML documents, conforming to the PAIS
metadata model (see Sections 5.1 and 5.2).

Image Data Management. The image database provides the central repository
for all microscopy images referenced in a study. To optimize data retrieval speeds
for queries on large images and image regions, each image is partitioned into tiles
or chunks. These chunks are distributed across multiple disks or storage systems
to increase parallel I/O opportunities and are clustered on disks to reduce I/O
seek overheads. The images or image tiles are stored in compressed form using
a multi-resolution compression scheme in order to reduce storage and I/O costs.
Multi-resolution spatial indices, such as R-trees, are employed to reduce the
cost of searching the tile set of interest. An implementation of the image data
management component is presented in [6].

Application Server. The application server component provides interfaces for
query, algorithm invocation, data exchange and sharing, and data viewing. The
query interface facilitates a flexible, convenient mechanism to search for and
retrieve the data of interest. Additional user defined functions can also be created
and run in the database engine, and executed from the query interface in order
to provide improved performance. The service interface subcomponent supports
Grid and Web Service interfaces for remote access to analyses and for sharing of
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experiments and methods through well-defined interfaces. Tools and viewers for
browsing and viewing image data and analysis results are part of the application
server component as well.

In Silico Experiments Repository. This is the central component for manage-
ment of analysis results, which are generated through computer algorithms or
by human experts. The repository is anchored on a data model that consists
of generalized data objects, comprehensive data types, and flexible relationships
between data objects. In an implementation of this repository, the data model
should be designed to capture metadata about in silico experiments, semantic
metadata about segmented and classified structures, and provenance informa-
tion about analyses. The repository instance should be able to allow access to
information via a wide range of queries on metadata, spatial structures and re-
lationships, and semantic annotations and relationships drawn from one or more
domain ontologies. The in silico experiments repository is the focus of this paper
and will be described in greater detail next.

4 Repository for in Silico Microscopy Imaging
Experiments

In this section we discuss the requirements and design of repositories for in sil-
ico imaging experiments. These repositories first and foremost should enable a
research team to efficiently carry out imaging experiments. That is, they should
allow for efficient exploration of analysis results. They should also provide sup-
port for archiving analyses an investigator wants to save, share, and reference in
other studies as well as for agile rapid prototyping and algorithmic exploration.

4.1 Metadata

Rich metadata plays a crucial role in sharing, reusability, and reproducibility
of in silico imaging experiments. Metadata should be able to precisely and un-
ambiguously describe an in silico experiment and its components. One of the
reasons that information derived from biomedical images is underused can be
attributed to lack of efficient and flexible data models to support the modeling,
managing, querying and sharing of analysis results and derived data. The Anno-
tation and Image Markup (AIM) model is a caBIG R© standard[7] developed to
provide standardization for image annotation and markup for radiology images.
However, microscopy and pathology images have their unique characteristics.

The immediate challenge is that the metadata model should be efficient to
support large volumes of result sets. For instance, one of the ISBTRC experi-
ments involving 213 whole-slide images has segmented and annotated more than
90 million nuclei. In addition, a single XML-based results document, which con-
tained markups for all nuclei and the 23 features associated with each nucleus
on a single slide, reached 7GB in size. Another challenge is the complexity of
analysis results. The metadata about an in silico experiment can be semantically
complex. The metadata model should be able to represent slide related image,
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markup, feature, and annotation (e.g., classification of anatomic structures) in-
formation. This information includes a) context relating to patient data, speci-
men preparation, special stains, etc, b) human observations involving pathology
classification and characteristics, and c) algorithm and human-described segmen-
tations (markups), features, and annotations. Markups can be either geometric
shapes or image masks; annotations can be calculations, observations, disease
inferences or external annotations. The relationships between data elements can
also be complex. For example, additional annotations can be derived from exist-
ing annotations. As a result, generic and extensible metadata models are required
to support different types of experiments and applications.

The metadata model should also include a semantic description of the com-
putation being carried out. At a minimum, the model should allow a user to
express algorithm metadata, parameters, and semantic and concrete identifi-
cation of input and output datasets. A more advanced model could support
ontology-driven semantic descriptions of workflow templates and instances as
well as concrete provenance information about an execution of a given workflow.
Ontology-driven semantic representations provide a richer system of searching
and reasoning about workflows. An example of semantic workflow systems is
WINGS [8]. It provides a core ontology for generic components and data types
to express workflows. This core ontology can be extended to support data types
and data processing components in an application domain [13]. WINGS allows
a user to describe an application workflow using semantic properties associated
with workflow components and data types at a high-level of abstraction referred
to as a workflow template. The workflow template and the semantic proper-
ties of the components and data types are expressed using the Web Ontology
Language(OWL)2.

4.2 Query Support

The repository should provide support for metadata based queries (e.g., count nu-
clei where their grades are less than 3), spatial queries (e.g., find density of nuclei
where their grades are between 1 and 3 in selected region of interest), and semantic
queries based on reasoning on spatial relationships and/or ontology relationships.
The types of queries include: i) retrieval of image data and metadata to obtain
data for analytical procedures, ii) queries to compare results generated from dif-
ferent approaches, and validate machine generated results against human obser-
vations; iii) spatial queries on assessing relative prevalence of features or classified
objects, or assessing spatial coincidence of combinations of features or objects;
and iv) queries to support selection of collections of segmented regions, features,
objects for further machine learning or content based retrieval applications.

Many of the analytical imaging results are anatomic objects such as lesions,
cells, nuclei, blood vessels, etc. Spatial relationships among these objects are
often important to understanding the biomedical characteristics of biology sys-
tems. Common spatial relationships include containment, intersection or overlap,

2 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref
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distance between objects, and adjacency relationships. Besides spatial relation-
ships, another common requirement is to support calculation of coordinate and
measurement information (such as computing the area, centroid, perimeter, min-
imal bounding box) of a markup object. The ISBRTC in silico experiments, for
example, generate large volumes of results in the form of segmented regions,
markups, annotations, and features. These data elements are stored, managed,
and queried for algorithm validation as well as integration with genomics, clini-
cal, and radiology data. Examples of the types of queries are: (1) Find the num-
ber of nuclei, which are classified by observer A and whose feature f is within
the range of a and b; (2) Which nuclei types preserve nuclei features (distance,
shape, etc) between two images; and (3) Which brain tumor nuclei classified
by observer A and brain tumor nuclei classified by observer B exhibit spatial
overlap in a given region of interest.

Annotations on objects may draw from one or more domain ontologies (e.g.,
cell ontology to describe different cell types, genome ontology to represent ge-
nomic characteristics), creating a semantically rich environment. The repository
should allow for querying of data using semantic information. An example query
from the ISBTRC studies is “Search for objects with an observation concept (as-
trocytoma), but also extend it to include all its subclass concepts (gliosarcoma
and giant cell glioblastoma).” An important aspect of semantic information sys-
tems is the fact that additional assertions (i.e., annotations and classifications)
can be inferred from initial assertions (also called explicit assertions) based on
the ontology and the semantics of the ontology language. This facilitates a more
comprehensive mechanism for exploration of experiment results in the context
of domain knowledge. In some cases, it is desirable to extend an ontology with
new concepts and properties. That is, a researcher may want to define and add
new concepts and classes to the ontology using axioms and rules on existing
classes and computable attributes, such as spatial relationships based on dis-
tance or relationships between computed features. This would allow incorpora-
tion of new knowledge to the system, and might result in new set of inferred
annotations (assertions). Combined use of semantic stores/reasoners [11,22,5]
and rule engines [10] can offer a repository system capable of evaluating spatial
predicates and rules [19,15]. In such a system, the rule engine and the semantic
store/inference engine interact to compute inferred assertions based on the on-
tology in the system, the set of rules, and the initial set of explicit assertions (an-
notations). Rules that utilize the spatial-temporal relationships might generate
new instances of ontological concepts based on the evaluation of the rules. These
instances are fed into the semantic inference engine to compute new assertions.
The new assertions are input to the rule engine to compute new instances based
on rules. This process continues iteratively until no more assertions/instances
can be generated.

4.3 High-Performance Computing for Large Data Volumes

In order to scale to large volumes of data, the repository should take advantage of
parallel computation power and I/O access. This can be achieved through data
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Fig. 3. High performance computing for managing large scale image metadata

distribution and partitioning techniques to take advantage of high performance
computing resources (Figure 3) and cluster computing extensions in database
management systems,

Data distribution and clustering to reduce I/O costs. Databases can be phys-
ically partitioned into multiple physical nodes on cluster based computing in-
frastructure, which consists of multiple physical servers, where each node has
its own CPUs, disk controllers and disks (shared-nothing architecture). Physical
database partitions across multiple nodes connected through high speed connec-
tions can scale quickly with the power of clusters. Multi-dimensional clustering,
on the other hand, provides a method for automatic physically clustering of
data along multiple dimensions on more than one key (or dimension) simultane-
ously. This reduces seek overheads when accessing the data along one or more
dimensions. Database logical partitions reside on the same physical node can
take advantage of symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) architecture. Having a par-
titioned database on a single machine with multiple logical nodes is also known
as a shared-everything architecture, where the partitions use common memory,
CPUs, disk controllers, and disks. Logical partitioned database can then take
advantage of the parallelism support for both queries and I/O on a single SMP
machine. In addition, table partitioning provides another way of dispersing data
across multiple storage objects. For example, we can partition data in a table
based on slide IDs, or range of dates. This can effectively constrain the search
space to boost query performance.

Semantic Query Execution. With very large datasets, semantic query execution
and on-the-fly computation of assertions may take too long on a single processor
machine to be useful in exploration of datasets. Pre-computation of inferred as-
sertions, also referred to as the materialization process, can reduce the execution
of subsequent queries. Materialized assertions can be stored in the system and
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optimization techniques including indexing can be utilized. However, the process
of materialization may take very long for large datasets. Execution strategies
leveraging high-performance parallel and distributed machines can reduce exe-
cution times and speed up the materialization process [14,19,15]. One possible
strategy is to employ data parallelism by partitioning the Euclidean space in
which the spatial objects are embedded. Another parallelization strategy is to
partition the ontology axioms and rules, distributing the computation of axioms
and rules to processors. This partitioning would enable processors to evaluate
different axioms and rules in parallel. Inter-processor communication might be
necessary to ensure correctness. This parallelization strategy attempts to lever-
age axiom-level parallelism. It will likely benefit applications where the ontology
contains many axioms with few dependencies. A third possible strategy is to
combine the first two strategies with task-parallelism. In this strategy, N copies
of the semantic store engine and M copies of the rule engine are instantiated on
the parallel machine. The system coordinates the exchange of information and
the partitioning of workload between the semantic store engine instances and
the rule engine instances. The numbers N and M will depend on the cost of the
inference execution as well as the partitioning of the workload based on spatial
domain and/or ontology axioms.

5 An Implementation of in Silico Imaging Experiments
Repository

We have developed an implementation of the in silico experiments repository
component (Figure 2) using relational database technology. The database schema
is composed of a set of tables based on the Pathology Analytical Imaging
Standards (PAIS) model [21]. We describe this implementation in this section.

5.1 PAIS Data Model

The PAIS model is designed to provide an object-oriented, extensible, seman-
tically enabled data model to support pathology analytical imaging and hu-
man observations. PAIS provides highly generalized data objects, comprehensive
data types, and flexible relationships between data objects. PAIS is also storage
and performance efficiency oriented, and supports alternative implementations.
Based on an object-oriented design, PAIS is easily extensible. The logical model
of PAIS is designed in UML, and consists of 62 classes and interclass associ-
ations. The major components (main classes and relationships, not including
attributes) are shown in Figure 4. These classes can be categorized as:

– Image reference information – the reference and metadata of the images.
These include the ImageReference class with subclasses DICOMImageRefer-
ence, and MicroscopyImageReference. The later has two subclasses
WholeSlideImageReference and TMAImageReference. The Region class
specifies which area (e.g., a tile) in the original image is used for the
annotation.
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Fig. 4. Overview of PAIS model with a subset of major classes

– Image target information – who, where, and how the images are generated.
These include Subject (such as Patient), Specimen, AnatomicEntity and
Equipment classes.

– Organizational information – who performs the study and annotation and for
what purpose. There are four classes: User, Group, Project and Collection. A
collection is a group of items of the same type, gathered for display or study.
For example, results from the same algorithm with different parameters on
the same image belong to the same collection.

– Markup. Markup delineates a spatial region in the images and represents a
set of values derived from the pixels in the images. Markup symbols are asso-
ciated with one or multiple images, and can be in form of GeometricShape,
Surface, or Field. Geometric shapes can be Point, Line, Polyline, Polygon,
MultiPoint, MultiLine, MultiPolygon, Rectangle, Circle and Ellipse.

– Annotation. Annotation associates semantic meaning to markup entities
through coded or free text terms that provide explanatory or descriptive infor-
mation. There are three types of annotations: Observation, Calculation, and
Inference. Observation holds information about interpretation of a markup or
another annotation entity. Observations can be quantified based on different
measure scales such as ordinal and nominal scales. Calculation stores
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information about the quantitative results from mathematical or computa-
tional calculations, represented in CalculationResult, such as Scalar, Array,
Histogram, and Matrix. Inference is used to maintain information about dis-
ease diagnosis derived by observing imaging studies and/or medical history.

– Algorithm provenance information. The Provenance class, as illustrated in
Figure 4, helps to determine the derivation history of a markup or an-
notation, including algorithm information, parameters, and inputs. Such
information is critical for validating approaches and comparing algorithms.

5.2 Results Documents and Data Loading Protocol

To enable convenient data sharing and exchanging, we use XML based represen-
tation of the PAIS model to represent result documents. The PAIS logical model
is mapped and adjusted into an XML Schema. This schema is used by analysis
workflows to generate compatible PAIS XML documents. To reduce the doc-
ument size for processing, PAIS documents are often generated on partitioned
regions such as tiles, and different PAIS document instances from different re-
gions of the same image will share the same document UID. For example, we
generate a couple of hundred tile based PAIS XML documents for a single whole
slide image. These partitioned PAIS XML documents are further compressed
into zipped files.

The XML representation of PAIS facilitates exchange and verification of doc-
uments in a standards-based manner. However, for very large result sets, it is
not an efficient representation, even with compression of the documents. For
exchanging and storing large static data (considered relative to the metadata
that will be generated), self-describing structured container technologies (such
as HDF5) could provide a more efficient alternative. Such container technologies
provide more efficient storage than text-based file formats like XML, while still
making available the structure of the data for query purposes. For instance, seg-
mented regions and spatial data structures corresponding to multi-dimensional,
multi-resolution data subsets can be stored in HDF5 files.

Data Submission and Staging. PAIS documents generated from image analy-
sis applications can be either submitted to the database server directly by the
application on the fly, or grouped for batch submission. PAIS documents are
compressed and then submitted to the database server for data staging, where
they are stored in a staging table. The database is populated by mapping each
XML document into tables. The database internally loads the documents as
XML typed column in the database. The temporary XML data enables efficient
retrieval for mapping purpose. To map data from XML to the tables, we take ad-
vantage of the XMLTABLE function provided by XML databases, which queries
the XML column, and generates table like representation of results. These values
are then inserted into the tables. To make sure the data loading process works
for large transactions, we keep track of the status of each XML document. Ini-
tially each document is assigned an ”incomplete” status. If a document has been
mapped successfully, the status of the document is changed to complete. At that
point, the XML document can be removed from the database.
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5.3 Relational Database Implementation

The database is currently implemented with IBM DB2 Enterprise Edition 9.7.1
with DB2 Spatial Extender, running on PowerEdge T410 (four quadcore CPUs,
16GB memory, and a 15K rpm hard drive) with CentOS 5.5. The database
includes (1) Image target and reference tables for accessing specimen and im-
age metadata information; (2) Markup tables implemented as one spatial table
(using the DB2 spatial extensions) that stores geometric shapes in a spatial
database, another table that manages association relationship between markups
and annotations, and a third table for managing human markups, which are
often at a different scale; (3) Annotation tables consisting of a table for scalar
based calculation results, a table for quantified ordinal scale observations, and
another table for quantified nominal scale observations; and (4) Provenance ta-
bles for managing metadata about algorithms, algorithm parameters, and input
datasets.

To support queries on spatial relationships, we model and manage markup
objects as spatial objects, supported by spatial databases. In the PAIS data
management component, we support the following spatial data types: Point,
Line, Polyline, Polygon, Rectangle, Circle, Ellipse, MultiPoint, Multiline, and
Multipolygon. The most commonly used spatial type is polygon. These spatial
data types are represented as vector graphics based format – SVG3, so they
can be represented as text format for convenient data exchange and visualiza-
tion. We leverage the spatial extension of DB2 for efficient management and
query of spatial information. The spatial table in our implementation is defined
as a ST Polygon spatial data type provided by IBM DB2. We also employ in
queries several spatial functions implemented in DB2 such as spatial relationship
functions (ST Contains, ST Touches, etc) and functions that return information
about properties and dimensions of geometries (ST Area, ST Centroid, etc).
Many of our spatial queries are different from traditional GIS queries. An ini-
tial study we have carried out shows that optimizations can be implemented
to reduce query execution times. For example, the performance of spatial joins
between two algorithms on the same image can be much improved by divide-
and-conquer based approach. By dividing a region into four partitions, the cost
of spatial overlap queries can be immediately reduced to less than half.

Our current implementation of the application server (see Section 3) offers
a SQL interface and a caGrid data service interface [20]. We have developed
a caGrid service layer on top of the database to enable data sharing. caGrid
is a Grid middleware infrastructure with a service oriented architecture, where
researchers can share both their data and analytical resources as grid services,
and perform federated queries across distributed databases. We are also building
a Google Map like image and metadata viewer, which can quickly zoom into
different resolutions of images through identifying and retrieving tiled image
portions at specific resolution.

For an initial evaluation of the implementation, we selected 18 slides, and
loaded image analysis results from two different algorithm parameter sets and
3 http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG
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human annotated results. These generate around 18 million markups, and 400
million features. We are able to perform most queries efficiently – the current im-
plementation does not support semantic queries. To support large scale, high per-
formance data management, we plan to use IBM InfoSphere Warehouse Server
to manage our data. InfoSphere Warehouse Server uses DB2 with database par-
titioning features which can effectively support Cluster based and SMP based
computing infrastructures.

6 Related Work

Digital microscopy has become an increasingly important biomedical research
tool as hardware instruments for rapid capture of high-resolution images from
tissue samples have become more widely available. There are several projects
that target creation and management of microscopy image databases and pro-
cessing of microscopy images. The Virtual Microscope system [6] developed by
our group provides support for storage, retrieval, and processing of very large
microscopy images on high-performance systems. The Virtual Slidebox project
[4] at the University of Iowa is a web-based portal of a database of digitized
microscopy slides for education. The users can search for virtual slides and view
them through the portal. The Open Microscopy Environment project [9] de-
velops a database-driven system for analysis of biological images. The system
consists of a relational database that stores image data and metadata. Images
in the database can be processed using a series of modular programs. These pro-
grams are connected to the database; a module in the processing sequence reads
its input data from the database and writes its output back to the database
so that the next module in the sequence can work on it. OME provides a data
model of common specification for storing details of microscope set-up and image
acquisition. OpenCCDB [18,17] is a data model developed to ensure researchers
can trace the provenance of data and understand the specimen preparation and
imaging conditions that led to the data.

The Allen Reference Atlas (ARA) [1], which is funded by Paul Allen of Mi-
crosoft, has a high-resolution anatomical 3-D atlas of the mouse brain. It provides
anatomical information for every voxel (at various resolutions of 100×100, 50×50
down to 25×25) in the 3D coronal atlas made up of 130 coronal mouse slices.
The ARA provides a fixed vocabulary of regions names. The Bisque system [16]
and associated tools like the Digital Notebook allow a biologist to capture the
image experimental data and metadata and store these in a relational database.
The eXtensible Imaging Platform (XIP) project is an open source framework for
fostering medical imaging algorithm developments [3]. However, this platform is
mainly designed and used for radiology image analysis. Additionally, this sys-
tem lacks a systematic approach for building application workflows, high perfor-
mance computation and management of image analysis results. DICOM WG 26
is developing a DICOM based standard for storing microscopy images [2], where
headers will store metadata such as patient, study and equipment information.
Tiles are managed as series and the mapping relationship is represented in an
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XML format. However, the metadata is limited and could not be extended for
analysis information, and DICOM itself is a storage and data exchange format
and not suitable for queries.

7 Conclusion

Availability of an increasing array of high-throughput and high-resolution in-
struments has given rise to large datasets of omics data – such as genomics, pro-
teomics, metabolomics – and imaging data – such as radiology and microscopy
imaging. There are an increasing number of research projects that either primar-
ily focus on in silico experiments or involve them as a significant component of
their studies. Microscopy imaging holds tremendous potential for highly detailed
in silico examination of morphology of biological systems. In this paper we ar-
gue that software for in silico imaging experiments will need to implement more
comprehensive support than management, viewing, and annotation of slides. To
fully realize the potential of in silico imaging studies, software will be required
to support rich, semantic metadata models to represent complex analysis re-
sults, databases capable of supporting metadata, spatial, and semantic queries,
and high-performance computing techniques for execution of expensive analysis
operations and queries.
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Abstract. Ontologies are heavily used in life sciences and evolve continuously 
to incorporate new or changed insights. Often ontology changes affect only 
specific parts (regions) of ontologies making it valuable for ontology users and 
applications to know the heavily changed regions on the one hand and stable 
regions on the other hand. However, the size and complexity of life science on-
tologies renders manual approaches to localize changing or stable regions im-
possible. We therefore propose an approach to automatically discover evolving 
or stable ontology regions. We evaluate the approach by studying evolving re-
gions in the Gene Ontology and the NCI Thesaurus. 
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1   Introduction 

Ontologies are heavily used in life sciences, especially to consistently describe or 
annotate objects of an application domain [1, 14]. For instance, SwissProt [2] and 
Ensembl [10] are two frequently used data sources in which proteins are annotated 
(associated) with concepts of the Gene Ontology (GO) [7] to describe their molecular 
functions as well as their involvement in biological processes. The high importance of 
ontologies is reflected in their growing number and size. Currently, there are about 70 
ontologies available in the Open Biomedical Ontology (OBO) foundry [23]. These 
ontologies usually underlie a continuous evolution to incorporate the latest require-
ments and insights of a particular domain [9]. For instance, the GO or the NCI  
Thesaurus [22] have nearly doubled their size since 2004 [8]. Ontology providers 
continuously release new versions of changed ontologies. For example, changes for 
GO are released on a daily basis, and for NCI Thesaurus every month.  

As a consequence of this evolution ontology users need to cope with these changes. 
To determine whether applications or data sources need to be adapted for the newest 
ontology versions it is valuable to know what parts of an ontology have significantly 
changed or remained unchanged in a specific period of time. Such information can be 
utilized in different ways. On the one hand, analysis applications such as functional 
profiling [3, 21] that used a heavily changed ontology region should be rerun to de-
termine how analysis results are affected by the ontology changes. On the other hand, 
algorithms may use the information that specific ontology parts remained unchanged 
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for a more efficient computation since they can reuse previous results. For example, 
algorithms to match different ontologies [5] can then reuse match results of previous 
versions for improved efficiency. The information on stable or changing ontology 
regions is also a good indicator where little or much further development is to be 
expected. So, unstable ontology regions are a good indicator for ontology developers 
to participate within a collaborative ontology development. Furthermore, project  
coordinators may use the information about regions to plan future development steps. 

The manual discovery of stable and changing ontology regions is not feasible for 
large ontologies so that automatic techniques are required. So far only little and pre-
liminary work has been performed in this direction. Previous research in the area of 
ontology change (see [6] for a survey) focused on ontology versioning [12, 18], the 
ontology evolution process [15, 24, 25] or the change detection between ontology 
versions [16, 17, 19, 20]. In our own previous work we quantitatively evaluated evolu-
tion of life science ontologies [9]. Furthermore, we designed a web application [8] 
which allows access to information about changes in life science ontologies. However, 
to our best knowledge no current work determines the location (region) where changes 
occurred in an ontology. We therefore make the following contributions in this paper: 

• We introduce and define the notion of ontology regions and corresponding 
measures to classify ontology regions according to their change intensity. 

• We propose an algorithm for the discovery of stable and unstable ontology 
regions. The algorithm is customizable to meet the requirements of different 
applications. It (1) considers different change types, (2) uses an extensible set 
of measures for regions and (3) allows region discovery over different time 
periods. Hence, we can support various application scenarios, e.g., finding 
small and unstable, or large and stable ontology regions. 

• We evaluate the approach for the Gene Ontology and NCI Thesaurus. Re-
sults show that in both cases unstable and stable regions exist and hence in-
dicate that the proposed approach is applicable for automatic discovery of 
evolving regions in large life science ontologies. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our models for 
ontologies as well as ontology changes and introduce the notion of ontology regions. 
Section 3 describes the discovery algorithm. We evaluate the approach in Section 4. 
We finally conclude and outline possibilities for future work. 

2   Preliminaries and Models 

We first outline our ontology model including versioning. Next, we describe which 
kinds of ontology changes are considered and introduce a corresponding change cost 
model. Finally, we define ontology regions and outline possible measures to quantify 
the change intensity of regions. 

2.1   Ontology Model and Versioning 

An ontology O = (C, R) consists of concepts C which are interconnected by relation-
ships in R. Together they form a so-called directed acyclic graph (DAG) representing 
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the  structure of O. Special concepts of C called roots are the topmost concepts of O, 
i.e., they have no relationship to any parent concept. If the number of roots is greater 
than one, we introduce a virtual root which acts as a single entry point for the ontol-
ogy. Thus, we can define all roots of the ontology as children of the virtual root. 

A concept c є C of an ontology is defined by a set of single-valued or multi-valued 
attributes. The accession number cacc is a special attribute to unambiguously identify 
ontology concepts. Further typical attributes include the name/label, a definition or 
synonyms of concepts. Relationships r є R can be separated into two groups: (1) is_a 
relationships and (2) other relationships. Is_a relationships usually form the base 
structure of an ontology, hence we will utilize these relationships to define our ontol-
ogy regions (see Section 2.3) and make use of them in our discovery algorithm  
(see Section 3). Other relationships extend the basic is_a structure by more specific 
relationships, e.g., part_of or has_parts. . The used ontology model represents well 
existing life science ontologies, in particular the ones in the OBO Foundry [23]. 

An ontology version Ov = (C, R, t) of version v is a snapshot of an ontology at  
a specific point in time t. The concepts C and relationships R of Ov are valid until a 
newer ontology version is released. We assume that versions of an ontology follow a 
linear versioning scheme, i.e., each ontology version Oi has at most one successor 
Oi+1 and one predecessor version Oi-1. The first / last ontology versions have no 
predecessor / successor version, respectively. 

2.2   Ontology Changes and Cost Model 

The evolution from an old ontology version Oold to a newer ontology version Onew can 
be described by a set of ontology changes. We distinguish between the basic change 
types addition (add), deletion (del) and update (upd) for concepts, relationships and 
attributes of an ontology: 

 
concept relationship attribute 

add del add del add del upd 

 

Particularly, concepts, relationships and attributes can be added or deleted. In case 
of attributes we further use the update change type for attribute value changes in con-
cepts, e.g., the modification of a concept’s name or definition. Note that at the current 
stage we do not include complex changes such as merge or split of concepts, since 
these changes are typically composed of basic changes that we already cover. How-
ever, complex changes can be included in the future to achieve a more fine-grained 
and semantically richer distinction between different changes.  

To reflect the impact of changes we introduce a cost model for ontology changes. 
Particularly, we assign change costs to the different kinds of ontology changes to 
determine their impact on an ontology. For instance, we can assign higher change 
costs for delConcept compared to addConcept to consider a higher change impact for 
concept deletions vs. concept additions. The individual costs can be assigned to on-
tology concepts affected by an ontology change. Particularly, we distinguish between  
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Fig. 1. Sample ontology with regions, aggregated costs (left) and corresponding region meas-
ures (right) 

 
two types of costs for an ontology concept: local costs lc and aggregated costs ac. 
Local costs lc(c) cover the impact of ontology changes that directly affect an ontology 
concept c, i.e., changes on the concept itself as well as changes on its relationships 
and attributes. For instance, the addition/deletion of a child concept or an attribute 
value change have a direct impact. We will later (Section 3.1.1) discuss how local 
costs are assigned to ontology concepts based on the change type. We further use 
aggregated costs ac(c) to reflect all changes occurring in the is_a descendants of a 
concept c. For instance, leaf concept additions/deletions have an indirect impact on 
corresponding ancestor concepts in the ontology. In Section 3.1.2 we describe how 
aggregated costs are derived from local costs. The sample (changed) ontology version 
in Fig. 1 (left) contains aggregated costs (numbers next to a concept) for each con-
cept, e.g., concept c2 has aggregated costs of 7 while its sibling c3 has no aggregated 
costs ac(c3) = 0. 

2.3   Ontology Regions and Measures 

An ontology region OR is a subgraph of an ontology consisting of a single root con-
cept rc. A region contains all concepts located in the is_a subgraph of rc, i.e., there 
exists at least one is_a-path from every concept c є OR to rc. We will aggregate the 
concept change costs per ontology region to identify change-intensive or stable re-
gions. Our notion of an ontology region observes that changes often occur in the 
boundary of an ontology, e.g., addition of leaves or subgraphs to extend the knowl-
edge of a specific topic. Of course an ontology region also covers changes on inner 
concepts since all intermediate concepts between the root and the leaves are part  
of the region. In the sample ontology of Fig. 1 (left) several ontology regions  
are marked. For instance, the region with root concept c2 consists of the four  
concepts c2, c5, c8 and c9. The complete ontology with root c1 can also be seen as a 
region. 

The change intensity of an ontology region OR and other characteristics can be de-
scribed by region measures incorporating aspects such as the local/aggregated costs 
or the region size. We will later use these measures in our algorithm for the discovery  
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of specific ontology regions. We define the following exemplary measures for an 
ontology region OR: 

• absolute region size abs_size(OR): number of concepts in an ontology region 
OR 

• relative region size rel_size(OR): relative size of OR compared to the overall 
size of the ontology O defined by abs_size(OR) / abs_size(O) 

• absolute change costs abs_costs(OR): the absolute costs of OR represented 
by its root’s aggregated costs ac(rc) 

• average change costs avg_costs(OR): the average costs per concept in OR 
defined by abs_costs(OR) / abs_size(OR) 

Note that these measures are only examples, i.e., we can extend the set of measures 
depending on application requirements. For instance, one may consider other charac-
teristics such as the depth or the compactness of a region. The example regions c1, c2 
and c3 of the sample ontology in Fig. 1 show different characteristics based on our 
example measures, as shown in the table on the right side of Fig. 1. For instance, 
regions c2 and c3 have a similar size but differ largely in their change intensity 
(measures abs_costs and avg_costs). While region c3 has not been changed 
(avg_costs of 0), region c2 exhibits average costs of 1.75. We will now (Section 3) 
explain  how we determine aggregated costs (ac) of concepts in general and for our 
example ontology of Fig. 1. 

3   Ontology Region Discovery 

In this section we present the algorithm for discovering evolving ontology regions. 
We first show how the aggregated costs of concepts are computed for two succeeding 
ontology versions. We then present the algorithm for the computation of region meas-
ures. Finally, we combine both algorithms to discover ontology regions for multiple 
ontology versions released in a specific period of time. 

3.1   Computation of Aggregated Costs for Two Ontology Versions 

The algorithm for determining aggregated costs in two succeeding ontology versions 
takes as input an old ontology version Oold and a new ontology version Onew as well as 
change costs σ for ontology changes (see Section 2.2). Note that we use dedicated 
concept attributes to store local (lc) and aggregated costs (ac) of concepts, i.e., we 
internally extend the given ontology versions to capture assigned costs in each con-
cept. The algorithm computeAggregatedCosts consists of four steps as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Algorithm 1: computeAggregatedCosts (ontology versions Oold, Onew, change costs σ) 

ΔOold-Onew := diff (Oold, Onew) computes changes between ontology versions (both directions) 

assignLocalCosts (ΔOold-Onew, σ, Oold, Onew) 

Oold:=aggregateCosts (Oold) 

Onew:=aggregateCosts (Onew) 

transferCosts (Oold, Onew) 

return Onew
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We first compute the changes between the input versions (diff). Next we assign local 
costs to affected concepts (assignLocalCosts) to determine the added, deleted and modi-
fied ontology elements. Depending on the change type local costs are assigned either to 
concepts of the older or the newer ontology version. For instance, the deletion of a 
concept can only be captured in the older version since the concept is not available in 
the newer one and vice versa for added concepts. Afterwards the local costs are propa-
gated upwards in each ontology version (aggregateCosts) according to the respective 
ontology structure. This step ensures that costs from deeper ontology parts are aggre-
gated within inner ontology concepts and finally in the ontology root. Since we like to 
discover regions based on the latest ontology version we need to transfer aggregated 
costs of older versions to newer ones (transferCosts). The transfer guarantees that costs 
originated in older ontology versions such as deletes are also reflected in the newest 
ontology version. Finally, the newer ontology version including the computed aggre-
gated costs is returned. We then can use this ontology version for applying our region 
measures (see Section 3.2). We also use this enriched version in the iterative algorithm 
for dealing with more than two ontology versions (see Section 3.3). We will explain 
the steps of computeAggregatedCosts in more detail in the following sub sections. A 
simple yet comprehensive example will be used for illustration. 

3.1.1   Change Detection and Assignment of Local Costs 
Change detection between the two ontology versions Oold and Onew is based on the 
comparison of concept accession numbers which are typically used in life science 
ontologies for unambiguous concept identification. Particularly, we determine ontol-
ogy changes by comparing elements of Oold with those of Onew: diff(Oold, Onew). In this 
process we distinguish between concept, relationship and attribute changes. Added 
elements (add) are only present in the newer version Onew while deleted elements (del) 
only exist in the older version Oold. Furthermore, we detect updates (upd) on attrib-
utes, e.g., when the name of a concept has been changed. Thus, we cover all changes 
described in Section 2.2. Note that these changes represent the basic change types in 
ontology evolution and complex changes such as split or merge can be seen as a com-
position of these. 

The example in Fig. 2 shows two ontology versions Oold and Onew including 
changes in concepts and relationships (for simplicity we omit attribute changes and 
focus on is_a relationships). Particularly, from Oold to Onew two new concepts (c8, c9) 
were introduced while one concept (c4) was deleted. Corresponding relationships 
were inserted ((c8,c2), (c9,c5), (c9,c8)) and removed ((c4,c2)). 

The changes in the diff result and the specified change costs are used to assign local 
costs (lc) to affected concepts in both ontology versions. We assign local costs to 
concepts using the assignLocalCosts method in the following way. Costs of additions 
and updates are always captured in the new ontology version. In contrast, costs of 
deletions are captured in the old ontology version since the affected elements (e.g., a 
deleted concept) are only present in this version. The costs of concept and attribute 
changes are directly assigned to the affected concept. For relationship changes the 
costs are assigned to the source and target concept of a relationship. Note that differ-
ent costs for the source and target concept can be used. 
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Fig. 2. Diff and assignment of local costs for two ontology versions 

In Fig. 2 the numbers next to the concepts refer to the associated local costs for the 
changes found by diff(Oold, Onew). For simplicity, we assume uniform change costs of 1 
per change. Furthermore, we only assign costs to the target of a changed relationship. 
In our example the deletion of c4 causes the assignment of local costs 1 to c4 (del-
Concept) and c2 (delRelationship) in Oold. The insertion of c8 and c9 (addConcept) 
leads to the assignment of local costs 1 to both concepts. Concept c8 receives addi-
tional costs 1 caused by the insertion of the (c9,c8) relationship, thus its overall local 
costs are 2 (lc(c8)=2). Due to the addition of the relationships (c9,c5) and (c8,c2) 
concepts c2 and c5 of Onew are both assigned local cost 1. 

3.1.2   Aggregation of Local Costs 
We propagate local costs (lc) of concepts via is_a paths upwards (in root direction) 
and hence aggregate costs of subgraphs in corresponding inner ontology concepts 
(aggregated costs (ac) of concepts). The aggregation is applied on the old version as 
well as the new version with the intention, that the sum of all assigned local costs is 
equal to the aggregated costs of the root, i.e., the root subsumes all costs assigned to 
an ontology version. 

The aggregation of costs follows one rule. The aggregated costs of a concept is the 
sum of the aggregated costs of its direct children plus the local costs of itself:  

)(
|)'(|

)'(
)(

c of c'children direct 

clc
cparents

cac
cac += ∑  

If a concept c has more than one parent the costs are split into |parents| portions so 
that costs/|parents| costs are propagated to each parent. The algorithm aggregateCosts 
uses an ontology version Ov with associated local costs and propagates them through 
the ontology using the given structure of Ov: 
 

Particularly, the local costs of an ontology concept are propagated along its root 
paths to the root of the ontology. The recursive algorithm aggregate is responsible for 
one propagation step along the path. Thereby aggregated costs ac(c) are updated 
(summed up) with the incoming costs from a child. The new costs are calculated 
based on c’s number of parents and are finally propagated to all parents of c (recur-
sive call of aggregate). Since a concept may have multiple children, the concept can be 
updated multiple times to aggregate all local costs assigned to its is_a descendants. 
 

Algorithm 2: aggregateCosts (ontology version Ov) 
for all concepts c in Ov do 
 if local costs lc(c) > 0 then 
 aggregate (c, Ov, lc(c)) 

 end if 
end for 
return Ov 
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Fig. 3. Aggregation of costs in both ontology versions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3 shows the aggregation of local costs in our running example for ontology 

versions Oold and Onew. Each concept is displayed with its local and aggregated costs 
(lc(c)|ac(c)), paths are annotated with the propagated costs. For instance, in Onew c9’s 
aggregated costs are equal to lc(c9) since c9 has no children. The relationships (c9,c5) 
and (c9,c8) are utilized to propagate c9’s costs to the corresponding parents. Since 
two parents exist, ac(c9) is split into two portions of 0.5 which are propagated to c5 
and c8, respectively. Thus, the aggregated costs of c5 are composed of ac(c9)/2 and 
lc(c5): ac(c5) = ac(c9)/2+lc(c5) = 0.5+1 = 1.5. The same holds for c8: ac(c8) = 
ac(c9)/2+lc(c8) = 0.5+2 = 2.5. In the next step ac(c5) and ac(c8) are propagated to c2 

and aggregated with lc(c2): ac(c2) = ac(c5)+ac(c8)+lc(c2) = 1.5+2.5+1 = 5. Having 
propagated all costs, the aggregated costs of both roots are equal to the sum of all 
assigned local costs: 2 for Oold and 5 for Onew, respectively. 

3.1.3   Transfer of Aggregated Costs 
After separate aggregation of costs in the old and new version the results are now 
transferred to the newer version. The transfer ensures that change costs of the old 
version are reflected in the new version as well since we like to discover regions of 
interest based on the new version. The transferCosts algorithm transfers aggregated 
costs of concepts from the old version into the new version. In particular, the method  
 

 
 

Algorithm 3: aggregate (concept c, ontology version Ov, change costs σ) 

aggregated costs ac(c) := ac(c) + σ 

parent concepts Cparent(c) := getParents(Ov, c) 

normalized costs σnorm := σ / |Cparent(c)| 

for all concepts c' in Cparent(c) do 
 aggregate(c', Ov, σnorm) 

end for 
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Fig. 4. Transfer of aggregated costs from old to new ontology version 

sums up the aggregated costs of equal concepts in both versions and stores the result 
in the new version: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The transfer of costs for our running example is displayed in Fig. 4. The table be-

low shows how the costs of Oold and Onew are summed up in Onew. Since concepts c1, 
c2, c3, c5, c6 and c7 are present in the old and new ontology version their aggregated 
costs of both versions are fused, e.g., after the transfer c2’s aggregated costs is 7 (2 
from Oold and 5 from Onew). If a concept is only present in the new version its aggre-
gated costs remain unchanged (e.g., for c8 and c9 in Onew). In contrast, aggregated 
costs of deleted concepts can not directly be transferred to the new version (e.g., the 
costs of c4). However, the cost aggregation described in Section 3.1.2 ensures that 
costs of deletions are indirectly transferred. In our case c2’s aggregated costs which 
are transferred to Onew contain the costs of c4’s deletion. Thus, changes on c4 are 
indirectly reflected in the new version as well. 

3.2   Computation of Measures and Discovery of Ontology Regions 

To compute the proposed region measures of Section 2.3 we apply an algorithm com-
puteRegionMeasures which uses available information such as aggregated costs or the 
ontology structure. As an example, in case of the rel_size measure we iterate over all 

Algorithm 4: transferCosts (ontology versions Oold, Onew) 

for all concepts c in Oold do 
 if c ∈ Onew then 
 ac(c) ∈ Onew += ac(c) ∈ Oold 
 end if 
end for  
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ontology concepts and compute the ratio between the region size of each concept  
and the overall ontology size. c1 as the root of our running example exhibits a rel_size 
of 1.0 while c2 (c3) show a rel_size of 0.5 (0.375). As one may notice the sample 
ontology displayed in Fig. 1 is equal to the result of the transfer of our running exam-
ple discussed in Section 3.1.3. Hence, the results of our example are equal to the ones 
presented in Section 2.3. 

Based on the results we can discover regions of interest in the new ontology ver-
sion. Particularly, we define constraints on the results and thus select the regions that 
satisfy the criteria. Depending on the application different criteria (e.g., relative or 
absolute size/cost measures) can be considered and combined. For instance, “large 
stable regions” may be defined with the constraints: rel_size(OR)>0.2 and 
avg_costs(OR)=0. In our case region c3 is the only region satisfying these constraints. 
In contrast, one may use rel_size(OR)>0.2 and avg_costs(OR)>1 to select “large un-
stable regions”, e.g., region c2 in our running example. Note that we can eliminate 
sub-regions of a larger ontology region for a compact result, i.e., only regions satisfy-
ing the given constraints and which are not contained in another selected region are 
returned. For instance, the region covered by c8 would also satisfy the constraints of 
an unstable region (avg_costs(c8)>1 and rel_size(c8)>0.2). However, c8 is contained 
in region c2 and thus we only return c2 as an identified region. 

3.3   Discovery Algorithm for Multiple Ontology Versions 

Based on computeAggregatedCosts and computeRegionMeasures we now define the 
generalized findRegions algorithm which works on multiple ontology versions released 
in a specific time period. The idea of the combined algorithm is the following. Having 
n released ontology versions (O1, …, On) we iterate over all releases and apply com-
puteAggregatedCosts on each pair (Oi,Oi+1). Thus, we cover all version changes be-
tween succeeding ontology versions and transfer costs from older ontology versions 
to the latest ontology version On where the region discovery is applied (computeRe-
gionMeasures). The algorithm findRegions for n ontology versions looks as follows: 

 

4   Evaluation 

We evaluated the proposed region discovery algorithm for the well-known Gene  
Ontology (GO) and the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCIT). After the de-
scription of the evaluation setup we first comparatively analyze the overall ontology 
stability for different periods. In Section 4.3 we analyze the distribution of ontology 
regions w.r.t. their stability and present how the most (un)stable ontology regions can 
be discovered. We finally show how the algorithm can be used to track the stability of 
ontology regions over time. 

Algorithm 5: findRegions(ontology versions O1 … On, change costs σ) 
for all succeeding ontology versions Oi – Oi+1 do 

 Oi+1 := computeAggregatedCosts(Oi, Oi+1, σ) 

end for 
computeRegionMeasures(On) 
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4.1   Evaluation Setup 

The two considered ontologies are heavily used in different projects and underlie 
continuous changes. GO is widely used for the annotation of proteins w.r.t. Biological 
Processes (BP), Molecular Functions (MF) and Cellular Components (CC). NCIT 
maintained at the National Cancer Institute consists of 20 main categories which 
cover cancer-related topics such as drugs, tissues or anatomical structures. It is util-
ized in US-wide projects such as the Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid (caBIG) [4] 
and its underlying infrastructure caCORE [13]. 

We integrated available ontology versions between 2004 and 2009 on a monthly 
basis in a repository [11]. Note that we include at most one version per month, if there 
is more than one version available we use the first release. The repository allows for 
the efficient retrieval of versioned ontology information. Thus, we can compare on-
tology versions of a specified time period to determine the ontology changes in our 
algorithm. The latest considered GO version of December 2009 consists of 30,304 
concepts (GO-BP: 18,108; GO-MF: 9,459; GO-CC: 2,737) while the latest NCIT 
version of December 2009 contains 77,465 concepts. 

For all evaluation studies we apply the following change costs: 

concept relationship attribute 
add del add del add del upd 
1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 

In general concept changes have the biggest impact followed by relationship and 
attribute changes. Furthermore, we give concept and relationship deletions more im-
pact, attribute changes are weighted equally. In case of relationships we assign half of 
the costs to the target and the other half to the source concept of a changed relation-
ship. The used values are for illustration only and can be changed to meet specific 
application characteristics.  

4.2   Overall Ontology Stability 

We apply our region measures to the root of an ontology for assessing its overall 
stability. Particularly, we utilize released versions of a specific time period and assess 
the overall stability by taking the measures abs_size(root), abs_costs(root) and 
avg_costs(root) into account. Table 1 lists the overall stability of GO (including its 
sub ontologies) and NCIT for 2008 and 2009, respectively. 

In 2008 GO and NCIT exhibit similar absolute costs (GO: ~24,200; NCIT: 
~23,200) but the average change intensity was much higher for GO (avg_costs 0.87 
for GO vs. 0.32 for NCIT). In 2009, the change intensity increased for NCIT but de-
creased for GO, but GO still retained an increased change activity (avg_costs 0.64 vs. 
0.47). Within the GO sub ontologies GO-BP possesses the highest absolute and aver-
age costs in both periods. In contrast GO-MF can be seen as the most stable sub on-
tology of GO (≤0.5 avg_costs in 2008 and 2009). Between 2008 and 2009 the average 
costs decreased especially for GO-MF (from 0.5 to 0.32) underlining the improved 
stability compared to GO-BP and GO-CC.  
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Table 1. Overall stability of ontologies in 2008 and 2009 

2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009
GO 27,799 30,304 24,242 19,412 0.87 0.64
– MF 9,205 9,459 4,636 3,002 0.50 0.32
– BP 16,231 18,108 17,594 14,557 1.08 0.80
– CC 2,363 2,737 2,011 1,854 0.85 0.68
NCIT 71,337 77,455 23,165 36,562 0.32 0.47

abs_size(root) abs_costs(root) avg_costs(root)

 

4.3   Discovery of (un)stable Regions 

To discover the most stable and unstable regions of an ontology we analyze the dis-
tribution of ontology regions w.r.t. their avg_costs. Figure 5 shows such a distribu-
tion for GO-BP changes in 2009. We consider ontology regions with a minimum 
rel_size of 0.3% (~ 50 concepts) and group them according to their average costs 
into intervals of size 0.05. Overall we classified 518 regions in 36 intervals 
(0.00:0.05 to 1.75:1.80). Most of the regions (~430 regions; ~83%) exhibit average 
costs between 0 and 0.5, 60 out of which (~12%) have average costs lower than 0.05 
and are thus largely stable. In contrast about 53 ontology regions (~10%) show aver-
age costs above 0.65. 

We can thus determine the most stable and unstable ontology regions by focusing 
on the two ends of the cost-based distribution. Depending on the application needs 
we may use either absolute thresholds (e.g., avg_costs < 0.01 or avg_costs > 0.8)  
or percentiles of a distribution to classify regions as stable or unstable. For the  
following analysis, we regard all ontology regions of a certain minimal size below 
the 5%-percentile as stable and all ontology regions above the 95%-percentile as 
unstable.  

 
 

 
Fig. 5. Distribution of regions w.r.t. average costs for GO-BP in 2009 
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Table 2. Largest (un)stable ontology regions in 2009 

accession name abs_size rel_size avg_costs
GO:0005102 receptor binding 408 4.31% 0.95
GO:0009653 anatomical structure morphogenesis 583 3.22% 1.22
GO:0048856 anatomical structure development 566 3.13% 0.91
GO:0033643 host cell part 77 2.81% 1.90
GO:0003676 nucleic acid binding 241 2.55% 0.86
GO:0048646 anatomical structure formation involved in morphogenesis 253 1.40% 0.92
GO:0031300 intrinsic to organelle membrane 36 1.32% 0.000
GO:0030054 cell junction 31 1.13% 0.000
GO:0050865 regulation of cell activation 184 1.02% 0.012
GO:0075136 response to host 181 1.00% 0.019
GO:0000151 ubiquitin ligase complex 25 0.91% 0.000
GO:0016860 intramolecular oxidoreductase activity 71 0.75% 0.000

C28428 Retired Concept 3,264 4.21% 3.49
C53791 Adverse Event Associated with Infection 1,186 1.53% 2.36
C45678 Industrial Aid 889 1.15% 1.40
C74944 Clinical Pathology Procedure 747 0.96% 0.84
C66892 Natural Product 708 0.91% 1.35
C53543 Rare Non-Neoplastic Disorder 504 0.65% 1.22
C64389 Genomic Feature Physical Location 1,026 1.32% 0.000
C23988 Mouse Neoplasms 886 1.14% 0.000
C48232 Cancer TNM Finding 742 0.96% 0.000
C53798 Adverse Event Associated with Surgery & Intra-Operative Injury 707 0.91% 0.000
C43877 American Indian 555 0.72% 0.000
C53832 Infection Adverse Event with Unknown Absolute Neutrophil Count 386 0.50% 0.000

G
O

N
C

IT

unstable

stable

unstable

stable

 
 
Table 2 displays the six largest (un)stable ontology regions of GO and NCIT in 

2009. The relative region sizes vary between 0.5% and 5% of the overall ontology 
size. In GO the relative sizes of the six largest unstable regions are higher than the 
stable ones. Particularly, the largest stable region in GO exhibits a relative size of 
1.32% (GO:0031300) whereas the 6th largest unstable region (GO:0048646) has 1.4% 
relative size. The largest stable regions regarding absolute size can be found in NCIT 
consisting of more than 400 concepts. Furthermore, all stable regions of NCIT exhibit 
no average costs, i.e., in these regions no changes occurred. In contrast, some stable 
regions of GO show slight average costs, e.g., GO:0050865 or GO:0075136. We 
further observed that in GO-BP “anatomical structure” topics were highly modified in 
2009 (see GO:0009653, GO:0048856 or GO:0048646). Furthermore, in GO-MF the 
change focus was on special binding functions such as “receptor binding” and “nu-
cleic acid binding”. Particularly, “receptor binding” is the largest unstable region of 
GO (rel_size=4.31%). In NCIT “Retired Concept” is the largest unstable region 
(rel_size=4.21%). Note that this ontology region is utilized to collect all ontology 
concepts that have been retired. Other regions of high interest concern “Drugs and 
Chemicals” topics such as “Industrial Aid” or “Natural Product”. 

4.4   Tracking the Stability of Ontology Regions 

A sample application of our discovery algorithm is tracking the stability of ontology 
regions over time. Particularly, we apply our region measures for different time peri-
ods to determine the change intensity of different regions over time. We can thus 
observe certain trends in the evolution of ontologies that are of interest to ontology 
users. 
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Fig. 6. Tracking of avg_costs for sample regions in NCIT (2004-2009) 

As an example we applied region tracking on NCIT between 2004 and 2009 for its 
20 main categories. The computation uses a sliding window in the following way. We 
apply our algorithm for a window of size ‘half year’ (window step: 1 month), i.e., for 
each window we compute region measures for the selected categories and consider 
them for a final trend analysis. Hence, we can study variances in the measured results 
over time, e.g., to find out where and when massive development took place or not. 

The chart in Fig. 6 shows the tracking of average costs for three selected main 
categories of NCIT between 2004 and 2009. We can distinguish different patterns. 
First, we observe regions, such as “Drugs and Chemicals”, that are always unstable, 
i.e., they experience higher average costs due to frequent modifications. Such regions 
represent active research fields, and will likely be modified in the near future as well. 
Furthermore, there are regions such as “Organisms” which exhibit both, periods of 
high stability mixed with periods of substantial instability. Its instability peaks (Mar 
2006-Feb 2007, Mar 2008-Mar 2009) may be caused by new research findings or 
restructuring decisions by the project consortium which coordinates the ontology 
development. Finally, there are regions which have become stable over time. For 
instance, “Anatomic Structure System or Substance” had change activities until the 
end of 2006, but remained largely stable since 2007. Hence, such a region can be 
considered as almost finished, i.e., the probability for dramatic changes in the near 
future is low. This observation especially holds for ontology regions covering ac-
cepted / standardized knowledge, e.g., anatomy in the life sciences. 

5   Conclusion and Future Work 

We introduced the notion of ontology regions and corresponding measures to deter-
mine the change intensity or stability of ontology parts. Based on this notion we pro-
posed an algorithm to discover evolving (un)stable regions in life science ontologies 
by taking ontology changes and the ontology structure into account. The presented 
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algorithm utilizes an adaptable change cost model to reflect the impact of different 
ontology changes. Our approach can be used in different scenarios, e.g., by ontology 
users to find out the need to rerun analysis applications or by ontology engineers to 
notice past and ongoing work in regions of an ontology. We applied our algorithm in 
a comparative study for two large life science ontologies for different time periods. 
We observed that the algorithm is able to discover (un)stable ontology regions. The 
tracking of ontology region stability over time showed different evolution patterns, 
e.g., ontology regions which are always heavily modified or others that have become 
stable over the past years. 

We see several directions for future work. First, we can consider high-level ontol-
ogy changes such as merge or split of concepts to achieve a more fine-grained repre-
sentation of ontology evolution. Second, we plan to integrate the region discovery 
algorithm into our OnEX system [8]. Finally, we will investigate how algorithms for 
ontology matching can utilize information about (un)stable regions to determine new 
ontology mappings in a more efficient way. 

Acknowledgments. This work is supported by the German Research Foundation 
(DFG), grant RA 497/18-1 (“Evolution of Ontologies and Mappings”). 
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Abstract. Matching life science ontologies to determine ontology mappings has 
recently become an active field of research. The large size of existing ontolo-
gies and the application of complex match strategies for obtaining high quality 
mappings makes ontology matching a resource- and time-intensive process. To 
improve performance we investigate different approaches for parallel matching 
on multiple compute nodes. In particular, we consider inter-matcher and intra-
matcher parallelism as well as the parallel execution of element- and structure-
level matching. We implemented a distributed infrastructure for parallel  
ontology matching and evaluate different approaches for parallel matching of 
large life science ontologies in the field of anatomy and molecular biology. 

Keywords: ontology matching, matching performance, parallel matching. 

1   Introduction 

Ontologies and their applications have become increasingly important especially in 
the life sciences [19, 5]. Typically they are utilized to semantically annotate molecu-
lar-biological objects such as proteins or pathways. For instance, the popular Gene 
Ontology (GO) [10] is the primary ontology for annotating proteins with information 
on the functions and processes they are involved in. Other life science ontologies, 
e.g., in the Open Biomedical Ontologies Foundry (OBO) [31] contain information 
about anatomical structures for different species (e.g., human, mouse, fly) or diseases. 
The increasing number and availability of different life science ontologies enables 
new types of analysis, experiments and applications.  

Recently, the development and maintenance of ontology mappings interconnecting 
different (multiple) related ontologies have gained importance, e.g., to integrate het-
erogeneous information sources (e.g., [15]), to merge ontologies [18], or to support 
analysis such as the comparison of expression patterns [2]. Since the manual creation 
of such ontology mappings is time-consuming or even infeasible their semi-automatic 
generation called ontology matching [24, 9] has become an active research field  
especially for life science ontologies (e.g., [22, 4, 17, 26]). 

Effective ontology matching, i.e. the computation of high quality mappings, typi-
cally entails the combined execution of several matchers to determine the similarity 
between ontology elements based on metadata or instance data (see [24, 9]). For large 
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ontologies these matchers are often very time-consuming and memory-intensive. This 
is because metadata-based matchers, e.g., comparing the names of ontology concepts, 
typically evaluate the Cartesian product of all element pairs leading to a quadratic 
complexity w.r.t. ontology size. The performance requirements are further multiplied 
by the number of different matchers or when applying ontology matching on multiple 
ontology versions [12, 32]. Ontology matching is also memory-intensive for large 
ontologies because matching is typically performed on memory representations 
(graph structures) of the ontologies and requires the maintenance of several similarity 
values for every element pair from the Cartesian product. 

The results of previous OAEI contests [20] on matching anatomical ontologies 
have shown that systems need execution times of up to several hours. This is despite 
the fact that the considered ontologies are only of medium size of around 3,000 ele-
ments (Mouse Anatomy Ontology [13] with ~2,800 elements was matched against the 
anatomy part of the NCI Thesaurus [30] with ~3,300 concepts). The Cartesian product 
thus has about 9·106 element pairs to be evaluated. Larger ontologies lead to even 
higher resource requirements. For instance, matching the two sub ontologies Molecu-
lar Functions and Biological Processes of GO with 10,000 and 20,000 ontology con-
cepts results in approx. 2·108 pairs to compare, i.e., 22 times more than in the OAEI 
match problem. The memory requirements just for the similarity values are in the 
order of several GB. 

These examples illustrate that it is valuable to have a match system providing high-
performance ontology matching especially for interactive (online) applications where 
fast response times are required or when multiple match configurations have to be 
evaluated. While improving ontology matching performance has received some atten-
tion recently (see Related Work section), to the best of our knowledge the parallel 
execution of ontology matching on multiple compute nodes has not been studied so 
far. However, the broad availability of multi-core systems and multiple computing 
machines makes parallel ontology matching very attractive. Partitioning a large match 
problem into smaller parallel match tasks also helps to reduce the memory require-
ments per task. We therefore study strategies for parallel ontology matching and make 
the following contributions in this paper: 

• We propose different strategies for parallel ontology matching, in particular 
inter- and intra-matcher parallelization. While the former approach executes 
independent matchers in parallel, the latter performs an internal paralleliza-
tion of matchers based on a partitioning of the ontologies to be matched. 
Both strategies can be combined for additional performance improvements.  

• We show how different kinds of matchers (element-level, structure-level,  
instance-based matchers) can be parallelized. 

• We implemented a distributed infrastructure for parallel ontology matching 
and evaluate different approaches for parallel matching of large life science 
ontologies in the field of anatomy and molecular biology. The results show 
the effectiveness and scalability for single matchers and complete match 
strategies. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our ontology 
model and provide background information on ontology matching. Section 3 dis-
cusses inter- and intra-matcher parallelization and outlines how different matchers can 
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be executed in parallel. The infrastructure for parallel ontology matching is presented 
in Section 4. We evaluate our approaches in Section 5 and discuss related work in 
Section 6. Finally, we summarize and outline possibilities for future work. 

2   Preliminaries 

We first introduce our ontology model. We then discuss the ontology matching prob-
lem and common match approaches.  

2.1   Ontology Model 

An ontology O = (C, R) consists of concepts C which are interconnected by directed 
relationships in R. A special concept called root has no relationships to any parent. 
The directed relationships can be of different type. The most common relationship 
type in ontologies is ‘is_a’ describing an inheritance between two concepts. Further-
more the ‘part_of’ relationship type is used to model part-whole relationships be-
tween concepts. Life science ontologies use further semantic relationship types, e.g. 
‘regulates’. We allow several parents and therefore several root paths per concept. 
The structural information (context) of concepts is used by structure-based match 
approaches to determine the concept similarity. 

Furthermore, a concept cєC of an ontology is defined by a set of single- or multi-
valued attributes. For instance, the concept name is a single-valued attribute that is 
frequently used for ontology matching. Some ontologies (e.g., GO) support multi-
valued synonym attributes containing alternate names for a concept. Usually there is 
also an identification attribute or accession number cacc. These concept identifiers are 
used for annotating biological objects (proteins, genes, etc.) [11] and can be useful for 
instance-based ontology matching.  

2.2   Ontology Matching 

Ontology matching is the process of determining a set of semantic correspondences 
(ontology mapping) between concepts of two related ontologies O1 and O2. The corre-
spondences are determined by matcher algorithms determining the similarity 
sim(c1,c2)є[0…1] between concepts c1єO1 and c2єO2. Matchers can roughly be classi-
fied into metadata- or schema-based and instance-based approaches [24]. Metadata-
based matchers do not utilize instance data but focus on ontology information and 
optionally some background information such as dictionaries. Metadata-based match-
ers can be further classified into element-level and structure-level matchers. Element-
level matchers utilize information from concept attributes, such as determining the 
similarity of concept names and synonyms, e.g., based on some string similarity such 
as ExactMatch, n-Gram or EditDistance. Element-level matchers are almost always 
used and combined with other approaches. Structure-level matchers consider the 
ontology structure for matching, e.g., to determine the context similarity of concepts. 
Typical matchers evaluate the children, leaves, siblings and ancestors of concepts. In 
contrast, instance-based matchers do not depend on the ontology metadata but utilize 
existing associations between ontology concepts and instances and consider two  
concepts as similar if they share similar instances. One way to determine instance 
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similarity is to measure the degree of instance overlap between concepts, e.g., based 
on a Dice or Jaccard measure. The complexity of matchers is usually quadratic by 
comparing all concepts of the first ontology with all concepts of the second ontology 
(evaluation of the Cartesian product). 

A single matcher is typically not sufficient for high match quality so that one has to 
combine several matchers within a so-called match strategy or workflow. Match pro-
totypes such as COMA++ therefore provide many matchers and support their flexible 
combination [1, 6, 7]. The matchers may be sequentially executed so that the results 
of a first matcher are refined by the following matchers. Alternatively, the matchers 
are independently executed and combined. Match workflows may use different meth-
ods to combine match results of individual matchers, e.g., by performing a union or 
intersection or by aggregating individual similarity values. The final match result is 
typically restricted to correspondences for which the similarity values exceed a prede-
termined threshold. In the next section, we discuss how such match strategies as well 
as single matchers can be parallelized. 

3   Parallelization Strategies 

In this section, we discuss possibilities of parallelizing ontology matching workflows 
consisting of several matchers that are either sequentially or independently executed. 
We assume that a computing environment of multiple locally interconnected multi-
core computing nodes is available for matching. 

A straight-forward approach to parallel ontology matching is inter-matcher paral-
lelism, i.e., to process independently executable matchers in parallel on different cores 
or computing nodes. In addition, we want to support intra-matcher parallelism, i.e., 
the internal parallelization of individual matchers. Furthermore, we can combine  
both kinds of parallelism. In the following, we discuss these parallelization strategies 
in more detail. For intra-matcher parallelism (Section 3.2) we focus on the parallel 
similarity evaluation of the Cartesian product of concept pairs according to a parti-
tioning of the input ontologies. In particular we will describe how we can parallelize 
element-level, structure-level and instance-based matchers. 

3.1   Inter-matcher Parallelization 

Inter-matcher parallelization enables the parallel execution of independently 
executable matchers to utilize multiple processors for faster match processing. The 
example match workflow in Figure 1a utilizes inter-matcher parallelization for n 
matchers (M1, …, Mn). The match results can be combined by different aggregation 
and selection strategies to achieve the final result. Ideally, the inter-matcher paralleli-
zation improves the execution time by a factor n if the matchers are of similar com-
plexity. This kind of parallelism is easy to support and can utilize multiple cores of a 
single computing node or multiple nodes. However, inter-matcher parallelization is 
limited by the number of independently executable matchers. Furthermore, matchers 
of different complexity may have largely different execution times limiting the 
achievable speedup (the slowest matcher determines overall execution time). More-
over, the memory requirements for matching are not reduced since matchers evaluate 
the complete ontologies.  
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Fig. 1a. Inter-matcher parallelization            Fig. 1b. Combination of inter-matcher  
            parallelization and sequential matching 

 
 
The degree of parallelism is also limited for sequential matcher execution (e.g., if a 

structure-level matcher depends on a previously executed element-level matcher) or 
when the number of available processors is smaller than the number of independently 
executable matchers. As illustrated in Figure 1b, in such cases inter-matcher parallel-
ism can be applied for a subset of matchers. The shown example assumes that only 
two cores can be utilized and that the most complex matcher M3 is assigned to one 
core while M1 and M2 are executed sequentially on the other core. 

3.2   Intra-matcher Parallelization 

Intra-matcher parallelization deals with the internal decomposition of individual 
matchers or matcher parts (e.g., tokenization of concept names) into several match 
tasks that can be executed in parallel. We focus on a general approach to support 
intra-matcher parallelism based on partitioning the input data (the ontologies). Such a 
partitioning is very flexible and scalable and can be used to generate many match 
tasks of limited complexity. Furthermore, intra-matcher parallelism can be applied for 
sequential as well as independently executable matchers, i.e., it can also be combined 
with inter-matcher parallelism.  

Figure 2 illustrates intra-matcher parallelization for n matchers that are executed in 
parallel (i.e., in combination with inter-matcher parallelism). For each matcher the 
input ontologies are first partitioned followed by the generation of multiple match 
tasks Mi1, …, Mik (i = 1, …, n). These match tasks are executed in parallel, the union 
of the match task results gives the complete match result. In the example, all match 
tasks of the n matchers can be concurrently executed on the available compute nodes 
to achieve a maximal reduction of the execution time. Note that the match tasks only 
match partitions of the two ontologies and have thus reduced memory and processing 
requirements compared to a complete matcher. Hence, intra-matcher parallelization is 
especially promising for matching large ontologies. 
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Before we discuss how we can parallelize element-level, structure-level and in-
stance-based matchers we first outline our approach for ontology partitioning. In this 
initial study of parallel ontology matching we focus on a simple but yet flexible size-
based approach that enables the parallel matching of the Cartesian product of the 
concepts from the two input ontologies O1 and O2. To generate match tasks of similar 
complexity we partition both ontologies into partitions of equal size (number of con-
cepts); the partition size is a parameter that can be chosen according to the size of 
input ontologies and the complexity of the utilized matcher. Each task matches one O1 
partition with one O2 partition so that we generate p1 · p2 match tasks for p1 (p2) 
equally sized partitions of O1 (O2). For instance, if we partition two ontologies of 
10,000 concepts into 10 partitions each, we generate 10·10=100 match tasks. As we 
will discuss in Section 4, generated match tasks are managed in job queues from 
where they are scheduled for parallel execution.  

This size-based ontology partitioning has significant advantages besides its sim-
plicity: (1) it is scalable to large ontologies by choosing manageable partition sizes 
and thus enables unproblematic processing and reduced memory requirements per 
match task, (2) it supports good load balancing because of equally sized partitions and 
match tasks, (3) it helps optimizing performance without sacrificing match quality 
since the full Cartesian product is evaluated, and (4) it can be utilized for element-
level, structure-level and instance-based matchers as we will discuss in the following. 

3.2.1   Parallelization of Element-Level Matchers 
To parallelize element-level matching approaches based on the introduced size-based 
partitioning is relatively easy. This is because element-level matchers compare ontol-
ogy concepts with each other by utilizing metadata from the concepts themselves, i.e., 
their attribute values such as the name or synonyms. By partitioning the ontologies 
into subsets of concepts we retain the information needed for matching the concepts. 
Hence, element-level matchers can easily be applied to ontology partitions.  

Figure 3 shows a running example for matching two ontology parts c1, …, c3 є O1 
and d1, …, d5 є O2. As shown, concept c1 has two children c2 and c3. The concept d3  
of O2 is assumed to have two parent concepts d1, d4 (multiple inheritance). Some 
concepts have associated instances that will be considered later for instance-based 
matching. We assume that the concepts should be matched with each other by a  
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Fig. 3. Element-level matching on Name attribute 
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string-based name matcher. The name matcher evaluates the string similarity (e.g., 
TriGram) for all (3·5=15) concept pairs. The result set (shown on the right of Figure 3) 
contains six correspondences with similarities ranging from 0.5 to 0.9; all other  
concept pairs are assumed to have similarity 0, i.e., they do not match. 

3.2.2   Parallelization of Structure-Level Matchers 
Structure-level matchers are more difficult to parallelize than element-level matchers 
since they utilize information from the structural context or neighborhood of concepts 
(e.g., children, parents, siblings) or even the whole ontology. Hence, an ontology 
partition consisting of a certain number of concepts does generally not provide all 
information needed for structure matching. Even more difficult is the parallelization 
of iterative structural matchers such as Similarity Flooding [21] that start with initial 
element-level similarities and iteratively propagate these along the concept relation-
ships across the whole ontologies. For such matchers parallelization is inherently 
difficult and has likely to be restricted to the initial element-level matching.  

We therefore focus on structural matchers that utilize information from a restricted 
neighborhood (local context) of concepts. To limit the resource and memory require-
ments we do not want the match tasks to work on the whole ontologies but to restrict 
them to input partitions of restricted size similar to parallel element-level matching. 
This can be achieved by extending the concept-level information, within special 
multi-valued context attributes, by information from the local context that is needed 
for structure-level matching. The values for these context attributes, e.g., Child,  
Parents, NamePath, are determined in a preprocessing step by traversing the input 
ontologies once (linear effort) to collect the necessary context information about  
children, parents, etc. Concepts with these additional context attributes can then  
be partitioned as for element-level matching. Each match task performs structure 
matching for a pair of partitions utilizing information from the context attributes. 

Figure 4 illustrates the context attribute approach for a Children matcher for our 
running example of Figure 3. The matcher determines the similarity between two 
concepts by calculating the average element (e.g., name) similarity between their 
children, i.e. it takes the sum of the name similarities between any two children and 
divides by the total number of child pairs. Note that this is only one possibility to 
compute the children similarity, used for illustration. For the example of Figure 4, we 
obtain that c1 is more similar to d1 than to d4 as c1 and d2 share more similar children 
(using the similarity values of Figure 3). To execute this matcher we use a multi-
valued Child context attribute for each (non-leaf) concept and populate it during the 
preprocessing step, in our case with the name values of child concepts. A child match 
task matches each concept c of an O1 partition with each concepts d of an O2 partition 
by merely comparing all Child-attributes of c with all Child-attributes of concept d 
w.r.t. their string (name) similarity and dividing it by number of possible child pairs: 
simChildren(c,d) = ∑i,jsimName(c.childi, d.childj) / (|c.child|·|d.child|). 

The context attribute approach can similarly be applied for other local context 
matchers such as Parents, Siblings or NamePath. For instance, to realize the Name-
Path matcher we determine a concept’s predecessors in a root path and store their 
concatenated names in a multi-valued NamePath context attribute during preprocess-
ing. Matching is then similar to name element-matching but uses the NamePath  
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Fig. 4. Attribute-based child matching 

attribute and its structural information about the names of the predecessor concepts. In 
previous evaluations [7], NamePath was shown to be one of the most effective single 
matchers so that it is valuable to have a parallel implementation of it. 

3.2.3   Parallelization of Instance-Based Matchers 
Finally, we discuss how instance-based matching approaches can be parallelized. One 
common approach evaluates the instances associated to ontology concepts and con-
siders two concepts as similar if they largely share similar instances [17]. Since in-
stances are directly associated to concepts, we can determine the concept similarity 
using concept-specific information. This allows us to apply a similar parallelization 
strategy as for local-context structure matching and element-level matching.  

As illustrated in Figure 5 instances are mapped to a multi-valued attribute Instance 
during preprocessing. For example, Instance may contain the accessions of biological 
objects associated to a GO concept. Size-based partitioning is applied to the input 
ontologies and the associated instances. A Dice-based measuring of the instance  
overlap similarity [17] would count the common Instance attribute values Ncd of two 
concepts cєO1, dєO2, and compute the similarity simDice(c,d) = 2·Ncd / (Nc+Nd) where 
Nc (Nd) is the number of instances of concept c (d). In our example (Figure 5) the 
match result contains two correspondences with a higher similarity for concepts c1-d1 
sharing more common instances than c1-d4. 
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Fig. 5. Attribute-based instance-based matching 

4   Infrastructure for Parallel Ontology Matching 

To execute ontology matching workflows in parallel we have implemented a distrib-
uted and service-based infrastructure illustrated in Figure 6. It consists of several 
services including a central workflow service, a data service, and multiple match 
services that are implemented in Java. These services run on different loosely coupled 
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servers or workstations. While the workflow service coordinates the execution of the 
complete match workflow, match services compute the ontology mapping for two 
ontologies or ontology partitions. The data service manages all ontology and instance 
data forming the input of a match workflow and stores the final ontology mapping  
as result. The data service implements the repository schema proposed in [16] to  
efficiently store ontology and mapping versions. 

Match applications (e.g., matching tools such as COMA++ [1]) use the workflow 
service to centrally access the match infrastructure. We assume that these applications 
configure a concrete match workflow, i.e., they specify the ontologies and instance 
data (or versions of both) as input data as well as utilized matchers and steps to pre-
process the matcher input and to post-process match results (e.g., ontology partition-
ing and mapping manipulations including union and majority as well as filtering). 
Within this specification the match and manipulation steps are interconnected such 
that the workflow defines which matchers can be executed in parallel (inter-matcher 
parallelization) or in sequential order. The workflow service takes this configuration 
as input and processes the specified match workflow.  

The workflow service performs ontology preprocessing if necessary, in particular 
for determining the values of context attributes for structure-level matching (see  
Section 3.2). The workflow service executes the matchers in the workflow in the 
specified order for sequential matchers or in parallel. For this purpose, it maintains a 
job queue for each matcher. For intra-matcher parallelism the workflow service gen-
erates all match tasks and stores them in the matcher-specific job queue. Without 
intra-matcher parallelization the job queues consist of only a single match(er) job. The 
workflow service sends the queued match jobs to available match services as long as 
there are unprocessed jobs available. The match services execute the jobs and send  
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Fig. 6. Distributed infrastructure for matching ontologies in parallel 
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their results back to the workflow service which unifies the partial match results. For 
efficiency reasons, the match jobs are restricted by a similarity threshold so that they 
only return concept correspondences exceeding the minimal similarity. 

The match services run on dedicated nodes to fully exploit their compute power. 
Each match service contains several concurrently working match threads executing 
the match jobs (one thread per job at a time). The number of match threads per service 
can vary according to the number of available cores on the node. Hence, the infra-
structure can cope with heterogeneously configured computing environments, i.e., 
servers and workstations with different number of cores and speed can be used for the 
proposed infrastructure. The match threads obtain their input data (ontology parti-
tions) from the match job and execute the specified matcher implementation from a 
comprehensive matcher library. 

5   Evaluation 

We used the ontology matching infrastructure to evaluate the proposed parallelization 
strategies. We first describe the evaluation setup, in particular the considered ontolo-
gies and matchers. In Section 5.2 we show results for parallel matching on a single 
multi-core node. We then analyze the scalability of parallel ontology matching on 
multiple compute nodes. 

5.1   Evaluation Setup 

We use up to four nodes for running match services each consisting of four cores,  
i.e., we utilize up to 16 cores. Each node has an Intel(R) Xeon(R) W3520 4x2.66GHz 
CPU, 4GB memory and runs a 64-bit Debian GNU/Linux OS with a 64-bit JVM. We 
use 3GB main memory (heap size) per node. The workflow and data services run on 
additional nodes. 

In our experiments we consider a medium-scale as well as a large-scale match 
problem. For the medium-scale problem we match the AdultMouseAnatomy (MA) 
(2,737 concepts) with the anatomical part of the NCI Thesaurus (NCIT) (3,289 con-
cepts) as in the OAEI 2009 contest. The large-scale match problem computes an on-
tology mapping between the two GO sub ontologies Molecular Functions (MF) and 
Biological Processes (BP) consisting of 9,395 and 17,104 concepts, respectively (ver-
sions of June 2009). For intra-matcher parallelism we use different partition sizes for 
the two match problems. For the medium-scale problem we set the maximum parti-
tion size to 500 concepts resulting in 6 (7) partitions for MA (NCIT) and thus 42 
match tasks. For the large-scale match problem the max. partition size is set to 1,500. 
Hence, MF (BP) is split into 7 (12) partitions which results in 84 match tasks.  

In this first evaluation analysis we focus on element-level and structure-level 
matchers. We applied three different single matchers namely NameSynonym (NS), 
Children (CH) and NamePath (NP). NS determines the maximal TriGram similarity 
for the name (label) and multi-valued synonym attribute values between concepts. CH 
and NP use TriGram similarity on the context attributes Child and NamePath, respec-
tively (see Section 3.2.2). NamePath is restricted to at most three ancestor levels 
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Fig. 7. Intra-matcher parallelization on 1 node: 
medium-scale problem 

Fig. 8. Intra-matcher parallelization on 1 
node: large-scale problem 

 
 

including ‘is_a’ and ‘part_of’ paths. These matchers are evaluated individually as 
well as within combined match strategies. In this study we focus on evaluating the 
efficiency (execution times) and not the matching effectiveness (e.g., precision,  
recall). This is because our parallel match approaches only target efficiency but do  
not affect quality since we always evaluate the Cartesian product, e.g. when using 
size-based partitioning (as described in Section 3.2). 

5.2   Individual Matcher Parallelization on a Multi-core Node 

We first analyze intra-matcher parallelization of individual matchers (NS, CH, NP) on 
a single multi-core node. Figures 7 and 8 show the execution time and speedup results 
for parallelizing the three matchers for up to eight parallel match threads for the me-
dium-scale and large-scale match problems, respectively. We observe that execution 
times can be significantly improved by increasing the degree of parallelism for all 
matchers and both match problems. The NP matcher with its long concatenated name 
strings is by far the most expensive matcher with about four times longer execution 
times than CH; for the large-scale problem it takes more than 6 hours without paral-
lelism. For the medium-scale match problem NS and CH take about the same time 
while NS takes much more time for the large-scale problem. This is because GO has 
many synonyms per concept so that for every concept pair about 11 (instead of 3 in 
the medium-scale problem) comparisons have to be computed. 

For all matchers we achieve excellent speedup values of up to 3.6-4.2 for the me-
dium-scale problem and even 4.5-5 for the large-scale problem. For up to four threads 
(= number of cores) we achieve almost linear speedup (up to 3.5). Increasing the 
number of threads brings further improvements (especially for the large-scale prob-
lem) but at a reduced level. This is likely because the additional threads can utilize the 
cores when other match threads are waiting for new tasks to process.  

5.3   Parallel Ontology Matching on Multiple Nodes 

We now evaluate parallelization strategies using up to four compute nodes (16 cores) 
running up to four threads per node. In this experiment we combine the three individ-
ual matchers NP, CH and NS according to the following parallelization strategies: no  
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Fig. 9. Parallelization strategies for medium-
scale problem 

 

Fig. 10. Intra-matcher parallelization  strate-
gies for large scale problem 

 
parallelization (NoPar), inter-matcher parallelization (Inter), intra-matcher paralleli-
zation (Intra) as well as the combination of both intra- and inter-matcher paralleliza-
tion (Intra&Inter).  

Figure 9 shows the execution time results for these strategies on the medium-scale 
match problem. NoPar is the base case that does not benefit from multiple threads and 
cores. The other parallelization strategies lead to a performance improvement using 
more than one core. However, there are differences. Inter benefits only to a small 
degree since we do not apply intra-matcher but only inter-matcher parallelism. Since 
we apply three matchers we can only improve execution times for up to three 
cores/threads, i.e., multiple cores are not utilized for our match strategy. The total 
execution time is limited by the slowest matcher (NP). In contrast, Intra and In-
tra&Inter are very effective and achieve matching times of under 100 s. The com-
bined Intra&Inter parallelization is slightly better than only using Intra and achieves 
a speedup of up to 10.6 (vs. 8.6). This is because Intra executes the three matchers 
sequentially resulting in some execution delays between matchers that are avoided for 
the combined approach. 

Figure 10 shows the execution time and speedup results for the two parallelization 
strategies Intra and Intra&Inter for the large-scale match problem. Due to the large 
ontology sizes we omit the cases without intra-matcher parallelism and partitioning 
(NoPar, Inter). The sequential match time for the three matchers is 11h. Using 16 
cores Intra and Intra&Inter reduce the overall execution time to 55 and 50 min and 
achieve thus an impressive speedup of 11.9 and 12.5, respectively. So, the speedup 
could be increased compared to the medium-scale match case, similar to the paralleli-
zation on a single node. This shows Intra and Intra&Inter are especially valuable for 
parallel matching of large ontologies. 

6   Related Work 

Matching life science ontologies has attracted considerable interest, particularly the 
matching of anatomy ontologies [22, 33] and molecular biological ontologies [4, 17, 
26]. Typically, these studies aim at improving the quality of match results while effi-
ciency aspects found only little attention. The performance of matching large schemas 
and ontologies in general is considered an open issue [3, 29]. In the past different 
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algorithmic optimizations and fragmentation techniques for improving ontology as 
well as schema matching performance have been proposed. 

Some approaches aim at reducing the search space compared to the Cartesian 
product for improved performance. Several divide-and-conquer approaches have been 
proposed where only parts of the input ontologies are matched against each other. 
[25,7] propose a fragment-based schema matching approach for COMA++ [1] where 
only similar fragments / sub-schemas need to be matched with each other. [14] parti-
tion entities of the input ontologies into sets of clusters and construct blocks which are 
matched based on pre-calculated anchors. The authors assess that the anchor pre-
calculation consumes a main part of the overall runtime. The Anchor-Flood algorithm 
proposed in [28] also uses anchors (pairs of look-alike concepts) to gradually explore 
neighboring concepts in order to match only between ontology segments. In [27] 
nodes are clustered based on a linguistic label similarity and performance can be im-
proved through minimization of the search space. 

[23] propose a rule-based optimization technique to rewrite match strategies for 
improved performance. In particular, newly added filter operators allow a reduction of 
a matcher output and can thus speedup subsequently executed matchers. QOM [8] 
uses heuristics to reduce the number of candidate mappings to avoid the complete 
pair-wise comparison. These candidate mappings are classified into promising and 
less promising pairs by exploiting the ontological structures. 

All these optimizations rely on algorithmic optimizations or partitioning/ fragmen-
tation strategies to reduce the number of comparisons for improved performance. 
However, these approaches often lead to reduced match quality because relevant 
correspondences can be missed. Furthermore, the applicability of the approaches is 
dependent on the considered ontologies and match techniques. In contrast our paral-
lelization strategies are orthogonal and general techniques to improve the perform-
ance of matchers and match strategies. They are especially valuable for large-scale 
match problems. We have shown their usefulness for evaluating the Cartesian product 
but they should also be usable in combination with other performance optimizations 
such as reduced search spaces.  

7   Conclusion and Future Work 

We propose general strategies for parallel ontology matching on multiple compute 
nodes, namely inter- and intra-matcher parallelization and their combination. They 
allow us to execute whole matchers in parallel and to parallelize matchers internally 
using data partitioning. For intra-matcher parallelism we propose a size-based parti-
tioning enabling good load balancing, scalability and limited memory consumption 
without reducing the quality of match results. We described how element-level, struc-
ture-level, instance-based matchers can be parallelized and use multi-valued context 
attributes for structural matching. We implemented a distributed infrastructure that 
enables parallel ontology matching and evaluated our approach for large life science 
ontology match problems. The results show the efficiency and scalability for single 
matchers as well as combined match strategies, especially for large match problems 
and for the combination of inter- and intra-matcher parallelism. 
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There are several opportunities for future work. Parallel ontology matching can be 
investigated for additional matchers. Furthermore, parallelization can be combined 
with algorithmic performance optimizations and advanced fragmentation strategies 
proposed in previous work. Moreover, parallel ontology matching may be extended to 
larger configurations such as cloud infrastructures. 
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Abstract. Ontologies are recognized as a key technology for semantics-based
integration of the many available biomedical data sources. However, develop-
ing ontologies is not an easy task and the resulting ontologies may have defects
affecting the results of ontology-based data integration and retrieval. In this pa-
per we present a system for debugging ontologies regarding an important kind of
modeling defects. Our system supports a domain expert to detect and repair miss-
ing is-a structure in ontologies in a semi-automatic way. The input for our system
is a set of ontologies networked by correct mappings between their terms. Our
tool uses the ontologies and mappings as domain knowledge to detect missing is-
a relations in these ontologies. It also assists the user in repairing the ontologies
by generating and recommending possible ways of repairing and executing the
chosen repairing strategy. The detection and repairing phases can be interleaved.
We present our approach, an implemented system as well as an experiment with
two anatomy ontologies.

1 Introduction

The success of the large data generation projects in the Life Sciences in combination
with the popularity of the World Wide Web have made a large amount of biomedical
data available to the scientific community through the Internet [2]. The resulting data
sources are heterogeneous in different ways and how to integrate this heterogenous data
has become one of the most challenging problems facing bioinformatics today [11]. To
deal with this, ontologies are recognized as a key technology. Intuitively, ontologies
can be seen as defining the basic terms and relations of a domain of interest, as well as
the rules for combining these terms and relations [21]. As a basis for interoperability
between data sources, ontologies facilitate information reuse, sharing and portability
across platforms, and improved documentation, maintenance, and reliability. The work
on ontologies is recognized as essential in some of the grand challenges of genomics
research [4] and there is much international research cooperation for the development
of ontologies (many of which are available from Open Biological and Biomedical On-
tologies (OBO) [23]) and the use of ontologies for data source annotation, and data
search, integration and exchange [15].

Developing ontologies is not an easy task. When the ontologies grow in size contain-
ing thousands to tens of thousands of terms, it is difficult to ensure the correctness and
completeness of the ontologies. The resulting ontologies may be not consistent or struc-
turally complete. For instance, in [13] it was shown that for the two real-world ontologies
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used in the Anatomy track in the 2008 and 2009 Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initia-
tive (OAEI), Adult Mouse Anatomy Dictionary [16] (MA, 2744 concepts) and the NCI
Thesaurus anatomy [20] (NCI-A, 3304 concepts), at least 121 is-a relations in MA and
83 in NCI-A are missing. This is not an uncommon case. It is well-known that people
that are not expert in knowledge representation often misuse and confuse equivalence,
is-a and part-of (e.g. [5]), which leads to problems in the structure of the ontologies.

Such ontologies, although often useful, also cause problems for the intended use.
Wrong conclusions may be derived or valid conclusions may be missed. For instance, the
defect of incomplete structure in ontologies influences ontology-based search, in which
queries are refined and expanded by moving up and down the hierarchy of concepts. As
an example, suppose we want to find articles in MeSH (Medical Subject Headings [19])
Database of PubMed [24] using the term Scleral Diseases in MeSH. By default the query
will follow the hierarchy of MeSH and include more specific terms for searching, such
as Scleritis. If the relation between Scleral Diseases and Scleritis is missing in MeSH,
we will miss 738 articles (about 55% of the original result) in the search result.

To deal with ontological defects, we need to debug ontologies [26], i.e. detect miss-
ing and wrong information and then repair the ontologies. Up to date most work has
been performed on debugging the semantic defects such as unsatisfiable concepts and
inconsistent ontologies (e.g. [25,10,18,9]). Detecting and resolving modeling defects
requires, in contrast to semantic defects, the use of domain knowledge. One interesting
kind of domain knowledge are the other ontologies and information about connections
between these ontologies. For instance, in the case of the Anatomy track in OAEI,
we were able to detect the missing is-relations by using MA and NCI-A as domain
knowledge for each other together with a partial reference alignment (PRA, a set of
correct mappings between the terms of the ontologies) containing 988 mappings. Re-
cently, more and more mappings are being produced and thus more and more ontologies
are being networked, and a number of systems and portals have been set up that store
mappings between ontologies (e.g. Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [27],
BioPortal [22]).

Once the missing is-a relations are found, the ontology can be repaired by adding a
set of is-a relations (called a structural repair in [14]) such that when these are added,

Fig. 1. A part of MA regarding the concept joint
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all missing is-a relations can be derived from the extended ontology. Clearly, the miss-
ing is-a relations themselves constitute a structural repair, but this is not always the
most interesting solution for a domain expert. For instance, Figure 1 shows a part of
MA regarding the concept joint (is-a relations shown with arrows). Using NCI-A and
the PRA as domain knowledge, 7 missing is-a relations are found. These missing is-a
relations themselves could be a structural repair. However, for the missing is-a relation
“wrist joint is-a joint”, knowing that there is an is-a relation between wrist joint and
limb joint, a domain expert will most likely prefer to add the is-a relation “limb joint
is-a joint” instead. This is correct from a modeling perspective as well as more infor-
mative and would lead to the fact that the missing is-a relation between wrist joint and
joint can be derived. In this particular case, using “limb joint is-a joint” would actually
also lead to the repairing of the other 6 missing is-a relations, as well as others that
were not found before (e.g. “hand joint is-a joint”). In general, such a decision should
be made by domain experts.

2 Related Work

There is not much work on detecting and repairing modeling defects in networked on-
tologies. In [1] and [13] similar strategies to detect missing is-a relations are described.
Given two pairs of terms between two ontologies which are linked by the same kind of
relationship, if the two terms in one ontology are linked by an is-a relation while the
corresponding terms in the other are not, it is deemed as a possible missing is-a relation.
The preliminary work of this paper is in [14], where we presented a system that sup-
ports the repairing of the missing is-a structure in a single ontology when some missing
is-a relations are known.

Related to the detection of missing relations, there is much work on finding relation-
ships between terms in a single ontology in the text mining area. Much of the work on
detecting is-a relations is based on the use of Hearst patterns [7] or extensions thereof
(e.g. [3,28]). Most of these approaches have good precision, but low recall. A semi-
automatic approach for ontology refinement (including is-a relations) is given in [29].
In [30] it was shown that superstring prediction and co-occurrence analysis may be used
to detect is-a relations. In [32] a statistical approach is used. An overview of approaches
in ontology learning is given in [17].

3 Overview of the Debugging Approach

In this section, we give an overview of our debugging approach. For the theory behind
our approach as well as details about the algorithms we refer to [12].1 As illustrated in
Figure 2, the whole process consists of 5 phases and is driven by a domain expert.

The input is a set of ontologies networked by a set of PRAs which contain equiv-
alence and subsumption axioms. First, missing is-a relations for all the ontologies in
the network are detected (Phase 1). The intuition is that, for each ontology, if there is
an is-a relation between a pair of concepts not derivable from the ontology alone, but

1 This work is an extension of the work presented in [14].
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Fig. 2. Approach for debugging missing is-a structure in networked ontologies

derivable from the ontological network, it is identified as a missing is-a relation. This is
how we found the 7 missing is-a relations in Figure 1.

After this, the user can choose an ontology and generate possible ways of repairing,
called repairing actions, for all missing is-a relations in the ontology (Phase 2). The
resulting repairing actions are presented as two sets of concepts, called Source and
Target sets. A possible repairing action is an is-a relation “A is-a B” where A is an
element from the Source set and B is an element from the Target set. Any pair from
Source x Target would allow us, when added to the ontology, to derive the missing is-a
relation. As an example, for the missing is-a relation “wrist joint is-a joint” in Figure
1, the Source and Target sets will be {wrist joint, forelimb joint, limb joint} and {joint,
joint of vertebral arch, joint of rib} respectively, which give 9 possible repairing actions.
For the computation of possible repairing actions, we have implemented two algorithms
that implement three heuristics. The first heuristic prefers not to use non-contributing
is-a relations for repairing. The second heuristic prefers to use the most informative
repairing actions. The third heuristic prefers not to change is-a relations in the original
ontology into equivalence relations. For details we refer to [14]. In practice, there will
be many missing is-a relations that need to be repaired and some of them may be easier
to start with such as the ones with fewer repairing actions. We therefore rank them with
respect to the number of possible repairing actions (Phase 3).

Then the user can select a missing is-a relation to repair and choose between possible
repairing actions. To facilitate this process, we developed a method to recommend the
most informative repairing actions based on domain knowledge (Phase 4). In the pre-
vious example, the recommended repairing action for the missing is-a relation “wrist
joint is-a joint” given by WordNet [31] is “limb joint is-a joint”.

Once the user chooses a repairing action to execute, the chosen repairing action is
then added to the ontology and the consequences are computed (Phase 5). Some other
missing is-a relations may be repaired by the executed repairing action, such as in the
case in Figure 1 when the repairing action “limb joint is-a joint” is executed. For some
other missing is-a relations, the Source and Target sets may change. Further, some new
missing is-a relations in ontologies may be found.

At any time during the process, the user can switch the ontology to repair or start
earlier phases.
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4 Implemented System

We implemented our system RepOSE (Repair of Ontological Structure Environment)
based on the approach described in Section 3. We use a framework and reasoner pro-
vided by Jena (version 2.5.7) [8]. The domain knowledge that we use includes WordNet
and UMLS. Here, we show its use using pieces of MA and NCI-A regarding the concept
joint, as well as a PRA with 8 equivalence mappings.

As input our system takes a set of ontologies in OWL format as well as a set of PRAs
in RDF format. The ontologies and PRAs can be imported using the Load Ontologies
and PRAs button. The user can see the list of ontologies in the Ontologies menu (see
Figure 3). Once the Detect Missing IS-A Relations button is clicked, missing is-a rela-
tions are detected in all ontologies. Then, the user can select which ontology to repair,
and the Missing IS-A Relations menu shows the missing is-a relations of the currently
selected ontology. In this case the ontology joint mouse anatomy.owl is selected and it
contains 7 missing is-a relations (same as the case in Figure 1).

Clicking on the Generate Repairing Actions button, results in the computation of
repairing actions for the missing is-a relations of the ontology under repair, which is
preceded by a two-stage preprocessing step. During the preprocessing, one stage is to
identify the missing is-a relations which are actually equivalence relations and repair
them by adding the equivalence relations. The other is to identify and remove the re-
dundant missing is-a relations which are derivable from the ontology extended with
other missing is-a relations. Then, repairing actions for each missing is-a relation are
computed and presented as Source and Target sets. The selection of the useExtendAlg
checkbox makes the computation use our extended algorithm, otherwise our basic algo-
rithm is used. Once the Source and Target sets are computed, the missing is-a relations

Fig. 3. User interface of RepOSE
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are ranked with respect to the number of possible repairing actions. The first missing
is-a relation in the list has the fewest possible repairing actions, and may therefore be
a good starting point. When the user chooses a missing is-a relation, the Source and
Target sets for the repairing actions are shown in the panels on the left and the right,
respectively (as shown in Figure 3). Both these panels have zoom control and could
be opened in a separate window by double clicking. The concepts in the missing is-a
relation are highlighted in red. In this case, the repairing actions of the missing is-a rela-
tions are generated using the basic algorithm. The selection of the missing is-a relation
“wrist joint is-a joint” displays its Source and Target sets in the panels. They contain 3
and 26 concepts respectively.

For the selected missing is-a relation, the user can also ask for recommended repair-
ing actions by clicking the Recommend Repairing Actions button. The two checkboxes
allow the user to specify the external domain knowledge used for generating recommen-
dations. In our case, the system uses WordNet and recommends to add an is-a relation
between limb joint and joint. In general, the system presents a list of recommendations.
By selecting an element in the list, the concepts in the recommended repairing action
are identified by round boxes in the panels. The user can repair the missing is-a relation
by selecting a concept in the Source panel and a concept in the Target panel and click-
ing on the Repair button. The repairing action is then added to the ontology, and other
missing is-a relations are updated, as well as the set of missing is-a relations of every
ontology in the network.

At all times during the process the user can inspect the ontology under repair by
clicking the Show Ontology button. The is-a structure of the repaired ontology will be
shown in a separate window with newly added is-a relations being highlighted. The user
can save the repaired ontology into an OWL file by clicking the Save button, or select
another ontology to repair. The whole debugging process runs semi-automatically until
no more missing is-a relations are found or unrepaired in the networked ontologies.

5 Discussion

We tested the feasibility of our approach using MA and NCI-A. After loading the two
ontologies and the PRA, our system found 199 missing is-a relations in MA and 167 in
NCI-A during the initial detection phase. These missing is-a relations are preprocessed
before the computation of the repairing actions. For MA, 6 missing equivalence rela-
tions are identified and repaired immediately, while 74 redundant missing is-a relations
are found and removed. For NCI-A, the numbers of missing equivalence relations and
redundant missing is-a relations are 3 and 84 respectively. As a result, we have 119
missing is-a relations to repair in MA and 80 in NCI-A after the preprocessing. As for
the computation of repairing actions, for MA, our basic algorithm generates for 9 miss-
ing is-a relations only 1 repairing action (which is then the missing is-a relation itself).
Therefore these could be immediately repaired. For NCI-A this number is 5. Of the
remaining missing is-a relations there are 64 missing is-a relations for MA that have
only 1 element in the Source set and 2 missing is-relations that have 1 element in the
Target set. For NCI-A these numbers are 20 and 3, respectively. These are likely to be
good starting points for repairing. For most of the missing is-a relations the Source and
Target sets are small and thus can be easily visualized in the panels of our system.
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After this, we run the repairing session completely. As we are not domain experts, we
used [6] to decide on possible choices along with the recommendation algorithm based
on WordNet. Clearly, we aim to redo this experiment with domain experts. However,
this run has given us some interesting information. It took about 3 hours to repair these
two ontologies. During the process, we found 6 new missing is-a relations in MA and 10
in NCI-A by repairing other is-a relations. In most cases the recommendations seemed
useful. For NCI-A the system recommended repairing actions other than the missing is-a
relation itself, for only 5 missing is-a relations and each of these received 1 recommended
repairing action. For MA 23 missing is-a relations received 1 recommended repairing
action, 11 received 2 and 2 received 3. For 27 missing is-a relations in MA and 10 in
NCI-A the Target set was too large to have a good visualization in the tool.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a system for debugging the missing is-a structure in net-
worked ontologies. We proposed an approach, developed algorithms and implemented
a system that allows a domain expert to detect and repair the is-a structure of ontologies
in a semi-automatic way.

There are a number of directions that are interesting for future work. Since this work
uses PRAs as domain knowledge assuming that the given mappings are correct, a direct
extension is the case when these mappings are not necessarily correct. In this case, we
will need to also deal with the repairing of the mappings (semantic defects) such as
in [9] and [18]. Another interesting direction is to deal with ontologies represented in
more expressive representation languages, and investigate possible influences between
semantic defects and modeling effects.
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Abstract. The development of tools and technologies to facilitate ap-

propriate and effective data sharing is becoming increasingly important

in many academic disciplines. In particular, the ‘data explosion’ prob-

lem associated with the Life Sciences has been recognised by many

researchers and commented upon widely, as have the associated data

management problems. In this paper we describe how a middleware

framework that supports the secure sharing and aggregation of data from

heterogeneous data sources—developed initially to underpin the sharing

of healthcare-related data—is being used to support Systems Biology re-

search at the University of Oxford. As well as giving an overview of the

framework and its application, we attempt to set our work within the

wider context of the emerging challenges associated with data sharing

within the Life Sciences.

1 Introduction

The emerging data challenges facing researchers in the Life Sciences—in terms
of, for example, capture, storage and curation—are significant, and it is well
understood that the pressing need to develop appropriate tools and technologies
to facilitate effective data management is likely to become increasingly urgent
in the coming years.

These challenges have, of course, been recognised and commented upon by
many authors; for example, to quote Kim [1]:

“Modern large-scale data collection efforts require fundamental infras-
tructure support for archiving data, organizing data into structured in-
formation (e.g., data models and ontologies), and disseminating data
to the broader community. Furthermore, distributed data collection ef-
forts require coordination and integration of the heterogeneous data
resources.”

P. Lambrix and G. Kemp (Eds.): DILS 2010, LNBI 6254, pp. 58–73, 2010.
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A further challenge—and one with which we are fundamentally concerned in
this paper—involves determining how such data might be shared effectively and
appropriately.

The Oxford Centre for Integrative Systems Biology (OCISB)1 was established
to “strengthen existing and forge more interdisciplinary collaborations in the
pursuit of joint experimental and theoretical research in Systems Biology”—
with data sharing being at the heart of such collaborations. The Centre brings
together the expertise of 17 investigators from 9 different departments, and cur-
rently employs 17 post-doctoral researchers. In this paper we report upon how
a middleware framework that facilitates the integration of heterogeneous data
resource (à la Kim) and supports appropriate data sharing via a fine-grained au-
thorisation mechanism is being utilised within OCISB to support collaboration
between researchers from different disciplines.

The middleware framework, sif (for service-oriented interoperability frame-
work) [2], which is based on Java and web services, was developed initially
within the context of the GIMI (Generic Infrastructure for Medical Informatics)
project [3,4] as a means of facilitating the secure sharing of medical data (see, for
example, [5] and [6]). However, sif’s generic nature—it provides secure access to,
and aggregation of, data from any structured source—means that it has been
used in a variety of other contexts, including, for example, the integration of
student administration data within the University of Oxford.

Importantly, we wish to hide issues of heterogeneity from the end-user. To
this end, we utilise the classifications of Ouksel and Sheth [7], where:

– system heterogeneity is concerned with the combination of software and
hardware associated with a data source;

– syntactic heterogeneity is concerned with the low-level encoding of data;
– structural heterogeneity is concerned with representation of data; and
– semantic heterogeneity is concerned with the meaning and interpretation of

data.

sif protects application developers and end-users from issues of systems and
syntactic heterogeneity; issues of structural and semantic heterogeneity are also
hidden from end-users—but the responsibility for their resolution resides with
application developers, who are, typically, domain experts.

Our particular concern in this paper is not sif per se—the framework is de-
scribed in detail elsewhere2—but its application to supporting collaboration
within the Systems Biology context. To this end, we report upon its support
for a particular application within OCISB, in which codes and simulation data
are shared between cancer modellers.

The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the motivation for our work, giving particular focus to issues of data
1 See http://www.sysbio.ox.ac.uk/
2 For example, sif’s support for federation is described in [8]; its support for fine-

grained access control is described in [9]; and sif’s ‘plug-in’ mechanism—which gives

rise to sif’s data agnosticism, therefore resolving issues of system and syntactic

heterogeneiry—is described in [10].
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sharing and integration within the Life Sciences. In Section 3 we provide a neces-
sarily brief overview of our middleware framework, sif. In Section 4 we describe
how sif has been utilised to support the aforementioned application, and also
describe briefly a second application. Finally, in Section 5 we summarise the
contribution of this paper and give an overview of our immediate areas of future
work.

2 Motivation

Our primary concerns are data integration—facilitating the aggregation of data
from disparate data sources3—and data sharing—ensuring that those researchers
with appropriate credentials and permissions can access relevant research data to
enable collaboration. A consideration of some the relevant issues in this respect
is given by Ives [13]:

“One of the open challenges . . . lies in developing the right architectures
and models for supporting effective data integration and exchange in
science.”

Ives goes further, in arguing:

“Clearly, an enterprise-oriented view of data integration is mismatched
for the needs of the life sciences. We instead need a data sharing scheme
that:
– Accommodates multiple, community-specific schemas and vocabu-

laries that may evolve over time.
– Supports highly dynamic, repeatedly revised, frequently annotated

data.
– Facilitates sharing across different communities in a way that scales

with the amount of invested effort : limited data sharing should be
easy, and further time investment should enable greater data sharing.

– Tolerates disagreement among different communities about data it-
ems (hypothesized facts).

– Restricts the exchange of data based on assessments of source au-
thority and mapping quality.

– Allows end users to integrate data across individual data sources
without understanding SQL or schema mappings—but takes into
account the query author’s perception of the authority or relevance
of specific databases.”

3 An authoritative (if a little dated) survey of the challenges of integrating data in the

Life Sciences is given in [11], while [12] provides an excellent overview of the issues

pertaining to integrating data in contexts in which a global data schema is present.

Our approach assumes that a global schema data is not present—although this is

not disallowed, with the task of integration being simplified considerably if one does

exist.
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This view of lightweight mechanisms to facilitate integration is supported by
Paton in [14], in which it is noted that there is “increasing interest in approaches
with reduced up-front costs.”

Fundamental to our approach—and this is consistent with the arguments of
both [13] and [14]—is the assumption of a ‘bottom-up’ philosophy4 with re-
spect to the construction of virtual organisations: there is no assumption of a
global data schema. This approach is, in other contexts, termed a peer-to-peer
approach [16]: peer-to-peer systems such as Piazza [17], PeerDB [18] and Or-
chestra [15] all allow queries to be formulated on one peer and subsequently
propagated.

The relevance, and, indeed, the appropriateness, of such a bottom-up approach
is argued in [15]:

“In bioinformatics today there are many ‘standard’ schemas rather than
a single one, due to different research needs, competing groups, and
the continued emergence of new kinds of data. These efforts not only
fail to satisfy the goal of integrating all of the data sources needed by
biologists, but they result in standards that must repeatedly be revised,
inconsistencies between different repositories, and an environment that
restricts an independent laboratory or scientist from easily contributing
‘nonstandard’ data.

“The central problem is that science evolves in a ‘bottom-up’ fashion,
resulting in a fundamental mismatch with top-down data integration
methods.”

An excellent distinction between what might be considered ‘top-down’ and
‘bottom-up’ approaches is given in [19], in which data integration approaches
in the Life Sciences are classified into two broad types.

The first type includes

“projects that achieve a high standard of quality in the integrated data
through manual curation, i.e., using the experience and expertise of
trained professionals. We call this type of projects ‘data-focused’. A
prominent example for this class of integrated systems is Swiss-Prot [20],
collecting and integrating data on protein sequences from journal publi-
cations, submissions, personal communications, and other databases by
means of approximately two dozen human data curators. Data-focused
projects are typically managed by domain experts, e.g., biologists. Data-
base technology plays an only minor role. All effort is put into acquiring
and curating the actual data that is usually maintained in a text-like
manner. If detailed schemata are developed and used, they are not ex-
posed to the user for structured queries.”

4 It should be noted that [15] uses the same term.
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And the second type includes

“projects, which we call ‘schema-focused’, [which] are aimed at pro-
viding integration middleware rather than building concrete databases.
They mostly deal with schema information, using techniques such as
schema integration, schema mapping, and mediator-based query rewrit-
ing . . . [they] require for each integrated data source the creation of
some sort of wrapper for query processing, and a detailed semantic map-
ping between the heterogeneous source schemata and a global, mediated
schema.”

Our approach fits into this second category. For example, taking a simplified view
(and leaving aside higher-level concerns such as semantics), one might characterise
data interoperability as facilitating both database interoperability (between Dr
Smith’s breast cancer research database in San Francisco and Dr Thomas’ col-
orectal cancer research database in New York) and database management system
interoperability (between the IBM DB2 database utilised by Dr Smith and the Or-
acle database utilised by Dr Thomas). Our concern is the latter; issues of seman-
tic interoperability are left to application developers. Application developers then
only need to worry about interoperability between relevant data sources—rather
than worrying about interoperability across the whole virtual organisation.

To reprise an example from [2], suppose, say, that, data source S1 might
contain data and files pertaining to both breast and colorectal cancer, data
source S2 might contain data and files pertaining to breast cancer, and data
source S3 might contain data and files pertaining to colorectal cancer. S1 and S2
might form one virtual organisation that is concerned with breast cancer; S1 and
S3 might form a second virtual organisation that is concerned with colorectal

App 1 App 2 App 3

sif sif

Source 1 Source 2 Source 3 Source 4 Source 5

VO1
VO2 VO3

Fig. 1. Three virtual organisations
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cancer. Each virtual organisation, then, would be concerned with facilitating
semantic interoperability to share relevant data: breast cancer in the case of the
first virtual organisation, and colorectal cancer in the case of the second virtual
organisation. If, at a later date, the two virtual organisations were to merge to
form a single community of interest, then, at that point, issues of interoperability
between the breast and colorectal cancer data sets would have to be considered.

Such a state of affairs is illustrated in Figure 1: VO1 involves three data
sources, accessed via Application 1; VO2 involves two data sources (two of which
also participate in VO1), accessed via Application 2; and VO3 exists in isolation
from VO1 and VO2.

3 sif: A Service-Oriented Framework for the Secure
Sharing and Aggregation of Data

In this section we provide a necessarily brief overview of our middleware frame-
work, sif (service-oriented interoperability framework).

sif is fundamentally concerned with supporting ‘big ideas’—bigger and better
research; personalised healthcare; joined up e-government—but in a way that
doesn’t require organisations to throw away existing systems, change practices,
or invest heavily in new technology.

Our drivers can, therefore, be characterised in terms of:

– interoperability, heterogeneity and portability: any kind of data stored on
any kind of database or file system should be capable of being accessed and
shared via a standard interface;

– secure data sharing: data access and transfer should be in accordance with
the data owners’ wishes, no matter how prescriptive;

– low costs of entry—in terms of installation and deployment, system footprint
and effort required on behalf of application developers; and

– abstraction: via a simple API, application developers can construct appli-
cations to aggregate and utilise data without concerning themselves with
issues such as secure data transport.

The philosophy behind sif was originally described in [21]. There, a virtual
organisation—spread across two or more geographically or physically distinct
units—was characterised in terms of the diagram of Figure 2. Deployments com-
municate via their external interfaces (represented by E), with data being ac-
cessed via an internal interface, I. The permitted access to the data is regulated
by policies, represented by P. Key to this representation is the concept that
each organisation has ultimate control over the access to the data it holds—
when sharing data within the context of a virtual organisation, this allows a
data provider to share only the data that the data owner wishes. This leaves the
responsibility for defining the policies associated with the access to data to the
institution that owns the data (although the deployment of ‘top-down’ global
policies can be supported if necessary).
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Fig. 2. The sif view of a distributed system

sif’s users are (typically) application developers—individuals responsible for
developing applications to support data sharing; end-users are (typically) re-
searchers that interact with applications built on top of sif.

The sif middleware exposes as much to the application developer as is consid-
ered useful for the application in question. It follows that it is the responsibility
of the application developer to determine how much underlying detail is to be
exposed to the end-users: it may be appropriate to expose the whole underlying
data structure, allowing users to construct SQL queries; alternatively, a simple
interface supporting pre-formulated queries might be appropriate—resulting in
much less flexibility. A ‘portal’ approach—in which users can construct queries
dynamically via a graphical interface—is also possible, and becoming increas-
ingly popular; the benefits of such an approach are articulated in [22]:

“For bench researchers, the web-services world might not look very differ-
ent from the current one. Online databases would still exist, each with
its own distinctive character and user interface. But bioinformaticists
would now be able to troll the online databases to aggregate data simply
and reliably. Furthermore, software engineers could create standard user
interfaces that would work with any number of online data sources. This
opens the door to genome ‘portals’ for those researchers who prefer to
access multiple data sources from a single familiar environment.”

The middleware is, essentially, a collection of web services. Quite deliberately,
sif utilises only a small number of the core web services standards. The utilisa-
tion of standards and standards-based software has made the middleware easier
to port to multiple operating systems: the middleware has been deployed suc-
cessfully to machines running (various flavours of) Linux, Windows XP, IBM
AIX, and Mac OS X.

sif offers support for three types of ‘plug-in’—data plug-ins, file plug-ins and
algorithm plug-ins—and it is these plug-ins that facilitate interoperability. By
using a standard plug-in interface, it becomes possible to add heterogeneous re-
sources into a virtual organisation; crucially, there is no need for the resource
being advertised through the plug-in system to directly represent the physical
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resource—what is advertised as a single data source may represent any number
of physical resources, or even another distributed system.

Data plug-ins treat all data sources as SQL databases, with the plug-in being
responsible for all translations between the native data format and SQL. The
plug-in user or application developer can retrieve schemas for known resources;
as such, the user of the plug-in has the potential (depending, of course, on
relevant permissions) to perform a query on data from fundamentally different
data sources. From an end-user perspective, a user can request a list of plug-ins
and descriptions from the middleware: definitions for a specific plug-in can be
retrieved which contain an interface definition. The user can then request action
to be taken for a plug-in by sending a request which conforms to the interface
definition (the response is also bound by the definition so the response will be
in an expected format).

sif acts primarily as a secure gateway and data integration framework. If, in
a distributed context, a user runs a query across several data nodes, then the
middleware will distribute that query to the nodes and aggregate the results. The
reason that sif can expose any relational database is that it makes no assumptions
about structure or semantics: while sif facilitates distributed queries, it is up
to the end-user (or application) to ensure that the queries (and results) are
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meaningful (recalling the classifications of Ouksel and Sheth from Section 1).
This, of course, makes the task of federation much easier.

The architecture of a sif deployment is given in Figure 3. sif can be thought
of as being comprised of three parts: the core middleware, the plug-ins, and the
client-side API.

The core middleware manages the installed plug-ins, giving them a standard
interface to be written against. It also provides a federation service to facilitate
the construction of queries against multiple data sources. As all data is repre-
sented as if it were a standard SQL database, these queries take the form of
SQL queries across distinct data sources each exposed via a separate plug-in.
The access control framework enforces policies created by the owners of the data
and the owners of the machine on which sif is being hosted. This allows data
owners to restrict the data they expose to users, and server owners to control
who the permitted users of services are.

The middleware has built-in capabilities for transferring files and data: in-
stalling, removing and updating plug-ins; advertising and defining resources ex-
posed by plug-ins; and providing system status information. The core middleware
exposes this functionality through a number of web services, all of which utilise
strong cryptography to ensure privacy. The client-side API is a wrapper around
web service calls to create the simplest possible interface for a new application
developer to implement against; it also provides a number of helper functions to
assist in common tasks.

Having described our middleware framework, we now illustrate how it has
been used to support Systems Biology research within Oxford.

4 On the Sharing of Codes and Data to Support Cancer
Modelling

4.1 Background: Cell Based Chaste

Mathematical and computational models of biological systems are rapidly in-
creasing in complexity. This is especially true in fields such as cancer modelling,
where the volume of available biological data is increasing exponentially. Mod-
elling approaches therefore span the range from detailed models of molecular
level changes and interactions that take place in the initial stages of cancer,
right through to mechanical models of the mechanics of tumour development at
the tissue level.

The objective of the Cell Based Chaste (Cancer, Heart and Soft Tissue Envi-
ronment) (or Cancer Chaste) initiative [23,24,25] is to develop a mathematical
and computational model that bridges across these spatial and temporal scales
within a single, generic modelling framework. The focus of the project was ini-
tially on colorectal cancer, due to the wealth of particularly good experimental
data that was available, and also because the biological understanding of the
disease is sufficiently advanced to allow a systems-level approach.

Colorectal cancers originate from the epithelium that covers the luminal sur-
face of the intestinal tract, with this epithelium renewing itself more rapidly than
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Fig. 4. A snapshot of a crypt simulation

any other tissue. This process of renewal requires a coordinated programme of
cell proliferation, migration and differentiation, which begins in the tiny crypts
of Lieberkühn that descend from the epithelium into the underlying connective
tissue. It is generally believed that carcinogenesis occurs as a consequence of
changes that disrupt normal crypt dynamics. Identifying the mechanisms that
govern crypt dynamics is therefore essential to understanding the origins of col-
orectal cancer. The Cell Based Chaste team have developed a multiscale model
of intestinal crypt dynamics that comprises three main components: models of
intracellular signalling pathways; cell-cycle models; and a mechanical model that
controls cell adhesion and migration at the macroscale. In recent years, the code

Fig. 5. Simulation of a growing multicell tumour spheroid, showing formation of a

necrotic core
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base has been developed into a general framework for modelling tumour growth
and tissue remodelling.

Figure 4 (fromweb.comlab.ox.ac.uk/chaste/cancer index.html) illustrates
a single time step fromacrypt simulationusing theChaste code; Figure 5(also from
http://web.comlab.ox.ac.uk/chaste/cancer index.html) shows anumberof
time steps from a simulation of a growing tumour. Theories relating to stem cells in
the crypt are discussed in [23] including the observation that a single cell’s progeny
can dominate a crypt, via a process termed monoclonal conversion.

4.2 The Application of sif

In combining these two activities (Cell Based Chaste and sif), we are undertaking
to facilitate the sharing of simulation data between researchers with a view to
enabling analysis to be performed on a wide range of initial parameters.

A key requirement in this respect is the desire to increase the co-operation
between groups by enabling each group running Cell Based Chaste to store vari-
ous initial parameters for the simulation they are running, the version of Chaste
being used, and portions of the data produced by running the simulation—such
as meshes and pointers to any animations generated. This will allow for the
possibility of re-running the simulation at a later date with the same version of
the software to generate any additional data that may be needed for performing
additional analysis. The data will be held locally to each of the research groups
and the sif middleware will be utilised to enable the groups to gain access to each
others’ data. Each group will, however, maintain access control over their own
data and can choose when to release it to others. It is hoped that by sharing this
data wider ranges of parameters can be investigated leading to more interesting
results. Additionally, any analysis will be based on a larger data set—giving rise
to greater confidence in results.

Our method for achieving this goal is illustrated in Figure 6.5 The diagram
shows researchers initially running the Cell Based Chaste code with a number
of different starting parameters and for differing simulation times. The initial
parameters are stored in a database along with the resulting simulation data
and additional information such as did the simulation turn monoclonal and if so
after what period of time?

After collecting the resulting data from a number of simulations the re-
searchers can use the query application which utilises the federation features
of the sif middleware to enable queries to be run across multiple data sets. This
allows researchers to perform queries to identify the starting parameters that
generate the type of resulting simulation they wish to investigate further. As
an example, this may involve identifying the initial conditions necessary to pro-
duce monoclonal results and then investigate the surrounding parameter space,
by running additional simulations, to identify which parameters have strongest
affect on the tendency to become monoclonal. Such sharing of data also has the

5 The shaded / dashed entities representing the notion of including additional nodes

and data sets.
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potential to help to reduce duplicated effort—allowing CPU time to be utilised
more effectively by running simulations with new starting parameters, rather
than having many people repeating the same simulation only to receive pre-
dictable results. This should give rise to a more coordinated process.

4.3 A Second Application

A second application being undertaken within OCISB, which also employs sif, is
concerned with building histo-anatomically detailed individualized cardiac mod-
els [26]. To achieve this, the group requires access to large numbers of MRI
images, which are typically stored on file systems accessible via protocols such
as FTP and secure FTP.

We have utilised the sif middleware’s plug-in architecture to provide a se-
cure method for transferring these MRI images securely. The sif middleware’s
API provides a consistent interface to resources of the same type to application
developers, enabling them to more readily develop applications with consistent
user interfaces. Using sif, the data owner can easily control who has access to
the data without having to create a new login account for each person—or have
multiple people share a single password. Applications written using the middle-
ware also enable users to access data from multiple sources without having to
remember multiple passwords. The application that has been developed allows
the user to select the data source of interest and list the available MRI collec-
tions that are accessible to the user—with access to resources being controlled
by fine-grained policies; the user then selects the data set they are interested in,
then the application retrieves the necessary data and processes it to produce a
cardiac model.
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5 Conclusions

In this paper we have provided a brief overview of the sif middleware framework,
and outlined how it is being used to support two applications within the Oxford
Centre for Integrative Systems Biology. The Centre has data integration and
data sharing at the heart of its concerns; as such, we envisage sif supporting an
increasing number of applications as we move forward.

Other work in the literature is concerned with integrating heterogeneous data
within particular areas: [27] for SNP descriptions for pharmacogenomic studies
and [28] for data relevant to Drosophila researchers are but two examples. Our
focus, though, is the development of a generic approach. There are, perhaps, par-
allels to be drawn with B-Fabric [29], a “core framework for integrating different
analytical technologies and data analysis tools”. We have, though, consciously
avoided issues of workflow, as addressed, for example by [30].

Much work remains to be done, not least in the area of schema transforma-
tions: while our approach to date has been to leave it to domain experts to
resolve differences, we are fully aware that this philosophy will not serve us in
the longer term. The work of [31] is of particular interest in this respect, as is
that of [32].

It is, perhaps, instructive to reflect upon the differences between the health-
care research domain—which is, after all, the domain with we have the most
familiarity and that for which sif was originally developed—and the Life Sci-
ences. The most mundane difference is the size of images and data: the two
applications that we are dealing with require files of significant size to be trans-
ported; this has required a minor redesign of the underlying code base. There are
also differences in terms of security: in the Life Sciences, there is, inevitably, less
of a concern with respect to privacy; however issues of confidentiality—in terms
of protecting one’s intellectual assets—are an important consideration. Finally
(and here it should be stated that we are writing from the position of Computer
Scientists who engage with collaborators from the relevant disciplines) there is
one striking similarity across the two domains: a ‘digital divide’ would appear
to be emerging between groups—those who are in a position to embrace emerg-
ing tools and technologies for effective data management will clearly prosper in
the coming years, while those groups which are not so fortunate cannot possi-
bly benefit. (This is a phenomenon which we have observed locally—within the
OCISB—nationally, and globally.) As such, we would argue that issues of engage-
ment and accessibility need to rise up the list of priorities of those groups who
are developing technological solutions for data integration in the Life Sciences;
to this end, this is one of our immediate concerns.
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Abstract. Seahawk is a browser for Moby Web services, which are online tools 
using a shared semantic registry and data formats. To make a wider array of 
tools available within Seahawk, the Daggoo system helps users adapt forms on 
existing Web sites to Moby's specifications. Biologists were interviewed and 
given workflow design tasks, which revealed the types of tools present in their 
conceptual analysis workflows, and the types of control flow they understood. 
These observations were used to enhance Seahawk so that Moby and external 
Web tools can be browsed to create workflows "by demonstration". A flow-up 
user study measured how effectively biologists could 1) demonstrate a work-
flow for a realistic task, 2) understand the automatically generated workflow, 
and 3) use the workflow in the Taverna workflow editor/enactor. The results 
show promise that biologists without programming experience can become self-
sufficient in analysis automation, using workflow-by-demonstration as a first 
step. 

Keywords: programming by demonstration, bioinformatics workflows, user 
study, semantic web services. 

1   Introduction 

There is much anecdotal evidence that biological researchers manually perform re-
petitive analyses. However, empirical data regarding workflow needs and adoption 
amongst biologists is lacking. Interview and survey studies of software use by bioin-
formatics end-users has mostly been done by groups in Library Sciences attempting to 
understand the issues in order to build support mechanisms [1,2]. Within the bioin-
formatics community itself, most research has been to understand types of tasks and 
classify them for ontological use [3,4,5], or to develop novel interaction methods [6]. 
The widespread use of spreadsheets environments such as Excel to organize and 
process data using cell formulae is evidence that learning some end-user program-
ming is seen as worthwhile by biologists as their datasets grow. Unfortunately, 
spreadsheets cannot perform many of the analyses that could be coordinated using a 
full programming language. For most biologists, the leap in functionality afforded by 
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a traditional programming language is more than offset by the difficulty in learning it. 
Visual workflow languages (discussed in Section 2.1) try to find a balance between 
advanced functionality and usability by programming novices.  

Clearly, learning any workflow programming environment will still put some cog-
nitive burden on the biologist. Is it possible to make the learning curve even gentler? 
Blackwell argues [7] that programming is best understood as activities involving both 
loss of direct manipulation and introduction of notation. It is possible to avoid pro-
gramming (visual or otherwise) altogether using a technique known as programming-
by-demonstration. More sophisticated than macro recording, the semantics of the 
users’ direct manipulations are understood by the system and translated into pro-
gramming language notation on their behalf. In workflow-by-demonstration (WbD) 
systems, a user interactively calls a service (an individual program or on-line tool) 
and uses the output as input to another service, building up a chain of actions. Visiting 
services f, g, and h in that order is interpreted as a workflow program equivalent to 
h(g(f(x))). This model has been used in the past by Seahawk [8], Gbrowse Moby [9], 
and Galaxy [10] to generate workflows automatically.  

This paper describes three activities: a user study to inform design, an implementa-
tion of WbD, and an evaluation of the implementation. Through formal studies of and 
interviews with biologists, this paper finds evidence that for WbD to be practical, it 
must be able to capture logic more complex than a linear sequence of service calls. 
The implementation of additional features is detailed, as well as evaluated for practi-
cality via a small-scale user study using biologists. 

2   Bioinformatics Workflows 

An exhaustive review of existing workflow systems and programming-by-
demonstration systems is beyond the scope of this work. Instead, original observa-
tions drawn from several small-scale user studies will highlight barriers to successful 
workflow creation by a wider audience of biologists. 

2.1   Biologists’ Reality 

To date there has only been a small amount of research focused on software engineer-
ing issues for professional programmers in bioinformatics [6], and virtually none on 
bioinformatics end-users. Despite this lack of empirical evaluations, there is no short-
age of tools purporting to simplify analysis tasks for users. For professional bioinfor-
matics programmers there are large open-source code libraries for the Perl [11] and 
Java [12] languages that have been built by the developer community over the years, 
but these are beyond the scope of casual end-user programmers. 

More esoteric professional programmer environments in the field of bioinformat-
ics, PROVA [13] and Opal [14] bear the closest resemblance to domain-specific rule 
systems. Opal uses XML syntax to define the interface to an application, and can use 
the Kepler [15] visual workflow environment to create automated analysis. An early 
example of a bioinformatics visual workflow construction tool was TAMBIS [16], 
and it is widely cited inside and outside the bioinformatics community for introducing 
an ontology-driven workflow model. TAMBIS was an early predecessor to the most 
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well-establish bioinformatics workflow tool currently in use, Taverna [17]. A pilot 
Taverna user study [18] determined that a major usability issue is data input 
types/formatting/connecting. Taverna is fundamentally data format agnostic, allowing 
users to easily create I/O mismatches.  

Seahawk generates Taverna workflows using an ontology-driven service model 
(Moby [19]). A larger audience of Life Science researchers may adopt workflow 
programming as cognitively simpler, type-safe environments such as Seahawk reach a 
wider audience, and do not require them to explicitly conceptualize the analysis pro-
grams being created. Other prominent existing tools for bioinformatics analysis auto-
mation all take somewhat different interface approaches and have different activity 
building blocks. In all cases, the workflow must first be constructed and then tested 
with sample data, thereby forcing the user to conceptualize the program explicitly. 
Some examples are: 

• Remora [20]: resembles Taverna insofar as a workflow is constructed 
visually from service components, but workflow construction is type-safe 
and stepwise via a Web interface. Build blocks: Moby Web Services.  

• BioPipe [21]: uses a hand-written XML specification file for the work-
flow. Building blocks: a set of Perl scripts interfacing to BioPerl. 

• Integrator [22]: uses XQuery for service mediation, plus a procedural in-
struction set to integrate data from multiple Web resources using Collec-
tion and Filtering steps. Building blocks: XML formatted on-line data.  

• Wildfire [23]: has a GUI workflow builder with advanced control ele-
ments such as ‘for each’ loops, and concentrates on grid-based computing 
of large datasets. Building blocks: programs accessed via ACD-defined 
interfaces. 

• Bio-STEER [24]: has a relatively simple GUI and composition mecha-
nism. Building blocks: Web services described semantically in OWL-S. 

Of particular relevance to the work presented here, the Bio-STEER authors assert: 
 

Recognizing the potential benefit of Semantic Web technologies…the use of 
semantics to filter and suggest only semantically compatible services will reduce 
the time it takes to construct a meaningful workflow. 

 
Type-safe Moby services are at the core of Seahawk for this reason. Clear semantic 
descriptions of the data being manipulated, and services used in a workflow demon-
stration, are essential to correctly capture the biologist’s intentions in WbD. 

2.2   Biologists’ Needs and Intuitions 

To date there has been no close examination of how biologists naturally think about 
workflows. Software usability can be improved by providing a close mapping be-
tween users’ natural tendencies and interface implementation. In a new study, 16 
participants who had never used Taverna were briefly introduced to the concept of 
workflows. The participants were all molecular biologists, including graduate stu-
dents, professors and industrial researchers. All of them were familiar with at least 
popular resources such as the NCBI Web site, BLAST, and the Gene Ontology (GO).  
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On average, participants reported using on-line bioinformatics tools more than once a 
week. The average input data list was 5-10 items long.   

The participants were paired off and given 30 minutes to invent and produce “pen 
and paper” workflows that they thought could help them in their research. They dis-
cussed the workflows with their partner to promote workflow clarity. All of the par-
ticipants grasped the concept of a workflow (based on written feedback), and twelve 
of the biologists (75%) devised a workflow that could help them in their own  
research. 

The workflows were analyzed along three dimensions that correspond to major 
features of workflows: data, functions, and control structures. Input data to the work-
flows was categorized as either actual data, or database identifiers. Seven different 
types of input data were present in the workflows, 2 types of database identifiers, and 
2 pseudo-database identifiers (namely gene symbols and organism names). This split 
suggests that both information retrieval and information processing workflows are 
important to biologists. Genome DNA sequences and chromatograms (raw sequenc-
ing machine data files) were the only two input data types that appeared more than 
once, showing a diversity of inquiry starting points amongst the study subjects. 

An additional type of data identified was a custom database to be searched. Three 
workflows contained BLAST searches against real or hypothetical private datasets. 
Although these types of searches are important, because the vast majority of activities 
(51 in total) used in the workflows have Web-based implementations, local services 
will not be examined further in the current work.  

The activities or “functions” performed in the workflows were categorized in a 
way analogous to data versus identifiers: manipulation activities versus retrieval ac-
tivities. Unlike the input data, activities were clearly lopsided towards manipulation 
(44) rather than retrieval (7). This indicates that bioinformatics workflows are not 
merely a substitution for a distributed query language, but rather they are procedural 
automation systems. In any sufficiently powerful procedural system, it is important to 
have flow control mechanisms such as conditional blocks and loops. Of the work-
flows examined, 3 had “if” conditions and 4 had “if/else” type constructs. Noteworthy 
is that in all four “if/else” instances, the else was logically represented as the negation 
of the if condition (i.e. if(x){…}if(!x){…}). This and other observations informed the 
design of Seahawk’s data filters, discussed in Section 3.2. 

With regards to looping control, a distinction can be made: loops over input data 
versus loops over intermediate results. The higher the number of loop iterations, the 
higher the automation payoff is for the biologist. In every workflow, the input was a 
list of data or identifiers that could range between tens and thousands of items in 
length. The utility of iterating over input lists was obvious to the 75% of study par-
ticipants who devised workflows for their research. Less obvious to the biologists, 
though still relevant, is the work saved by automatically looping over intermediate 
results. Four of the workflows contained substantial list “explosions”, where one input 
data leads to many results that need subsequent processing before a final workflow 
output is produced. 

Another pertinent observation from the workflows was that two included wet-lab 
activities in the middle of the workflow, such as cloning, assays, amplification and 
sequencing. Interviews with biologists were conducted to reveal barriers to analysis 
automation. Issues related to the correctness of their programs (e.g. Excel formulae) 
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were frequently brought up by interviewees, especially if the data is to be used as the 
basis for further experimentation: 

 

“…if it had irreversibly changed [my cloning] construct, and I didn’t notice, then 
I’ll be working in the lab with bad data and not really knowing it” 

 
When questioned about the decision to do some processes manually the most com-
mon response was pressure to meet impending deadlines and although it took more 
effort to do analysis manually, it ensured correct results because of the certainty that 
transformations were being done correctly. If they were to learn how to program the 
analysis, they may not have enough time to program and test the correctness.  An-
other interviewee describes the advantage of direct manipulation in the analysis: 

 
“I had to think about stepwise what the flow would be for the data, and it was just 
a matter of like 'okay, try this out. Okay, this step. Okay, organize it well. Okay, 
now that it's organized I [can figure out]… the next step.” 
 

These observations suggest that a demonstrational approach, rather than a direct pro-
gramming approach, can lower barriers to automating analysis.  

The interviews also revealed another contributing factor to the continued manual 
use of multiple, separate pieces of analysis software. Despite the availability of inte-
grated packages for many tasks, researchers want to follow the “gold standard” analy-
sis for their research area of interest. The analysis tools and methods used in the most 
cited papers end up being the preferred ones to use, whereas using newer, integrated 
solutions has the potential to raise questions with reviewers unfamiliar with the latest 
tools. This need to perform very particular analyses (typically meaning the use of a 
particular set of Web sites) is a key motivation for the user-driven integration of arbi-
trary Web forms into Seahawk workflows, described in Section 3.1. 

In summary, the key points drawn from the user study are that: 1) biologists desire 
workflows involving both data and identifiers, 2) conditions and iteration are essential 
even for novices, 3) workflow construction should be step-wise, with intermediate 
results shown, and 4) users must be able to automate arbitrary Web forms in the 
workflows. These observations were used to inform the design of Seahawk’s WbD 
system. 

2.3   Biologists’ Expectations 

Observation of biologists’ use of earlier versions of Seahawk lead to several salient 
observations about their expectations and tendencies during the demonstration phase 
of WbD. Initially, users were instructed to manipulate one sample piece of data, and 
told that their actions would be generalized for batch input processing in a workflow 
later. Despite this instruction, many users attempted to highlight swathes of data, 
hoping to process all of them interactively and simultaneously. Explicit ‘for each’ 
looping for each intermediate step was expected by users, and was therefore imple-
mented in the Seahawk service menus (Fig. 1). Importantly, rather than a promise of 
efficiency in workflow creation, the ‘for each’ feature demonstrates immediate effi-
ciency versus manual analysis, without additional user effort. 
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Fig. 1. Seahawk UI showing option to run service for each collection member 

The collective display of intermediate results for input lists is also important for the 
creation of conditionals, because having both positive and negative example data 
helps the biologist verify that they have applied the correct filter (see Section 3.2). 
Immediate dataset feedback can help mitigate the fear of programming errors men-
tioned by several of the interviewees. One can think of ‘for each’ over peer lists as 
somewhat like cell range selection in spreadsheets but more flexible because the car-
dinality of the lists does not need to be predetermined. 

An observation particular to the Seahawk interface was that users did not necessar-
ily read the top-level service menu choices because they were focused on looking at 
service names in submenus. Since the top-level menu choice defines the semantics of 
the data, ignoring the labels could lead to incorrect assumptions by Seahawk when 
generating the workflow. A WbD system must know why an action is taken, but the 
user is concentrated on what action must be taken and can easily overlook the seman-
tic labels of the interface. In this case, simply highlighting the data type and name-
space information in red helped users remain mindful of the data semantics they were 
implying with their menu choice. 

The final major observation accounted for in Seahawk is that data used as input to 
a workflow can vary greatly in original formatting. Since Taverna is largely data-
format agnostic, a user’s inability to input data correctly to the generated workflow 
can be a serious barrier to success (first documented elsewhere [18]). Alleviating 
manual reformatting is a prime motivator for the aides described in Section 3.3. 

3   Implementation 

While Seahawk has multiple UI elements, examined here are those newly developed 
behaviours that were inspired by the study-derived insights into biologists’ workflow 
needs. Detailed videos demonstrations of semantic Web form wrapping, data flow 
control, and workflow preview/enactment are available at http://www.daggoo.net. 
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3.1   Web Form Semantics 

To enable biologists to use particular tools, the Daggoo proxy allows users to create 
Moby services out of Web forms by demonstrating form completion and submission. 
These proxied services can then be used in a Seahawk workflow demonstration. The 
interactive Web form wrapping software builds on previous semantic wrapping code 
developed for WSDL-described Web services ([25]). From the user’s perspective, 
Web forms have several advantages over Web Services: 

• Generally better documentation of input fields the user needs to populate 
• Appropriate default values for most required parameters 
• Previous experience with the input method 

From a client side programmer’s perspective, Web forms are difficult because:  

• Web forms are not natively supported in Taverna 
• The form may rely on dynamic HTML display or submission using AJAX 
• Output parsing of HTML is more difficult than Web Service XML parsing 

Seahawk tries to address each of these concerns. Proxying the Web forms as Moby 
Services both adds semantics to the service and allows Taverna to enact them. The 
interactive completion and submission of the form is done in the user’s Web browser 
(Fig. 2), mitigating many problems due to AJAX dependencies. With regards to re-
sults parsing; Seahawk’s database of regular expression rules helps discover data, 
regardless of its HTML tag nesting, with the tradeoff of possible mis-selection if the 
output format is highly variable. 

The semantic wrapping process consists of 5 steps:  

1. Dragging the Web page containing the form onto Seahawk. 
2. Filling in the form in the browser, using data dragged from Seahawk. 
3. Submitting the Web form. 
4. Selecting in Seahawk the data to return, from a list of automatically rec-

ognized data types. 
5. Filling in metadata for the new Moby service, e.g. service name, free text 

description, service type. 

This procedure captures as much of the service specification as possible via demon-
stration. Input parameters and their default values are automatically gleaned from the 
form’s HTML, while input semantic types are determined by tracking the Seahawk 
origin of fields populated via drag and drop. The wrapping proxy captures the sub-
mission method whether JavaScript or HTML based. The possible semantic types of 
the returned data are enumerated for the user, using a database of XPath and regular 
expression rules, whose format was described earlier [25]. Manual metadata specifi-
cation allows the biologist to capture the meaning of the service beyond the formalism 
of data type signatures. This will help other biologists to decide if they can reuse the 
service in their own workflow (wrapped services are added to the public Moby ser-
vice registry).  
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Fig. 2. Daggoo Web form in user’s browser (with form fill in tips from Seahawk) 

The Daggoo proxy server, which includes management features for wrapped ser-
vices, has been designed to run on Google’s cloud computing service to avoid the 
Moby service proxy becoming a bottleneck in workflows. Current restrictions on port 
availability and timeouts prevent complex analysis services from being deployed in 
the cloud but these restrictions should ease in the future. Another limitation is that 
some popular bioinformatics sites, such as the NCBI Web portal, rely on AJAX in the 
response. Currently, Daggoo does not evaluate AJAX responses, but users can simi-
larly wrap NCBI Web Services in Daggoo instead. 

The demonstrational nature of the wrapping process has two main advantages. 
First, it provides a test case that can be run to ensure the proxy is still functioning 
properly in the face of Web site changes. Second, the sample data used in the Web 
form is part of a Seahawk history, which allows just-in-time wrapping of services to 
seamlessly be part of a workflow demonstration. 

3.2   Dataflow Control 

Seahawk implements conditional execution via a novel search/filter widget. Since 
every UI action must be mapped to a workflow component in some way for WbD, the 
behaviour of the search/filter must be carefully considered. The behaviour is a hybrid 
of a highlighting search and a gray-out filter. Filtering is essential so that the user 
cannot interact with data not meeting the search criteria: these data will not be avail-
able downstream in the equivalent workflow. To avoid such an inconsistent state, 
filtering is updated as each letter is typed into the search box. 
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Balancing the needs of the workflows examined, and the need for interface com-
prehensibility, the following three types of conditionals are currently supported: 

1. if(cond(x)){f(x)}  
     else{g(x)} 

2. if(cond(x.member1)){f(x.member2)}  
          else{g(x.member2)} 

3. if(cond(f(x))){g(x)} 

Currently, the search condition can be either a plain string or a regular expression. 
Building on the observation that biologists thought of else conditions as if(!cond(x)) so 
else conditions are simply inverse selections based on switching the keyword “if” to 
“unless” in the filter widget. This fulfils conditionals of type 1 listed above. In terms 
of the equivalent workflow, a filter processor with two output ports forks the work-
flow (Fig. 3). In the demonstration, forking is accomplished by calling a service in a 
new tab (Shift+click).  

Conditional type 2 filtering is based on particular members of the data objects and 
is accomplished by selecting from a document-specific drop-down list at the end of 
the search phrase. Any data member can be selected for further processing using the 
hyperlinks in the data display, unless they are grayed-out by the filter (Fig. 4).  

The demonstration of conditional type 3 requires that the user reference data item x 
from the output of f(x). In Seahawk, this is implemented by providing a ‘for previous 
input’ service menu (Fig. 4) when a filter is applied to a service result (i.e. f(x)). If no 
filter is applied to a service result, the ‘previous input’ option is not displayed because  
 

 

Fig. 3. Part of a Seahawk generated workflow, with if/else filtering represented by the two 
output ports of the Filter_By_Content processor 
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Fig. 4. UI for ‘previous input’ option, and equivalent workflow processors. MOBYSHoundGet-
GenBankWhateverSequence can be called on the original GI number (15922258) because it has 
neighbours (from service getSHoundNeighboursFromGi) passing the filter “ID contains 1589”.  

this translates into g(f(x)), which is the default interpretation of the service browsing 
history. The equivalent set of Taverna workflow activities requires non-trivial list 
manipulation processors, and would almost certainly be beyond the capabilities of a 
workflow programming novice. 

Other somewhat unusual aspects of the search/filter behaviour are page-specificity 
and job-level filtering. Page specificity means that the filter widget is tied to the given 
service output, so when a user navigates away from a page, the widget disappears. 
Upon reentry to the given page it will reappear. Hiding the search/filter widget dis-
abled the filtering, re-showing the widget re-enables the previous filter criteria. This 
stateful, page specific behaviour is essential to allowing different conditions to be 
applied at different stages of the workflow. Statefulness also means that output from 
one services can be filtered multiple ways by launching subsequent services in new 
tabs after various search edits (a variation on the if/else concept). 

Job level filtering reflects the for-each functionality in Seahawk. In a document 
containing results for 10 inputs (i.e. 10 ‘jobs’), the filtering decision is to either allow 
or disallow the subsequent processing of each job individually: they are independent 
results. Having lists of jobs helps filter development because users receive immediate 
feedback on the correctness of positive and negative examples, as opposed to surmis-
ing the correctness of the filter for arbitrary data based on a single data sample. 

The multiple novel features introduced in the filter/search widget have the potential 
to be barriers to correct workflow demonstration, and therefore are one of the primary 
targets of the user study conducted below. 

3.3   Workflow Visualization and Enactment 

Building the workflow from the browsing history gets the biologist much of the way 
to automating analysis, but the workflow must also be practical. Keeping in mind that 
a workflow is essentially a set of processors with data links, Seahawk takes into ac-
count practical considerations to make them maximally useful to the biologist: 

• Preview the workflow, for correctness 
• Parameterize processors such as conditionals, for modifiability 
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• Minimize processor redundancy, for efficiency 
• Name processors with semantic information, for comprehensibility 
• Maximize workflow metadata, for readability 
• Include parsing processors, for usability  

Before workflow export, the user is given the opportunity to preview the generated 
workflow (Fig. 5). The workflow image is currently generated by an automated call to 
a remote Ruby CGI script. This allows them to quickly go back and adjust their Sea-
hawk browsing, filtering, etc. if the workflow does not capture their intent. Once they 
are happy with their workflow, it can be saved, and loaded in Taverna. 

Keeping in mind that scientific analysis can be somewhat trial-and-error, making it 
easy to modify parameters to behaviours such as filtering and decomposition, even 
once in Taverna, could be very useful to the biologist. To this end, behaviour parame-
ters are clearly marked as external constants in Seahawk workflows, although this can 
crowd the display. Minimizing processor redundancy can help alleviate this crowding, 
and involves Seahawk tracking: 1) when an input has been used more than once, 2) 
when a filter is applied multiple times, 3) when the same object member is extracted 
for further processing again, and 4) filter negations.  

Both the number of processors and their labeling is important. Since the data and 
services are semantically typed, Seahawk can generate meaningful labels for other-
wise anonymous nodes in a workflow, such as inputs and outputs. Example values 
gleaned from the demonstration are also added as metadata to the workflow.  

By providing fields for additional metadata in the workflow preview such as a title 
and free text description of the whole analysis, Seahawk promotes readability, and 
reusability of the generated workflows. The actual enactment of the workflow is out-
side the control of Seahawk because the workflow is run by the Taverna GUI. One 
 

 

Fig. 5. Seahawk’s workflow export preview, with fields for metadata addition by the biologist 
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barrier that Seahawk attempts to focus in on data input where, for example, a spread-
sheet importer in the workflow allows users to specify their input lists within the 
familiar environment of rows and columns in Excel. 

4   User Study 

The purpose of conducting a user study was to evaluate the: 

1. usability of Seahawk for demonstrating workflows (Can they do what they want?), 
2. comprehensibility of the generated workflows (Do they know what they did?), and 
3. viability of the generated workflows (Can they automate what they did?) 

Implicit in points 1 and 2 is the question of whether or not the generated workflows 
are a faithful representation of the workflows they intended. Point 3 is critical to de-
termining the practicality of WbD as a real solution to user-driven data integration. 

The practicality of workflow programming for the biologist is based on the answer 
to the question: Is there a net benefit to learning how to build computerized work-
flows? Blackwell’s Attention Investment Model [7] identifies key factors users con-
sider when deciding to learn programming:  

• Cost: how long would it take to do it manually?  
• Investment: what is the time required to learn how to program it? 
• Pay-off: how much time does the automation save? 
• Risk: what is the probability of failure to write the correct program? 

A WbD system should minimize risk and investment, while maximizing pay-off. The 
cost of the equivalent manual analysis must also be determined. The study subjects 
were asked to perform two exercises: 

1. Given 9 GI numbers for nucleotide (EST) sequences, retrieve the sequences. If 
the sequence contains the promoter motif, design a hybridization probe using the 
Web-based Primer 3. Output each sequence containing the motif and its probe. 

2. Given a GO term (seed growth, GO:0080112), find the related genes in the 
Arabidopsis genome and BLAST the sequences to find the equivalent rice gene. 

Half of the users did the first exercise manually and the second exercise using Sea-
hawk. The other half of the users undertook the tasks in the reverse order. These 
workflows were based on the example workflows described in Section 2.2, with both 
incorporating a conditional and a fork. The first task includes an input list, while the 
second contains an intermediate list expansion. The tasks also include both existing 
Moby services and wrapping a Web form (the Primer3 Web form and the arabidop-
sis.org GO search, respectively). Both loop over 9 data items. Approximately 10 data 
elements were used because this reflects the average input list size reported by re-
searchers in another study (manuscript submitted). When the task was performed in 
Seahawk, the workflow was also exported and executed in Taverna. Users were asked 
to qualitatively describe their comprehension of the workflow and their overall per-
ception of using Seahawk to help automate the task. 
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5   Results 

The initial phase of this study had eight participants, all of whom are molecular biol-
ogy graduate students. Each session lasted approximately 1.5 to 2 hours. Each task 
was therefore performed four times in Seahawk and four times manually. The remain-
ing time was split between an introductory video to Seahawk, task description, load-
ing Taverna, and a post-task interview. Task completion times were analyzed using a 
single factor ANOVA F-test to determine if manual and Seahawk-based analyses 
truly differ in duration (Table 1). 

Table 1. Time to complete bioinformatics tasks, with ANOVA significance 
 

 Manual (μ±σ) Seahawk (μ±σ) F-test 
Task 1 in minutes 27.5±5.8  18.75±5.5 4.79 (p = 0.071) 
Task 2 in minutes 33.75±6.6 22.75±3.5 8.47 (p = 0.027) 

A major qualitative observation of the study is that the users did not appear to have 
difficulty with the novel filter/search mechanism. Furthermore, with one exception, 
all users gravitated naturally towards using the for-each menu items. The major 
barrier timewise in Seahawk was in the metadata specification and parameter 
selection during Web form wrapping. For Task #2, the p-value of 0.027 is below the 
widely accepted 0.05 threshold for statisical significance. This implies that comple-
ting the task in Seahawk rather than manually is indeed faster, even for novices. 

6   Discussion 

6.1   Validity 

The modest sample size for the initial evaluation means that the results should be re-
garded as preliminary, but promising, and justify further study. Typically, threats to the 
validity of a study are based on inappropriate metrics and conceptualization (con-
struct), inconsistency of experiment execution (internal), or inapplicability to the prob-
lem being modeled (external). Blackwell’s Attention Investment Model, used for the 
study’s metrics and observations is highly cited, supporting construct validity. 

All participants were given tasks from the same task set and Seahawk software ver-
sion. The same introductory video was shown to all with no additional assistance in 
using the interface. All of the Moby services and Web forms were available during all 
of the sessions, with negligible differences in response times. The internal validity of 
the experiment was therefore not greatly threatened.  

The programming tasks used in the experiment are drawn from actual workflows 
described by biologists so the tasks were both non-trivial and realistic. This supports 
external validity of the experiment.  

How useful to the larger population of Life Scientists is WbD? Key to the approach 
presented here is 1) the availability of on-line resources to coordinate, 2) common 
ontologies/semantics for the data types, and 3) recognition of database identifiers (and 
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sequences where available). Genomics and proteomics databases used by molecular 
biologists are already intricately cross-linked with biomedical data, which addition-
ally has its own ontologies for disease, taxonomy, etc. With regards to sequence rec-
ognition, Seahawk contains rules to recognize common formats for the third type of 
biopolymer, glycans, for which research tools are becoming increasing available [26]. 
Metabolomics should also be amenable to workflows, which has seen a growth in on-
line resources that could be wrapped, such as the Human Metabolome Database [27]. 
Further afield, ecology informatics has rich semantics [28], but its formalization is 
nascent and there are relatively few systematic on-line resources.  

6.2   Demonstration Techniques 

The Daggoo Moby service proxy was motivated by the need to let researchers use the 
online resources with which they were already familiar. Our preliminary results show 
that users are quite capable of semantically wrapping these services for inclusion in 
workflows. The extra time required to do the wrapping (investment) versus calling the 
service manually (cost) is recouped before 9 iterations of a ‘for each’ loop (payoff). 
This payoff would be even more pronounced for larger loops because the wrapping 
step is a fixed rather than incremental cost. This makes it easier to convince biologists 
to adopt Seahawk if an appropriate pipeline for their analysis does not already exist.  

Workflow by demonstration in Seahawk is no different than just using Seahawk in-
teractively for a task. In follow up interviews, the test subjects perceived little risk in 
performing the analysis in Seahawk rather than manually in a Web browser. The 
primary issue raised was one of interactivity: at times users thought Seahawk was 
stalled when it was actually calling services or creating menus and dialog boxes. This 
highlights the importance of constant feedback, which made WbD an attractive option 
in the first place. Note that the perception of risk is as important as actual risk because 
the risk-based decision is made before even attempting to use a new tool. 

6.3   Workflow Usability 

All of the participants successfully saved their workflows and launched them in Tav-
erna, which was preloaded on the computer. Somewhat surprisingly, none of the par-
ticipants found the workflow graphics particularly confusing. Intimate familiarity 
with the task just performed likely raises the level of comprehension, and is a subject 
for further exploration with regards to workflow sharing and reuse. Two users took 
several minutes to learn how to load the input data file but all successfully enacted the 
workflow. Overall, the participants reported seeing value in a workflow based ap-
proach, particularly for publication of their work. 

7   Conclusions 

This research has found that workflows could be useful for most biologists, who often 
need to process lists of data. Despite this and the plethora of workflow tools available, 
researchers usually run such analyses manually. This is due to several factors includ-
ing fear of failure in programming and the inability to use a particular Web site in the 
workflow. Seahawk addresses the former, Daggoo the latter.  
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Key to providing a powerful WbD system is having strong semantics for the data, 
services, and UI actions such as search/filter and hyperlink based object decomposi-
tion. Preliminary results indicate that with appropriate sample data, researchers can 
build practical, complex workflows with this vocabulary of direct manipulations. 
Some open questions remain in WbD. For example, how can Seahawk workflows 
merge multiple service results on the clipboard, while still allowing users to delete 
clipboard items? Currently, data coming from the clipboard is treated as top-level 
workflow inputs. Defining the semantics of clipboard item deletion and other Sea-
hawk actions will allow novice users to create even more complex workflows without 
any programming. 

Further structured user testing of the Seahawk/Daggoo WbD system will be con-
ducted, in the hopes of identifying remaining barriers to workflow programming, as 
perceived by biologists. Bioinformatics software empirical evaluation should help 
software engineers by providing more powerful and more approachable automation 
tools. Getting more biologists started on the learning curve towards self-sufficiency 
will undoubtedly pay dividends in terms of increased productivity. 
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Abstract. Biological research and development are routinely producing tera-
bytes of data that need to be organized, queried and reduced to useful scientific 
knowledge. Even though data integration can provide solutions to such biologi-
cal problems, it is often problematic due to the sources’ heterogeneity and their 
semantic and structural diversity. Moreover, necessary updates of both structure 
and content of databases provide further challenges for an integration process. 
We present a new biological data warehouse for Pseudomonas species “Pseu-
domonasDW” to integrate annotation and pathway data from highly different 
resources. The combination of knowledge from multiple disciplines and sources 
should advance the understanding of cellular processes and lead to the predic-
tion of cellular behavior in its entirety. The key aspect of our approach is the 
combination of a materialized and a virtual data integration to exploit their ad-
vantages in a new hybrid approach. The data are extracted from the original 
data sources using SB-KOM (System Biology Khaos Ontology-based Media-
tor) and then stored locally in the data warehouse to ensure a fast performance 
and data consistency.  

Keywords: Data Integration, Data Warehouse, Web Services, Ontology, Pseu-
domonas. 

1   Introduction 

Biological experimentation or analysis often involves the generation of large quantities 
of data. These data are frequently most useful in conjunction with other biological data, 
so managing and integrating such data collected by scientists and researchers from all 
around the world can be very valuable. This is an exceedingly challenging problem for 
a wide variety of reasons. These reasons include the quantity of biological data, the 
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large number of biological databases, the rapid rate in the growth of biological data, the 
overabundance of data types and formats, the variety of data access techniques, data-
base heterogeneity and errors in biological data; in addition to the interdisciplinary 
nature of bioinformatics. 

Today, one of the big challenges of bioinformatics is to allow the biologists to effi-
ciently reach several data sources, by means of a unified global schema, via automatic 
procedures [1]. This automation should succeed to a real cooperation between biolo-
gists and machines, for efficient research and better exploitation of the results. Also, it 
has been extensively demonstrated that an integrative approach is effective to dis-
cover some relationships between these data. When all the data produced or published 
are integrated in a singular system, biological research will be conducted in manner 
that is quite unlike the way it was done before. Researchers will be able to process 
massive amounts of complex data much more quickly and they will garner insight 
about the areas of their interest rapidly. In view of this, many efforts have been led to 
share genomics and biological data for their use in integration projects [2].   

1.1   Data integration Approaches 

The two main technologies used to resolve the problem of data integration are the 
mediator-based integration and data warehouse systems: 

• Mediator approach basically translates user queries into queries that are un-
derstood by the sources integrated into the system. This approach maps 
the relationship between source descriptions and the mediator and thus al-
lows queries on the mediator to be rewritten as queries on the data source.  
The two main approaches for establishing the mapping between each 
source schema and the global schema are global as view (GAV) and local 
as view (LAV) [3,4]. 

• A data warehouse is an approach to physically integrate all the relevant data 
in a central data store. Warehouse integration consists of materializing the 
data from multiple sources into a local warehouse and executing all the 
queries on the data contained in the warehouse rather than in the sources. 
Warehousing emphasizes on data translation, as opposed to query transla-
tion in mediator-based integration [5]. In fact, data warehousing requires 
that all the data loaded from the sources be converted through data map-
pings to a standard unique format before it is physically stored locally. 
The major function of data warehouse is to load and translate data from 
different external sources into one large database. For this process, im-
ported data are carefully mapped using ETL-processes (Extraction, trans-
formation and loading) [25]. Thereafter, all the information in the data 
warehouse is quickly accessible. 

1.2   Motivation 

There are various benefits and drawbacks in these two approaches, as discussed in the 
previous paragraph. Querying of data warehouses is simplified since queries can be 
performed against a single data warehouse which contains all of the integrated infor-
mation. However, the creation of a data warehouse can be a very difficult, large-scale 
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process that includes global data integration involving many types of heterogeneity. 
Moreover, data warehouse design is difficult since the data warehouse should proba-
bly be optimized for the various types of queries. Another limitation to using a ware-
house is that, since a warehouse is updated periodically from its constituent databases, 
data can become out-of-date.  

In this paper we introduce PseudomonasDW, a semi structured data warehouse for 
integrating the heterogeneous biological information collected from highly different 
external resources including KEGG [14], BRENDA [15], UniProt [16], GenBank [17] 
and PRODORIC [18]. The combination of knowledge from multiple disciplines and 
data sources should advance the understanding of cellular processes and will lead to 
the prediction of cellular behavior in its entirety. In our system we combine a materi-
alized and a virtual data integration to exploit their advantages in a new hybrid envi-
ronment. Our goals were (i) the inclusion of available high-throughput genomics data, 
(ii) the integration of various data sources using the combinatorial approach outlined 
and (iii) keep data up-to-date. 

PseudomonasDW focuses on Pseudomonas species. We have chosen this well-
studied bacterium because of its importance in the biomedical and the agricultural 
domains. In fact, it is considered a valuable control agent for some plant illnesses [6]. 
Pseudomonas species play a major role in the medical and the agricultural domains. 
With PseudomonasDW we aim to help biologist to understand and explain the bio-
logical processes of interest by using an integrative system.  

This paper is organized as follows: an overview on some biological data warehouse 
is given in the next section. In section 3, the provenance and the format of structured 
resources used for integration in PseudomonasDW system are described. In section 4, 
the integration process along with some explanatory schemas is presented. The data 
mapping rules that have been defined for instances conciliation during the integration 
process are also presented. Section 5 sketches the PseudomonasDW content. Section 6 
concludes the paper. 

2   Related Works 

In bioinformatics, data warehouses can be roughly separated into two groups: general 
software infrastructures for further customization within new bioinformatics applica-
tions (e.g., ONDEX [7], Altas [8], BioWarehouse [9], BioMart [10]) and project-
oriented data warehouse implementations for particular biological questions (e.g., 
Systomonas [11], Columba [12]).  

ONDEX is a system for automated ontology alignment, ontology-based text index-
ing and database integration. It focuses on recently developed features for graph-
based analysis and visualization. This system was applied to the task of interpreting 
gene expression results and was also used to discover functional annotations for most 
of the genes that emerged as significant in the microarray experiment, but were previ-
ously of unknown function [7]. 

The Atlas biological data warehouse serves as data infrastructure for bioinformat-
ics research and development. Atlas achieves integration of diverse data sets at two 
levels. First, Atlas stores data of similar types using common data models, enforcing 
the relationships between data types. Second, integration is achieved through a com-
bination of APIs, ontology and tools [8]. 
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BioWarehouse is an open-source toolkit for constructing bioinformatics databases 
using different database management systems. It facilitates and allows several data-
base integration tasks like comparative analysis and data mining. It integrates its 
component databases into a representational framework and enables multi-database 
querying using SQL [9]. 

BioMart is a simple and robust data integration system for large scale data query-
ing. It has been designed to provide researchers with an easy and interactive access to 
both the wealth of data available on the Internet and for in house data integration [10]. 

Systomonas provides an integrated bioinformatics platform for a systems biology 
approach and the biology of pseudomonas in infection and biotechnology. Apart from 
the in-house experimental metabolome, proteome and transcriptome data, it also 
stores the prediction information of cellular processes such as gene regulatory net-
works [11].  

Columba is an integrated database of proteins, structures and annotations and is 
specially designed to support the creation of sets of protein structures sharing annota-
tions in any of the data sources [12].  

Both systems, Systomonas and Columba, are available via a web-based graphical 
user interface that can be used with any web browser. 

3   PseudomonasDW Overview 

PseudomonasDW is a semi structured data warehouse which was conceived with the 
goal of meeting biologists’ expectations in terms of the Pseudomonas genomics, pro-
teomics and metabolic data. We find in the literature [13] the distinction of two ap-
proaches in the construction of data warehouses respectively named procedural and 
declarative approaches. In the procedural approach the data are integrated without 
trying to construct an integrator schema. In this case, we talk more often about the 
Data Repository than the data warehouse, whereas in the declarative approach, the 
data are structured taking advantage of its global schema or integrator schema. Pseu-
domonasDW is based on the declarative approach, even though this approach is more 
complex but more often consistent. The model in which the global schema is defined 
determines the query language used to interrogate the warehouse. 

3.1   PseudomonasDW System Architecture 

PseudomonasDW consists of several components that contribute to the data integra-
tion process in different ways. These single software components and their collective 
interaction enable the realization of PseudomonasDW. The two main technologies 
applied in our system are data warehouse and mediator-based integration. We com-
bine a materialized and a virtual data integration to exploit their advantages in a hy-
brid environment. On the one hand, the data warehouse offers high performance for 
complex data. On the other hand, up-to-date data can be retrieved when needed. 

A schematic representation of PseudomonasDW system architecture is shown in 
Figure 1. The source layer is the basis of the system and contains the data access to 
the sources KEGG [14], BRENDA [15], UniProt [16], GenBank [17] and 
PRODORIC [18].  
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of PseudomonasDW system architecture and the flow of data 
from the original heterogeneous data sources to the data warehouse. 

In PseudomonasDW system, the public data sources are uniformly accessed and in-
tegrated through SB-KOM (System Biology Khaos Ontology-based Mediator) [19] 
which offers wrapper interfaces to  data sources and translates data into common data 
model used by the mediator. Thus, these wrappers provide the Extraction Layer. In 
SB-KOM, XML is used at the source level (in wide sense XML, XML schema and 
XQuery as the common data model). It uses ontologies as integration schemas, and 
takes advantage of simple reasoning to perform the query rewriting (see section 4.3), 
enabling the Transformation and Loading Layers. 

In this proposal the ETL process is started by the administrator by selecting the 
species that will be stored in PseudomonasDW. Then the system extracts all the 
wished and the available data for these species via these wrappers, transforms  
the extracted data into unique form XML and stores them in the data warehouse using 
the different compounds of SB-KOM. Finally, the system is automatically updated 
when changes are detected in the sources, by means of the incremental approach. 

Our proposal is to use ontology to integrate the data, where each source is related 
with the global schema by means of mappings.  A detailed description for the differ-
ent system components is cited in the next section. 

3.2   Data Resources 

Several resources could be used to create a data warehouse like PseudomonasDW. We 
describe data sources that have been selected for having the most appropriate proper-
ties for studying pseudomonas species: 1) genomic and proteomic databases, 2) meta-
bolic databases and 3) enzymatic resources. We will show in this section for each 
selected resource, its provenance, content and structure. 
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3.2.1   Genomic and Proteomic Databases 

PseudomonasDW provides various genomic data such as gene and protein annotation, 
gene regulation, gene expression and a collection of transcription factor binding sites 
data. These data are extracted from three most commonly used databases: 

• GenBank: is a comprehensive database that contains publicly available nu-
cleotide sequences for more than 300 000 organisms. It is accessible 
through the NCBI Entrez retrieval system, which integrates data from the 
major DNA and protein sequence databases along with taxonomy, ge-
nome, mapping, protein structure and domain information, and the bio-
medical journal literature via PubMed. GenBank is one of the first banks 
that proposed XML format for its records with a well-defined DTD speci-
fying the structure and the domain terminology for the records of genes 
and submitted sequences [17]. 

• UniProt: is a comprehensive resource for protein sequence and annotation 
data that provides also information concerning protein function, and con-
tains 516603 sequence entries, comprising 181919312 amino acids se-
quences abstracted from 188500 references1. It provides data in HTML, 
XML and Fasta format [16]. 

• PRODORIC: is an acronym for PROcariotIC Database Of Gene-
Regulation. This database is an integrated approach to provide informa-
tion about molecular networks in prokaryotes with focus on pathogenic 
organisms. It provides a web service for accessing important parts of the 
database [18]. 

3.2.2   Metabolic Databases 
The metabolic information is extracted from KEGG [14] which is an integrated data-
base resource consisting of 16 main databases.  In PseudomonasDW we are interested 
only in one of them, KEGG PATHWAY providing pathways maps for metabolism 
and other cellular processes, as well as human diseases; manually created from pub-
lished materials. The users can access the KEGG API server by the SOAP technology 
over the HTTP protocol. The SOAP server also comes with the WSDL, which makes 
it easy to build a client library for a specific computer language. This enables the 
users to write their own programs for many different purposes and to automate the 
procedure of accessing the KEGG API server and retrieving the results. 

3.2.3   Enzymatic Resource 
PseudomonasDW provides enzymatic data extracted from BRENDA [15] which 
represents the largest freely available information system containing a huge amount of 
biochemical and molecular information on all classified enzymes as well as software 
tools for querying the database and calculating molecular properties. The database 
covers information on classification and nomenclature, reaction and specificity, func-
tional parameters, occurrence, enzyme structure and stability, mutants and enzyme 
engineering, preparation and isolation, the application of enzymes, and ligand-related 
data. 
                                                           
1 Release 2010_05 of 20-Apr-2010. 
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4   Bio-data Integration 

Our primary goal is to integrate all these databases in a singular data warehouse. Inte-
gration of data from heterogeneous knowledge sources represents the consolidation of 
heterogeneous data geared at generating new knowledge that can not be obtained 
from single data sources.  

In general, there are two levels of data integration in data warehouses. The first one 
is a syntactic integration which consists of extracting data from the original data 
sources and translating them into the uniform model used by PseudomonasDW. The 
second level is a semantic integration which consists of converting the extracted data 
in terms of the global schema by creating a correspondence between each source 
schema and the one of the warehouse. 

4.1   Syntactic Data Integration 

In PseudmonasDW system, we have chosen XML, in wide sense: XML, XML schema 
and XQuery, as the common data model. As a first step in building PseudomonasDW, 
we have created an XML schema for each data sources (see an example in Figure 2). 
These schemas are considered as models to define the different elements and attributes 
that describe the organization of the information within the original data sources. 

Developing web services is a preliminary step in the SB-KOM architecture. These 
Web services are implemented in java, receive queries in XQuery and return  
XML documents. The goal of web services is to allow applications to access wrapper 
functionalities [20].  

 

Fig. 2. A part of BRENDA Schema defined in PseudomonasDW system 
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In this context wrappers are an important part of the internal element of web ser-
vices. A wrapper is an interface which receives query, accesses a data source, extracts 
data and translates them into a common data model used by SB-KOM (see Figure 3).  

 

Fig. 3. Architecture of the web Services in PseudomonasDW system 

The web services not only encapsulate a wrapper’s query service, but also provide 
access to the schema of the information they store. For this purpose the getSchema(), 
Query(), and getProvenance() methods are published as an API (Application Pro-
gramming Interface), and they return respectively the data’s schema (see Figure 2), 
the XML document which must conform to its source schema and the data resource 
name. The later is a requirement in bioinformatics where it is important to know 
which information resource is being used (due to different data quality and reliabil-
ity). Finally, all the methods provided by the web service were well-defined in a 
WSDL (Web Service Description Language) document [26]. 

4.2   Semantic Data Integration 

One of the important components in a data warehouse system is its global schema or 
integrator schema. In the design of a data integration system, an important aspect is 
the way in which the global schema is specified, i.e., which data model is adopted and 
what kind of constraints on the data can be expressed.  In our system we have fol-
lowed the GAV approach (global-as view), which requires that the global schema be 
expressed in terms of the data sources.  

Our proposal is to use an ontology (PseudomonasDW ontology) [27] to integrate 
data. PseudomonasDW Ontology (see Figure 4) provides a formal representation of 
the Pseudomonas domain by defining concepts and relationships between them. More 
precisely, to every concept of PseudomonasDW ontology, a view over the data 
sources is associated, so that its meaning is specified in terms of the data residing at 
the sources. 

PseudomonasDW ontology contains 110 classes, 79 datatype properties that link 
individuals to data values and 44 object properties that link individuals to each other. 

The process of registering data services for being integrated implies finding a set of 
mappings between PseudomonasDW ontology and data services schema. These 
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Fig. 4. A part of PseudomoansDW ontology. (A) presents some concepts in the ontology, (B) 
presents some Datatype properties and (C) presents some Object properties. 

mappings will be key elements to integrate all the data sources, and will be used to 
make the resource semantics explicit. Moreover, the mappings we have used are de-
fined as pairs (P,Q). P is a set of path expressions on the resource schema (expressed 
by XPath) and Q a query expression in terms of the ontology (presented by conjunc-
tive queries) [24]. To further explain relations shown in Figure 5, we give this exam-
ple of mappings. In fact, there are three kinds of mappings: 

 
Class Mapping: 
 Rule: XPath Location, Class Local Name, Similarity-Value  
/Result/Enzyme,Enzyme,100 
/Result/Functional_Parameter,Functional_Parameter,100 
 
Datatype Property Mapping: 
 Rule: Domain XPath Location; XPath Location, Domain Class Local Name; 

Property Local Name, Similarity-Value 
/Result/Functional_Parameter/KMs;/Result/Functional_Par

ameter/KMs,KMs;hasValue;100 
/Result/Functional_Parameter/pH_OPTIMUM;/Result/Functio

nal_Parameter/pH_OPTIMUM,pH_OPTIMUM;hasValue;100 
 
Object Property Mapping: 
 Rule: Domain XPath Location; Range XPath Location, Domain Class Local 

Name; Range Class Local Name; Property Local Name, Similarity-Value 
/Result/Enzyme;/Result/Functional_Parameter,Enzyme;Func

tional_Parameter;hasFunctionalPara,100 
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Fig. 5. Example of the mapping between a BRENDA schema and PseudomonasDW ontology. 
Source schema (left). PseudomonasDW ontology (right). 

4.3   SB-KOM: System Biology Khaos Ontology-Based Mediator  

To populate PseudomonasDW we have used SB-KOM mediator [19] which is based 
on KOMF [21]. KOMF is a generic infrastructure to register and manage ontologies, 
their relationships and also information relating to the resources. This infrastructure is 
based on a resource directory, called Semantic Directory [22, 23], with information 
about web resource semantics. KOMF has been successfully instantiated in the context 
of molecular biology for integrating biological data sources which are accessible via 
internet pages. SB-KOM mediator is composed of three main components (Figure 6): 

• The Controller: which receives queries from PseudomonasDW and coordi-
nates the mediator components in order to evaluate these queries and re-
turn the results. 

• The Query Planner: the role of this component is to find a query plan (QP) 
for the queries submitted by PseudomonasDW. Plans generated by this 
component specify the data sources from which the information must be 
retrieved and in which order they must be accessed. 

• The Evaluator/Integrator: this component analyzes the query plan (QP), and 
performs the corresponding calls to the data services involved in sub-
queries (SQ1,…,SQn) of the query plan. So this component executes the 
web services in an order specified by the query plan. 

The controller creates different threads for different requests sent by Pseudomo-
nasDW administrator, and assumes the role of the middleware between the mediator 
components. Queries are expressed as conjunctive predicates [24],  with three main 
type of predicate: classes in terms of PseudomonasDW like Protein(P), have just one 
argument (P in this case), datatype properties that link individuals to data values like  
ProteinName(P,”Value”) that links a protein with its name, and object properties that 
link individuals to individuals like  isEnzyme(P,E). Properties have two arguments: 
domain and range. The results of these queries are instances of the ontology which the 
query was expressed in. 
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of ETL process: (A) presents the step of extracting data,  
(B) presents the step of translating data and (C) presents the step of loading data in  
PseudomonasDW.  

Once the conjunctive query is received at the level of the Controller, the request is 
sent to the Query Planner to elaborate one or several query plans to solve the con-
junctive query from different data sources. Plans generated by the Query Planner 
component specify the data sources from which the information can be retrieved and 
in which order they must be accessed. The evaluation of these queries depends on the 
query plans themselves and must be generated expeditiously.  

According to the query language (Conjunctive Queries), there will be different 
types of mapping in the semantic directory. Classes will be connected to the XPath of 
one or several XML Schema resource elements. Datatype properties will be con-
nected to those two expressions: the first one corresponds to the class and the second 
to the property. The object properties will be related to the active XPath classes in the 
property. A possible conjunctive query sent by PseudomonasDW administrator is: 

 
"Ans(P,E,O,G,PW):-Protein(P),hasName(P,"ProteinName"), 

ForOrganism(P,O),Enzyme(E),IsEnzyme(P,E),Organism(O),hasO 
rganismName(O,"OrganismName"),ForOrganism(E,O),Gene(G), 
CodedBY(P,G),PathWay(PW), ParticipateIn(P,PW);" 
 

This query is an example of a conjunctive query aiming to get information about a 
protein having name "ProteinName" (e.g Acetyl-coenzyme A carboxylase carboxyl 
transferase subunit alpha) for an organism called "OrganismName"(Pseudomonas 
fluorescens (strain Pf-5)). This query involves five databases: BRENDA, KEGG, 
UniProt, GenBank and PRODORIC. 
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In the query example, we have five classes (Protein, Organism, Enzyme, Gene and 
PathWay), two datatype properties (hasProteinName and hasOrganismName) and 
four object properties (ForOrganism, IsEnzyme, CodedBY and ParticipateIn).  

This query will return instances of class Protein whose name is "ProteinName", 
and are related to:  

• The “Organism” by means of the relation ForOrganism. 
• The “Pathway” by means of the relation ParticipateIn.  
• The “Gene” by means of the relation CodedBY.  
• The “Enzyme” by means of the relation IsEnzyme. This Enzyme has to be 

related to the same Organism which the protein is related to by means of 
the relation ForOrganism. 

A possible plan of execution for our query is shown in the Figure 7. The arcs represent 
object properties: IsEnzyme, ParticipateIn, CodedBY and ForOrganism in this case. 

The plan contains all the information needed by the Evaluator/Integrator to exe-
cute a local query; this information includes resource URI and the local query  
expressed in XQuery. After that, these queries are executed at the level of the web 
services, the wrappers extract data from the original sources and return XML docu-
ments to the Integrator component. This one builds the instances (RDF model) from 
the data service results by using the mappings. These instances are not interconnected 
because they have been produced by different data services. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Query plan for the example query described previously. Each node and arc contains 
information to access the corresponding data service. 

In order to associate the different instances, the Integrator component establishes 
the relationships between services in the query plan and object properties defined in 
the ontology. Finally, these interrelated instances are filtered in order to eliminate the 
information not required. The final result is a set of PseudomonasDW ontology in-
stances that includes all data extracted from the integrated data sources. These final 
instances are automatically transformed to XML document using a java API (e.g 
Jena) and loaded into an XML native data warehouse. Figure 6 illustrates the whole 
ETL process in PseudomonasDW system from the data services till Pseudomonas 
Data Warehouse. 
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5   Results 

With SB-KOM, we have integrated data from five external sources, such as the 
information on transcription factor binding sites and data about gene regulation and 
gene expression are extracted from PRODORIC, the Metabolic reactions or pathways 
from BRENDA and KEGG and gene or protein annotation from GenBank and 
UniProt. The combination of knowledge from multiple disciplines and sources will 
drive the understanding of cellular process and lead to the prediction of cellular 
behavior in its entirety. Consequently, PseudomonasDW provides data from all levels 
of analysis as proteomics data, metabolite measurements, sequence data, gene-
regulatory networks and corresponding enzyme data. The UML class diagram shown 
in Figure 8 permitted us to define the main concepts of PseudomonasDW and the 
relations that bind them as well as to understand the PseudomonasDW structure.  

Currently, PseudomonasDW contains information on 20 different Pseudomonas 
species and strains. It contains more than 100000 proteins, 1000 enzymes, 50 regulons 
and 1780 pathways with their description. 
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Fig. 8. PseudomonasDW UML conceptual Diagram 

UniProt and GenBank have created mailing lists which are intended for distribu-
tion of messages announcing updates. Subscribing to these lists allows us to receive 
the latest modification and to keep track of updates to individual entries. PRODORIC, 
BRENDA and KEGG are updated periodically and provide comprehensive archives 
which contain only the updated entries. These archives allow us to specify which 
entries integrated in PseudomonasDW have been updated. Thus, Up-to-date annota-
tion data is virtually integrated using a mediator, when the system is notified by the 
modified entries.  

PseudomonasDW and SB-KOM are coupled by means of mediator queries.  When 
the system receives an update notification from the administrator, the data services 
extract only the updated data from the original entries. Afterwards, it is possible to 
automatically start the integration process for updating the data warehouse by replac-
ing only the obsolete data by the updated ones. 
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6   Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented a semi-structured data warehouse for storing, manag-
ing and integrating the biological information collected from different data sources 
via the Web. PseudomonasDW focus on data integration of the biotechnologically and 
medically relevant group of bacteria, the Pseudomonas species.  

In our system, we have combined a materialized and a virtual data integration to 
exploit their advantages in new hybrid environment. On one hand, data are physically 
stored in the data warehouse to be directly and quickly accessed. On the other hand, 
integrating and up-to-dating data is virtually achieved using mediator and is retrieved 
on demand according users’ needs. 

Wrappers are an important part in ETL process, where a wrapper is considered as 
an interface which receives query, accesses to a data source, extracts data and trans-
lates them into a common data model used by SB-KOM. The different components of 
the mediator (Controller, Query Planner and Evaluator/Integrator) are in charge of 
data translation step using schema integrator and mappings. As schema integrator is 
ontology (PseudmonasDW ontology) and results are ontology instances. We have 
developed PseudmonasDW ontology which provides a formal representation of the 
real world by defining concepts and relationships between them. The use of the ontol-
ogy and instances enable reasoning to be included at different levels. The different 
instances returned by SB-KOM are loaded within PseudomonasDW after their auto-
matic translation to XML format. 

With PseudomonasDW we would like to provide biologists with accessible tools to 
elucidate cellular process of interest using an integrated systems strategy. 
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Abstract. Most of the global corpus of medicinal chemistry data is only pub-
lished in patents. However, extracting this from patent documents and subse-
quent integration with literature and database sources poses unique challenges. 
This work presents the investigation of an extensive full-text patent resource, 
including automated name-to-chemical structure conversion, licensed by Astra-
Zeneca via a consortium arrangement with IBM. Our initial focus was identify-
ing protein targets in patent titles linked to extracted bioactive compounds. We 
benchmarked target recognition strategies against target-assay-compound rela-
tionships manually curated from patents by GVKBIO. By analysis of word fre-
quencies and protein names we assessed the false-negative problem of targets 
not specified in titles and false-positives from non-target proteins in titles. We 
also examined the time-signals for selected target and non-target names by year 
of patent publication. Our results exemplify problems and some solutions for 
extracting data from this source.  

Keywords: Biomedical text mining, Patent information. 

1   Introduction 

Drug discovery research has collectively generated a large experimental data corpus 
that intersects with enzymology, structural biology, metabolic biochemistry and 
chemical biology. Over the last 20 years, driven mainly by high-throughput screening 
(HTS) and new targets from the human genome, this has resulted in a substantial 
increase in patent filings, from commercial and academic institutions, claiming novel 
compounds as potential new medicines. The value of this output is derived in part 
from the fact that, in a community sense, the inventors largely overlap with authors in 
scientific journal papers [1]. While there is a tradition of “patent-then-publish” in the 
pharmaceutical industry a recent survey suggested that only 6% of chemical structures 
in patents were appearing in medicinal chemistry journals [2].  

Thus, while the extent of “data-in-common” between patents and journal papers is 
largely unknown, applications focused on medicinal chemistry constitute a valuable 
biological data source. An impression of size is given in the World Intellectual  
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Property Organization (WIPO) annual statistics of global pharmaceutical patents of 
about 12,000 unique (i.e. not including patent families) applications per year. These 
documents are publically available and their basic information be searched from the 
major patent office portals. There are also newer resources such as Patent Abstracts 
[3], CiteXplore [4] (both from the EBI), Free Patents Online [5], Google Patents [6] 
and other initiatives that extend the indexing to sections of full text and, in the case of 
SureChem [7] also utilize automated name > chemical structure conversion. 

Despite this increasing accessibility, the scientific information in these patents still 
remains under-utilized by the academic community, thus justifying its description as a 
“Cinderella” data source. In contrast, the commercial sector has paid heavily to sup-
port a patent information brokerage industry that produces range of database products 
designed to meet their searching needs. However, this has hitherto been largely con-
fined to manual extraction of the highest value sections of patent data. 

1.1   Patents as a Data Source 

A general description of patent applications in the context of the pharmaceutical and 
biotechnological industries is provided by Webber [8]. The basic sections are shown 
in Table 1. 

Table 1. Anatomy of a patent 

Subsection of the patent Function 
Title, date, inventors,  
affiliations and abstract 

Indexed by the patent offices to facilitate searching  

Background description Context for understanding the invention 
Statements of invention Basis for claims and restrictions 
Examples and Figures Reduction to practice in support of the claims 
Claims Explicitly defines the scope of the invention 

 
Within a major pharmaceutical company such as AstraZeneca (AZ) the patent 

landscape is monitored across many areas relevant to R&D. However, the sub-set that 
this article is focused on exemplify and claim novel chemical structures supported by 
activity modulation data against defined molecular targets in vitro. Efforts to identify 
these as soon as possible right after publication include accessing commercial data-
bases. These target-centric patents are scrutinized for intersections with internal pro-
jects, disease area interests or marketed products. They are thus a key information 
source in the pharmaceutical industry not only for competitive intelligence but also 
for structure-activity relationship (SAR) data integration [9]. As a document type they 
have the advantage of describing inventions that constitute, by definition, new knowl-
edge for drug discovery [10]. In addition, data may be disclosed in patents long before 
they are published in journals [11]. Nevertheless, compared to journal papers, patent 
documents have significant disadvantages. These include 1) the competitive incentive 
of applicants to minimize or even obfuscate information, 2) lack of discussion on how 
the invention works, 3) non-standard terminology, 4) using ‘prophetic examples’ 
never actually carried out [10,11], 5) embedding results within 100’s of pages of ir-
relevant text, 6) reporting only qualitative rather than quantitative data, 7) a “shotgun” 
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approach to claiming many potential diseases for treatment, 8) a complex but not 
universally standardized document structure 9) the use of Markush-type specifications 
for large classes of compounds and 10) data redundancy for applications grouped 
within the same patent family. These challenges are exemplified by the observation 
that drug discovery project teams may spend several man-days combing out the de-
tails from a large patent, much longer that required for a typical medicinal chemistry 
journal paper.  

1.2   Purposes of the Study 

The aim of this work was to explore possibilities for automating retrieval of patents of 
the type described above. The initial focus was on the problem of identifying targets 
in patent titles that could be linked to bioactive chemistry and included benchmarking 
automated recognition strategies against manually curated patents. While it had al-
ready been observed that protein names in titles are likely to represent targets no sys-
tematic study of this has been reported.  

2   Methods  

2.1   Data Sources 

2.1.1   The IBM Full-Text Patent Resources 
Before the initiation of this study AstraZeneca entered into a consortium agreement 
with the IBM Almaden Research Center to access the IBM patent full-text extraction 
resources. This included on-line access to their Strategic Information Mining PLat-
form for IP Excellence (SIMPLE) [12]. This consists of a set of analytical tools that 
operate on a data warehouse containing full-text documents extracted and transformed 
via XML feeds from three patent offices including USPTO, EPO and WIPO. These 
are indexed by patent number, application date, publication date, inventors, assignee 
and International Patent Classification codes. The complete text is divided into title, 
abstract, claims and description. Both trivial and IUPAC systematic chemical names 
are converted into SMILES codes using the name=struct® program from Cam-
bridgeSoft and different synonyms mapped to the same structure [13].  

SIMPLE includes entity annotators for chemical names, gene names and other bio-
logical terms that can be analyzed in combination with text searching [12,14]. The 
results presented were generated via queries of an Oracle instance of the IBM full text 
and extracted chemical structures database inside AstraZeneca but, during the period 
of this study, did not yet include non-chemical entity annotations. This AZ instance 
contained ~11.1 million documents, ~2.2 million with claimed chemical structures. Of 
these ~1.5 million SMILES codes in their claim sections were unique. This data 
source will henceforth be referred to as “IBM”. 

2.1.2   The GVKBIO Patent Database 
AZ also licenses a Target Inhibitor Database from GVKBIO that includes compound-
to-assay-to-target relationships manually extracted by expert curators [15]. The data 
are organized around five key entities. A typical example would be a document “D” 
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describing a biochemical assay “A” with quantitative result “R” establishing com-
pound “C” as an inhibitor of protein “P” (i.e. a D-A-R-C-P relationship). In this study, 
a subset of the GVKBIO Target Inhibitor Database with 43,085 patent numbers was 
used that had exact document matches in IBM. This data source will henceforth be 
referred to simply as “GVKBIO”. 

2.2   Target Terminology 

While the term “drug target” is well understood it can be ambiguous in the context of 
patent documents. We will therefore use the term “bona fide target” in this work to 
mean the protein whose reported activity modulation in vitro is proposed to be the 
therapeutic mechanism for novel chemicals claimed in the patent. For an example, 
(used later in this report) a patent may report IC50 data on novel inhibitors of renin 
and claim these for the treatment of hypertension (i.e. a D-A-R-C-P relationship 
where “R” is an IC50 and “P” is renin). The problem faced during both manual and 
automated data extraction is that there may be a number of different A-R-C-P  
relationships in the same document. For example, it is not uncommon for patents 
claiming renin inhibitors to report their cross-reactivity against other biochemically 
significant human aspartyl proteases such as Cathepsin D. Vice versa patents claiming 
Cathepsin D inhibitors for Alzheimer’s disease or cancer may include cross-screening 
data against renin. To pragmatically differentiate these we will use the term  
“target” to designate any protein with chemical modulation data (i.e. an A-R-C-P 
relationship) and “non-target” to refer to a protein specified in the patent without 
chemical modulation data. 

2.3   Database Queries 

Both the IBM and GVKBIO data sources are Oracle 10g databases accessible by 
Structured Query Language (SQL). IBM contains full-text description (i.e. patent 
number, title, abstract, claim section and description) of all patents published in 
USPTO, EPO and WIPO. GVKBIO contains target protein names manually annotated  
 

Table 2. Experimental Objectives and Sources 

Result
Section Description Assessment Search

corpus
Reference 

corpus Protein names 

3.1 Manual identification of target 
protein names in titles 

Recall GVKBIO - 50 target proteins 

3.2 Automatic identification of 
target protein names in titles 

Recall & 
Precision

IBM GVKBIO 2 target proteins 
2 non-target proteins 

3.3 Using of chemical modulation 
keywords in titles to select 
patents with target proteins 

Recall & 
Precision

IBM GVKBIO 2 target proteins 
2 non-target proteins 

3.4 Assessment of improved recall 
from extending search to 
abstracts and claim sections 

Recall GVKBIO - 2 target proteins 

3.5 Assessment of potential false 
positives from extending search 
to abstracts and claim sections 

Recall & 
Precision

IBM GVKBIO 2 target proteins 
2 non-target proteins 
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tagged for selected pharmaceutical patents resulting in patent-number-to-target rela-
tionships. Therefore, data for each patent document in these two sources can be linked 
by the patent number. For results shown in this article, all full-text patents were ac-
cessed from IBM. Selected results were calibrated via the target protein names cu-
rated by GVKBIO for the same patents, as indicated. Our investigations are catego-
rized in Table 2 with detailed explanations given in each result section. 

3   Results and Discussion 

3.1   Manual Identification of Target Protein Names in Titles 

To retrieve patents with specific target proteins it was necessary to manually assess-
ment of the frequency of bona fide target names in titles. For this a set of 211 titles 
were selected from GVKBIO with the following criteria 1) they were published be-
tween years 2008 to 2010, 2) contained only one annotated human protein 3) the pat-
ent numbers were indexed in at least one other patent data source that AZ licenses. Of 
these, 171 unique titles encompassed 50 different target proteins (as curated by 
GVKBIO). There were many cases of identical titles for different patent numbers with 
the same applicants but not in the same patent families (e.g. WO2008116107 and 
WO200807978, both are GSK patents with title “glucokinase activators”). Each of the 
171 titles was read manually by one of us with sufficient domain knowledge to recog-
nize bona fide targets. A categorization of these is shown in Table 3 and the results of 
the assessment in Table 4.  

Table 3. Classification of target protein recognition in titles 

Categories Descriptions 
Positive

  
Bona fide target protein names 
(e.g. WO2008000409 “new CXCR2 inhibitors” or WO2009076337 
“gamma secretase modulator”) 

Ambiguous Generic or aggregate target designations that cannot be linked to a 
protein sequence 
(e.g. WO2008081208 “piperidine GPCR agonists” or WO2008115369 
“derivatives of 5-amino-4,6-disubstituted indole and WO2009023677 
“5-amino-4,6-disubstituted indoline as potassium channel modulators”) 

Negative No target protein name 
(e.g. WO2009059961 “a method of hormone suppression in humans” 
or WO2009010794 “2,4-diamino-pyrimindine derivatives”) 

 

Table 4. Assessment of expert recognition of target protein names in titles 

Categories Number of unique patent titles 
Positive 87 (51%) 
Ambiguous 15 (9%) 
Negative 69 (40%) 
Total 171 (100.0%) 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Fig. 1. Word clouds of patent titles for a) “positive” target recognition ,  b) “ambiguous”       
and c) “negative” 

We extended the analysis by using Wordle [16] to visually display the term fre-
quencies in the three categories of titles from Table 3 (Figure 1). 

We can see (Figures 1 a) and b) that the “positive” and “ambiguous” categories 
contain keywords associated with chemical bioactivity (e.g. “inhibitor” and “modula-
tor”). Retrieval of these patents by combining these keywords can be achieved with a 
recall approaching 60%. Note some bona fide targets are producing a signal in the 
title word clouds (e.g. GPR 119, P2X7 and CXCR2). 

We can also detect (Figure 1 c) that the “negative” category usually includes asso-
ciated disease and/or chemical series names (e.g. “treatment”, “disease”, “com-
pounds” and “derivatives”). This category also includes cases where recognizable 
protein names in titles are not bona fide targets (e.g. US20080280948 with title 
“modulator of amyloid beta” claims gamma secretase inhibitors rather than amyloid 
disaggregation). The association is thus interpretable but the target name is, strictly 
speaking, a false positive. It is important to emphasize that this experiment was per-
formed on a set of sample patents from GVKBIO which had a target protein identified 
from each patent via manual curation and cannot therefore predict the precision for 
retrieving patents using occurrence of protein names in titles. It is also not possible to 
extrapolate to equivalent precision using a corpus of patents where the presence of a 
bona fide target is unknown. 
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3.2   Automatic Identification of Target Protein Names in Titles 

The results in the previous section suggested that recall for automated retrieval of 
bona-fide-target-containing patents via protein names in titles would be acceptable, 
especially considering the size of the IBM data. To avoid the problem of synonym 
variability, four protein names with relatively clean synonyms were chosen (Table 5). 
Renin and thrombin are bona fide target proteins, while albumin and hemoglobin are 
non-target controls. The data sets used in this experiment were IBM from 1980 - 2009 
(10,846,899 patents) and a subset of GVKBIO from 1980 - 2009 (34,441 patents). 
Synonyms of the four names (Table 5) were searched against patent titles in IBM and 
calibrated against the same (target annotated) GVKBIO patents (Table 6).  

Table 5. Protein names, HGNC symbols and their synonyms 

Protein Names HGNC Symbols Synonyms 
Renin REN rennin 

angiotensinogenase 
Thrombin F2 prothrombin 

coagulation factor II 
coagulation factor 2 

Albumin ALB serum albumin 
Hemoglobin (many subunits) haemoglobin 

Table 6. Retrieved patents using protein synonyms in titles 

Protein Names 

Number of Patents Retrieved Approx.
%

Recall

Min.
%

PrecisionGVKBIO IBM
patents-in-common 

betw.
GVKBIO & IBM 

Renin 494 813 237 48.0% 29.2% 

Thrombin 890 1743 215 24.2% 12.3% 

Albumin 5 1200 0 0.0% 0.0% 

Hemoglobin 0 1542 0 - 0.0% 

 
 

For the results in Table 6, it should be noted that GVKBIO does not cover all pat-
ents for a particular target protein. Therefore, patents-in-common between GVKBIO 
and IBM cannot be used to infer the number of true positives obtained directly. Nev-
ertheless, this can be interpreted as the minimum number of true positive which can 
then be used to estimate the minimum precision as shown ( Formula 1, below). For 
renin, there are 813 patents in the IBM search result with 237 in-common with 
GVKBIO (with renin as a target protein). Therefore, the minimum precision of this 
approach can be estimated as 29%  

 (1) 

     (2) 
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By the same reasoning, the number of false negatives cannot be obtained directly by 
calibrating the search result against the GVKBIO, but the minimum number of false 
negatives can. However, since GVKBIO represents a sample set of all patents with 
target proteins, an approximate percentage recall can be obtained by using Formula 2 
(above). In the case of renin, there are 494 patents in GVKBIO, and 237 of them have 
renin in titles. Therefore, approximate percentage recall of this retrieval approach 
would be 48.0%. 

Results show different precision between the two targets. Some of this is due to search 
specificity noise (e.g. kynurenine or antithrombin). This type of false-positive could 
potentially be removed by using more advanced term recognition rules. For thrombin, 
some false negatives (w.r.t. GVKBIO) are where some bona fide targets for those spe-
cific patent documents are, for example, factor Xa or factor VII. (e.g. US20080214495 
“heterocyclic sulfonamide derivatives as inhibitors of factor Xa” and US7576098  
“heterocyclic compounds as inhibitors of factor VIIa”). The inclusion of cross-screening 
data against thrombin is not unexpected. This exemplifies cases in which there are data 
for multiple target proteins in a patent (e.g. factor Xa and thrombin), but the bona fide 
target of the patent may be only one (i.e. factor Xa). We also detected examples of com-
bined targets (e.g. WO2004052851A1, “pyrrolydin-2-one derivatives as inhibitors of 
thrombin and factor Xa” and EP1294684A2 “thrombin or factor Xa inhibitors”) but it is 
not clear if these represent authentic polypharmacolgy or claim “bet hedging”.  

a) b)

c) d)

 

Fig. 2. Word clouds of patent titles obtained by searching synonyms of non-target proteins in 
titles. a) renin, b) thrombin, c) albumin, d) hemoglobin. 
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Manually skimming the 1200 patent titles with albumin and 1542 for hemoglobin 
indicated they were probably all, in the bona fide target sense, false positives. For 
albumin many claim methods of conjugation with other proteins (e.g. 
WO2009121884A1 “insulin albumin conjugates”) . Note that Table 6 includes five 
GVKBIO patents with albumin as a target name. While they could be classified as 
false-positives in fact they are cases where the chemical modulators of the bon fide 
targets have also been tested for albumin binding (e.g. EP1586318 “thiadiazolidi-
nones as GSK-3 inhibitors”). This exemplifies another challenge for recognition and 
extraction of target proteins from patents. Most of the hemoglobin applications spec-
ify analytical methods (e.g. EP2016390A1 “a method and a system for quantitative 
hemoglobin determination” ). Supporting the non-target inferences are the very low 
frequencies of chemical modulation keywords (e.g. “inhibitor”, “modulator”, etc.) in 
titles. Word clouds of the titles retrieved with the four proteins are shown in Figure 2. 

One of the conclusions we can draw from these results is that using protein names 
and synonyms alone to search against patent titles is likely to have a high false posi-
tive rate for bona fide targets. However, we explored another approach as a partial 
solution. Our experience with mining GVKBIO data was that bona fide targets often 
show a “time signal” in the sense that the generation rate of published data directly 
associated with these targets can vary significantly on a year-to-year basis. There are 
many possible causes of these fluctuations that are difficult to verify formally. How-
ever, it is known that declared target success milestones (e.g. new validation data,  
 

a) b)

c) d)
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Fig. 3. The result of retrieving patents using occurrence of protein synonyms in titles for a) 
Renin, b) Thrombin, c) Albumin, d) Hemoglobin. (  represents number of GVKBIO pat-
ents tagged with a particular protein name,  represents number of IBM patents obtained 
from search, # represents number of patents matched between GVKBIO and IBM search 
results) 
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initiation of clinical trials or an NCE submission) invariably trigger some level of 
follow-on activity that can result in a subsequent “spike” of new patent applications. 
To test this we have plotted the frequency of the four proteins in patent titles from 
1980 to 2008 (Figure 3).  

It can be seen (Figure 3 c) and d)) that the two non-targets show a steady increase. 
Nonetheless there is suggestion of a peak for albumin at 2006 -2007, although as 
already explained this may be new-use related but not target related. In contrast, the 
two targets (Figure 3 a) and b)) not only show strong signals but that these appear to 
be correlated between GVKBIO and IBM. As these are selected by curated target in 
the former case this suggests the signal in the latter case may be authentic in repre-
senting a significant increase in patent publications for these bone fide targets.  

3.3   Using of Chemical Modulation Keywords in Titles to Select Patents with 
Target Proteins 

It has been shown in the section 3.2 that retrieving of patents with target proteins 
simply by searching occurrence of protein synonyms in titles could result in many 
false positives. However, patent titles within these false positives also have a very low 
occurrence of keywords signifying chemical modulation (Figure 2). In contrast, patent 
titles within true positives are having high co-occurrence of target protein names and 
these keywords in titles (Figure 1.a). This led to an initiative to retrieve patents with 
bona fide target proteins by searching for the co-occurrence of protein names with 
these keywords in titles, which could possibly produces better precision (i.e. false 
positives removed) while sustaining percentage recall. A set of keywords were se-
lected from a corpus of titles of patents with target proteins. These keywords were 
then applied to each search result set obtained in section 3.2 to filter out patent titles 
without these keywords. 

3.3.1   Evaluation of Chemical Modulation Keywords 
In order to get a set of keywords signifying probable chemical modulation of targets, 
a word frequency analysis was performed. This used the 34,575 GVKBIO patents 
used in section 3.2 but expanded to included patents published between years 1973-
2009. The result shows these titles include 16,714 word forms, excluding stop words 
[17]. Those signifying chemical modulation were classified into four groups (Table 
7.a) and their frequencies infer the approximate numbers of patent titles matched by 
these keywords. 

To estimate recall the search terms (Table 7.b) were derived by stemming their plu-
ral forms. Each keyword group was then assessed by searching its derived search 
terms against the set of 34,575 patent titles (Table 7.b). Note that the number of patent 
titles matched with each keyword group could be different from the corresponding 
approximate number in shown in table 7.a. This is because keywords in each group 
match multiple keyword variants (e.g. “agonist-specific”, “tumor-inhibiting” and 
“immunomodulators”). Note that the “agonism” keyword group gave a higher than 
expected recall due to substring matching between the term “agonist” and occurrence 
of “antagonist” in titles. This is an inherent problem when trying to differentiate 
nested terms. The results show these keywords can be used collectively to retrieve  
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Table 7. Chemical modulation keywords extracted from patents with target proteins (GVKBIO 
patent database). a) word frequency analysis, b) retrieval testing. 

Keyword
Groups

(a) Word frequency analysis (b) Retrieval testing using keywords 

Keywords as found 
in patent titles 

Occurrence 
frequency

(out of 34,575 titles) 

Derived search 
terms used in 

retrieval 

Retrieval result     
(# of patents) 

Agonism agonism,  
agonist(s),
agonistic,
agonist-like 

1775  (5.1%) agonism, 
agonist,
agonistic

6270 (18.1%) 

Antagonisation antagonisation,
antagonise,
antagonising,
antagonism, 
antagonist(s),
antagonistic(s),
antagonize,
antagonizing,
antagonist-like 

4702  (13.6%) antagonisation, 
antagonise,
antagonising,
antagonism, 
antagonist,
antagonistic,
antagonize,
antagonizing

4782 (13.8%) 

Inhibition inhibit(s),  
inhibiting, 
inhibition,
inhibitive, 
inhibitor(s),
inhibitory

8756  (25.3%) inhibit, 
inhibiting,
inhibition,
inhibitive,
inhibitor, 
inhibitory

8762 (25.3%) 

Modulation modulate(s), 
modulating, 
modulation(s), 
modulator(s), 
modulatory 

2624 (7.6%) modulate, 
modulating, 
modulation, 
modulator, 
modulatory 

2640 (7.6%) 

Total (Summation) 17857 (51.6 %) Union (all 
keywords) 

17503 (50.6%)
 

 
over 50% of patents with protein chemical modulation, regardless of protein name 
occurrence i titles. Extending the list to include more terms (e.g. “activation”) might 
further improve recall. 

3.3.2   Testing Chemical Modulation Keywords 
We tested co-occurrence of a protein name and chemical modulation keywords in 
titles to filter-out patents without bona fide targets. The set of keywords obtained in 
section 3.3.1 were applied to each result obtained in section 3.2 In effect, the search 
result after filtration contains only patents with co-occurrence of the protein name and 
keywords in titles as shown in Figure 4. The resulting recall and precision were com-
pared to using only the protein name from section 3.2 as shown in Table 8. 

The result shows that the chemical modulation keywords in titles can be used to fil-
ter out patents with non-target protein names in titles and thereby improve precision 
for both target and non-target proteins. For albumin this keyword filtration removed 
nearly 1200 false positives (Table 8, Figure 3.c). An advantage of this approach is that 
it does not appear to significantly degrade recall. For example, 237 patents are re-
called by using co-occurrence of renin synonyms and chemical modulation keywords, 
which is the same number of patents as recalled by using only the renin synonyms  
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Table 8. Patents retrieved from IBM using a) only protein names and synonyms, b) combining 
these with chemical modulation keywords 

Protein
Names GVKBIO 

(a) Without filtration by keywords (b) With filtration by keywords 

Number of Patents 

Approx
%

Recall 

Min
%

Precision 

Number of Patents 

Approx
%

Recall 

Min
%

Precision 
IBM

Search
Result

Match
btw.

GVKBIO 
& IBM 
Search
Result 

IBM
Search
Result

Match
btw.

GVKBIO 
& IBM 
Search
Result 

Renin 494 813 237 48.0% 29.2% 723 237 48.0% 32.8% 

Thrombin 890 1743 215 24.2% 12.3% 903 208 23.4% 23.0% 

Albumin 5 1200 0 0.0% 0.0% 21 0 0.0% 0.0% 

Hemoglobin 0 1542 0 - 0.0% 15 0 - 0.0% 
 

(Table 8, Figure 3.a). This implies that patent titles with target protein names often 
include these keywords. 

The utility of this combination (Figure 4) is also demonstrated when applied to the 
longitudinal analysis already shown in Figure 3. The use of the combination is thus 
very effective at filtering out the non-target proteins but maintaining the signals of 
bona fide target names. 

a) b)

c) d)
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Fig. 4. The result of retrieving patents using occurrence of protein synonyms and chemical 
modulation keywords in titles for a) Renin, b) Thrombin, c) Albumin, d) Hemoglobin. (  
number of GVKBIO curated patents,  number of IBM search result, # number of 
match between GVKBIO and IBM) 
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3.4   Assessment of Improved Recall by Extending Search to Abstracts and 
Claims 

In this section we tested extending the searching for protein synonyms in other sec-
tions of the text to retrieve patents without target names in titles. From the same set of 
GVKBIO used in section 3.2 (34,411 patents), we selected 8,167 patents published 
between years 2006 – 2009 where IBM had the full-text documents (these more re-
cent dates showed a better quality of text extraction for abstracts and claims due to 
direct XML feeds from the patent offices). Within two sets of 79 renin and 80 throm-
bin patents, we counted synonyms in titles, abstracts and claim sections, respectively 
(Figure 5).  

a) b)

Title
3 (4%)

Claim
1 (1%)

Abstract
17 (22%) 8 (10%)

21
(27%)

Title
1 (1%)

Claim
2 (3%)

Abstract
15 (19%) 4 (5%)

14
(18%)

 

Fig. 5. Venn diagram for retrieved results from a set of patents containing a particular target 
protein (retrieved by searching for the protein name in titles, abstracts and claim sections) for  
a) Renin, b) Thrombin 

For renin patents (Figure 5.a), searching for the protein synonym could retrieve 39 
(49%) in title, 52 (66%) in abstract, 39 (49%) in claim section, and 65 patents (82%) 
in all three sections. Interestingly, searching in abstracts retrieved 17 unique patents 
(22%) not found by searching in titles or claim sections. The equivalent figures for the 
thrombin patents (Figure 5.b) were 22 (28%) in title, 38 (48%) in abstract, 22 (28%) 
in claims, and 43 patents (54%) in all sections. In this case abstracts were also shown 
to retrieve 15 unique patents (19%). Thus, extending searched from titles to abstracts 
and claim sections could significantly improve patent target retrieval coverage, 
mainly via unique information in abstracts. 

3.5   Assessment of Potential False Positives from Extending Section Searching 

To examine false-positives we used the same target and non target pairs to search 
titles, abstracts and claim sections for IBM 2006 – 2009 USPTO patents (1,234,684). 
Results for each protein name were then calibrated against the same USPTO patents 
found in the 34,441 GVKBIO set used in section 3.2. (Figure 6). 
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Fig. 6. The result of retrieving patents with a particular target protein using occurrence of the 
protein names in titles, abstracts and claim sections for a) renin, b) thrombin, c) albumin, d) 
hemoglobin. (  number of GVKBIO curated patents,  number of IBM search result, 

# number of match between GVKBIO and IBM) 

Results from albumin and hemoglobin (Figure 6.c and d) suggest that searching 
protein names in abstracts and claims leads to substantial increases in false positives 
in claims. Similarly, thombin and renin (Figure 6.a, Figure 6.b) also show substantial 
increase of patents unmatched by GVKBIO, which could be potential false-positives. 
Comparing the matches between IBM and GVKBIO suggests abstracts show the 
highest retrieval in line with the results from section 3.4. 

4   Conclusions 

This work illustrates some of the challenges and possible solutions for mining drug 
discovery data from full-text patents. The results are preliminary in that we have ini-
tially focused on the problem of recognizing target names. We have shown that pro-
tein names in titles can be used to retrieve patents with probable bona fide targets  
and claimed bioactive chemical structures. We also demonstrated that recall is pro-
tein-specific and results for non-target proteins can generate false positives. However, 
combining protein names and chemical modulation keywords for searching titles 
improved precision without significant loss of recall. Extending this type of search 
from titles to other sections significantly improved target retrieval via the extra  
information in abstracts with the caveat of increased false positives from claims. 
Therefore, combining title with abstract searches represented a useful compromise. 
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As has often been shown in the field of bioinformatics the value of expert manual 
data extraction proves to be complementary to automated extraction rather than com-
petitive. In addition, the former provides definitive test corpora for the latter, as we 
have demonstrated using GVKBIO curation to benchmark IBM. The ability of a hu-
man expert to scan a patent, identify the bona fide target, assay descriptions, results, 
drug-like structures, data relationships and mechanistic concepts cannot yet be 
matched by automated text mining. However, access to a substantial corpus of full-
text patents from which over a million of unique claimed chemical structures have 
been extracted by the IBM process is clearly of complementary value for its scale, 
coverage and speed that substantially exceeds the capacity of manual efforts.  

We can envisage several ways forward to converge the two approaches. There are 
a number of recent advances in text mining for recognizing and extracting chemical 
and biological information from non-patent literature, some of which could be di-
rectly applied to extending this work [18,19,20]. Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
seems a good candidate because of its ability to discriminate context (e.g. for targets 
and inhibitors) beyond just the recognition of protein names. However, such new 
approaches will need to be tested and adapted (e.g. via the optimization of rule sets) 
because of the major differences between papers and patents already described. One 
of the utilities envisaged from the approaches we have begun to explore here would 
be automated alerts for new D-A-R-C-P relationships, thus facilitating integration of 
patent data with other sources to extend not only the drug target landscape but also the 
concomitant bioactive chemical space. 
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Abstract. Protein mutations derived from in vitro experimental analy-

sis are described in detail in scientific papers. Reuse of mutation impact

annotations is an important subfield of bioinformatics for which mutation

grounding is a critical step. Presented here is a method for grounding

of textual mentions from papers describing mutational changes to pro-

teins. We distinguish between grounding of mutation entities to protein

database identifiers and to the correct positions on sequences extracted

from protein databases. The grounding workflow coordinates the extrac-

tion of mutation, protein and organism mentions from texts and uses

these to identify target sequences. Mutation mentions are sequentially

mapped onto candidate proteins to facilitate their correct grounding to

a protein sequence, independent of a protein-mutation tuple extraction

task. Using a gold standard corpus of full text articles and correspond-

ing protein sequences we show high performance precision and recall and

discuss novel aspects of the algorithm in the context of previous work.

Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Mutation Extraction, Mu-

tation Grounding, Sequence Analysis.

1 Introduction

Mutations are variations in the genomic material of living organisms which can
be caused by many different factors; viruses, radiation and mutagenic chemicals
to mention a few. When these variations are nonsynonymous, point mutations
will be introduced in the translated amino acid sequence, which can impact the
protein properties, e.g. function or stability and ultimately be a cause for dis-
eases. Researchers in molecular biology and medicine have created an enormous
number of observations which are now distributed across the scientific literature
or small gene- or organism-specific databases.

Attempts have been made to organize the scattered information. For example,
the Human Genome Variation Society has the mandate to ”ensure documentation,
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Fig. 1. Degrees of Mutation Grounding. Uppermost, mutation mentions are extracted

but their relation to the appropriate protein sequence is not (no grounding). Middle, the

related protein is found and mappings are established to the sequence if both text and

database follow the same numbering scheme. Lowermost, the mutations are properly

grounded, i.e. mapped to the correct position on the amino acid sequence of the related

protein. Systems performing and not performing mutation grounding are displayed to

the right.

collection, and free distribution of all variation information.” [11]. In addition to
having their own journal, Human Mutation, they keep an updated list of variation
databases on their webpage1.

Since the completion of the human genome sequencing project, and emergence
of new methods for detecting sequence variations, the amount of information
keep on growing at a rate that is too high for manual database insertion and ad-
equate curation. To address this problem numerous systems for mutation extrac-
tion have been designed [17,15,14,5,19,1,12,16,21] with some [17,15,14,19,1,12]
performing mutation grounding, which is the task of mapping extracted muta-
tion mentions positions correct to sequences already stored in sequence databases
(See Fig. 1). There are differing approaches to mutation grounding, each with
their own shortcomings and interpretation of the task.

Mutation grounding is a prerequisite for many types of biological data inte-
gration, including visualization of annotated protein structures [9,13,1,14], path-
way analysis, simulation and modelling purposes [2] or a required step in the
prediction of stabilizing regions in membrane proteins [17]. Following mutation
grounding, some of these approaches also depend on NLP tasks for extraction
of impacts of mutations.

1 http://www.hgvs.org/

http://www.hgvs.org/
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1.1 Content Overview

The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 covers the initial methods for entity
recognition. Section 3 handles our method for mutation grounding. Section 4
present evaluations performed on our test corpora. The last section discuss how
well the algorithm performed the mutation grounding task, together with com-
parisons to related work.

2 Prerequisites for Mutation Grounding

Before grounding of mutation mentions is possible, it is necessary to find all such
mentions throughout the text together with other named entities. Typically a
mutation extraction system mainly deals with three different entity recognition
tasks; protein, organism and mutation recognition. According to [18] these tasks
are defined as (i), in the case of proteins and organisms; to identify each oc-
currence of protein- and organism names and abbreviations and (ii) in the case
of mutations; to detect each description of a mutational change described in a
document, including the abbreviated and full-text forms. Moreover, nominal and
pronominal coreferencing should also be detected.

2.1 Method for Entity Recognition

For the entity recognition task we use GATE [7] in combination with custom
curated gazetteer lists created as described below. In our approach we do not
solve pronominal coreferencing however nominal coreferencing for proteins and
mutations are solved by the subsequent grounding step.

Protein and Gene Names. The protein database Swiss-Prot, a manually an-
notated part of UniProt Knowledge Base [3], was used to select protein and
gene names. The use of Swiss-Prot is motivated by their high quality namings
and mappings between names and protein sequences. The text format version
of Swiss-Prot was encoded into our Mutation Grounding Gazetteer lists (MGG)
and Mutation Grounding Database (MGDB). Separate gazetteer lists were made
for those with names containing only one word and those containing names with
more than one word. This separation is made to increase precision of named
entity recognition by using case sensitive matching for shorter names and to
increase recall by using case insensitive matching for longer names. Mappings
between names and primary accession numbers were exported, together with
mappings between primary accession numbers and amino acid sequences to the
MGDB.

Organism Names. Swiss-Prot is used to extract names, both scientific (Latin
genus and species) and English names. As a result one single gazetteer list con-
taining all organism names is created and mappings between synonyms in En-
glish and scientific names are exported together with mappings between scientific
names and primary accession numbers to the MGDB.

Mutation Descriptions. To extract mutation mentions we used the Mutation-
Finder system [5]. The system employs a complex set of regular expressions and
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Fig. 2. Entity Recognition and Mutation Grounding Framework. Full-text documents

(1) are run through a GATE pipeline with gazetteers derived from Swiss-Prot (2,3)

and created with MutationFinder (4). Mutations and proteins can then be grounded

(5). The output consists of annotated text (6).

is currently the best available tool for point mutation extraction. Full-text doc-
uments are first run through MutationFinder to create gazetteer lists containing
mutation mentions that are compliant with the GATE framework. Mutation-
Finder is also able to normalize mutations into wNm format, where w and m
are one-letter codes for the wildtype and mutation residues, and N is the position
on the amino acid sequence. E.g. normalize the mutation in ”In order to further
understand the catalytic mechanism we constructed an Asp-124→Asn mutant
enzyme” to D124N. Normalization is required prior to the mutation grounding
task.

Summary: full-text documents are run through a GATE pipeline containing
our Mutation Grounding Gazetteer lists with organism-, protein/gene- and mu-
tation terms2. The annotated mentions can now be used for further analysis in
the protein and mutation grounding step. See figure 2 for a workflow overview.

3 Protein and Mutation Grounding

Protein grounding (GR-1) is defined as ”Assign[ing] the correct UniProtKB ID
to each detected protein entity.” and mutation grounding (GR-3) as ”Verify[ing]
and, if necessary, positionally correct each mutation location to match its corre-
sponding protein’s sequence as obtained from UniProt KB” [18].

3.1 Method for Mutation Grounding

The method described herein combines the protein grounding- and mutation
grounding tasks into one single task, where information from protein mentions

2 20915 organism terms, 105012 protein/gene terms.
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is used to enhance mutation grounding and vice versa. The method is based on
the following assumptions:

A) Most papers concerning mutations are mainly about one protein or gene
at a time3.

B) The protein described in the document is likely to be mentioned most
frequently, as a protein name, abbreviation or the corresponding gene name.

C) Organisms may or may not be mentioned throughout the text. Occurring
organism mentions could be related to the expression host, rather than the source
organism.

1: function Ground(M, sequence) � M - set of mutations, sequence - amino acid
sequence

2: GSet ← ∅

3: for all mi ∈ M do
4: for all mj ∈ M \ {mi} do
5: regex ←buildRegex(mi,mj)
6: while match(regex, sequence) do
7: displacement ←calculateDisplacement(regex, sequence)
8: G ← {mi,mj}
9: for all mk ∈ M \G do
10: if sequence[mk.position− displacement]=mk.wildtype then
11: G ← G ∪ {mk}
12: end if
13: end for
14: GSet ← GSet ∪ {G}
15: end while
16: end for
17: end for
18: GSet ←mostMutations(GSet)
19: return leastDisplacement(GSet)
20: end function

Fig. 3. Mutation Grounding algorithm. A set of point mutations are mapped together

on an amino acid sequence, starting from minimum amount of mutations (two) and

extending with as many mutations as possible one by one.

These assumptions give us an advantage, as sentence level co-occurrence or
other prelusive methods of relation detection may be unnecessary. Our method
works in the following manner.

1) For each document, retrieve all gene- and protein mentions.
2) For each gene- and protein mention m, retrieve all related accession num-

bers from the MGDB. An accession number is considered related if it was pre-
viously mapped to a name equal to m*, e.g. if ”Carbonic Anhydrase” is found,

3 In our test corpus, the amount of articles mainly about one single protein was just

above 86%.
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accession numbers related to Carbonic Anhydrase I, Carbonic Anhydrase II etc
will be retrieved. This is because in some cases, authors tend to use shorter
names when they have already stated the correct name. The retrieved accession
numbers are pooled.

3) All pools are put together and all but the most frequently occurring ac-
cession numbers are discarded.

4) Retrieve all organism mentions and remove accession numbers that are
not related, based on the mappings stored in the MGDB, to any of the retrieved
organisms. If this will result in an empty pool of accession numbers, the changes
from this step are discarded.

5) Retrieve all unique mutation mentions, normalize with MutationFinder and
try to fit as many as possible onto the sequences corresponding to the accession
numbers still left. The mutation grounding algorithm displayed in figure 3 makes
use of regular expressions4 similar to those used by [14]. These are used to handle
possible differences in residue numbering, except that it only uses two mutations
at a time as oppose to [14] who uses all mutations at the same time. This is to
make it possible to ground mutations even if one or more of the set does not
fit the sequence. When two mutation mentions fit the sequence, the remaining
mutation mentions are tried one after another, taking in account the numbering
displacement found when using the regular expression.

6) The accession number and corresponding sequence on to which most muta-
tions are grounded is now considered as the correct one for the entire document.
In case of a tie, the sequence with least displacement from the mutation number-
ing in the paper is chosen. Mutation mentions that do not fit the sequence are
discarded. This will make sure that mutations of unrelated proteins mentioned
in e.g. the reference section or type C proteins as [20] label them, in addition to
mentions not describing point mutations at all.

7) The results are exported in form of annotations in the source
documents, e.g. ”This patient demonstrated an 〈Mutation ac=”O00255” cor-
rectPosition=”279” m =”A” w=”E”〉E274A〈/Mutation〉 germ-line point
mutation.”

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the method for mutation grounding a gold standard corpus was built
using the COSMIC database [8]. Literature about haloalkane dehalogenases from
the protein engineering domain was also used to show that the methods presented
are not overfitted to papers describing disease causality.

In the COSMIC case three target proteins/genes were considered, PIK3CA,
FGFR3 and MEN1. Full-text papers containing more than one single point mu-
tation were chosen, with a total number of 73 documents. 63 of these documents
were mainly about one single gene; the other 10 were therefore discarded. For
4 For two normalized mutation mentions w1N1m1 and w2N2m2, sorted in the ascend-

ing order of Ni, the regular expression will be w1 · {N2 − N1}w2. E.g. A378C and

S381L will result in A · · · S.
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performance evaluation, we used two measures: precision which is defined as the
fraction of correctly grounded mutations (true positives) over all grounded muta-
tions (true positives + false positives) and recall which is defined as the fraction
of correctly grounded mutations over all mentioned mutations (true positives
+ false negatives). A mutation is considered correctly grounded if it is mapped
to the sequence related to the Swiss-Prot accession number displayed by COS-
MIC. A mutation is considered to be mentioned if it is found in COSMIC or
if it is found by the MutationFinder system and validated by a domain expert.
This last condition was created to avoid problems with mutations mentioned in
text, referring to previous work, and therefore not found in COSMIC or type
B proteins as labeled by [20]. The total number of unique5 mutation mentions
contained in the COSMIC corpora is 343.

The haloalkane corpus is an extension of the corpus used by [1] and contains
13 documents with a total of 54 unique mutation mentions. The documents
were chosen on the same premises as in the COSMIC case, but as this corpus
is not related to a database of mutations, all mutation mentions are found and
validated by a domain expert.

The final corpus consist of 76 documents, were almost one third (25 doc-
uments) use a different numbering scheme than the sequences retrieved from
Swiss-Prot and encoded in to the MGDB, i.e. in need of positional adjustment
of the mentioned mutations during mutation grounding. Different numbering
schemes can arise when authors trim signal peptides or other regions from the
target sequences before carrying out site directed or other mutagenesis. Our
evaluations are done one document at a time and the result is summed up per
corpus and displayed in table 1.

Table 1. Mutation grounding performance

Corpus Precision Recall Corpus size

PIK3CA 0.86 0.70 30

FGFR3 0.89 0.66 26

MEN1 0.54 0.32 7

Haloalkane
0.83 0.73 13

Dehalogenases

Average6 0.84 0.65 76

5 Discussion

These results show that mutation grounding, with 84% precision, is mature
enough to reliably be used to facillitate reuse of mutation annotations. The
lower precision in the MEN1 case is due to usage of synonyms not included in
5 Unique per document.
6 We chose micro average, i.e. weighted by corpus size, since we have a significant

difference in number of documents per corpus.
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Swiss-Prot (MENI instead of MEN1) which results in the second most occurring
protein to be chosen e.g. DNA-polymerase and ultimately incorrect grounding
of mutations (false positives).

The overall recall is in line with typical performance of gazetteer based ap-
proaches but still not satisfying. In the PIK3CA and MEN1 cases the main
reason for the low recall is because they occur as different isoforms, and the se-
quence retrieved by our system is always the main7 isoform which in some cases
is not similar enough for the mutations to be grounded onto it. In the FGFR3
case the recall was influenced by MutationFinder’s inability to handle point mu-
tations written in the form p.wNm, e.g. ”p.Gly372Cys” as in [10], resulting in
false negatives.

Our method is built upon the assumption that any article about mutations
is about one single protein, whereas in reality or according to the retrieved
COSMIC corpus, almost 14% of the documents describe mutations to a set of
proteins instead of only one. As stated in the introduction, previous approaches
for mutation grounding also have their shortcomings; [17] will fail whenever the
position of the mutation mentioned in the text do not follow the numbering
scheme of a database-stored sequence and [14], who handled the previous prob-
lem by building regular expressions containing wildtype residues of at least two
mutations, will fail whenever one single mutation mention is incorrect or unre-
lated to the other ones. [15] also have the latter problem, which is now solved
by our mutation grounding algorithm that tries to ground as many mutation
mentions as possible instead of every mutation mention. [19] try to solve the
problem with differences in numbering by using information from Swiss-Prot
on e.g. post-translational cleavage. Since they do not use any advanced meth-
ods to associate proteins with mutations but instead rely on the keywords they
used when retrieving the documents, they show very low precision (5 correctly
grounded mutation mentions out of 222). This low performance can also be ex-
plained by the relatively high probability for a residue to fit any position of a
sequence, i.e. p = 1/20. When also permitting for methionine cleavage and one
post-translational cleavage the probability for an amino acid residue to match
by chance is p = 3/10. As we use protein and organism names together with sets
of mutations we can, using our algorithm, decrease the number of these false
positives. [12] allow for alternative residue numbering for some proteins that
present several isoforms or a signal sequence, but this is handled manually based
on features extracted from Swiss-Prot for the protein families they considered.
They show 87% precision which is in line with our results, but they have not
measured recall, since they did not consider false negative point mutations not
extracted from the documents.

In conclusion, automated reuse of mutation impact information from doc-
uments is now an achievable milestone, given the respectable performance of
our grounding algorithm, albeit requiring testing on a larger corpus e.g. gold
standard references provided by Swiss-Prot on protein families with complex
numbering systems like Subtilases [22]. In combination with mutation impact

7 The one included in the text version of Swiss-Prot.
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extraction from sentences, the mutation grounding algorithm will facilitate the
construction of unique datasets suitable as training material for predicting the
impacts of genomic variations [4] and the extraction of genotype-phenotype re-
lations [6]. To realize the construction of these datasets we will look into mod-
ularizing our current system into a series of web services that can be used by
knowledge brokers in desired combinations suiting their individual needs.
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Abstract. Combining information from multiple heterogeneous data

sources can aid prediction of protein-protein interaction. This informa-

tion can be arranged into a feature vector for classification. However,

missing values in the data can impact on the prediction accuracy. Boost-

ing has emerged as a powerful tool for feature selection and classifica-

tion. Bayesian methods have traditionally been used to cope with missing

data, with boosting being applied to the output of Bayesian classifiers.

We explore a variation of Adaboost that deals with the missing values at

the level of the boosting algorithm itself, without the need for any den-

sity estimation step. Experiments on a publicly available PPI dataset

suggest this overall simpler and mathematically coherent approach may

be more accurate.

1 Introduction

One of the goals of systems biology is to understand the roles of proteins at vari-
ous levels of biological organisation, from molecular function through to cellular
and physiological function. The identification of networks of interacting proteins
is a step to suggesting higher levels of organisation [4]. Experimental data for
protein-protein interactions is available for a number of organisms in reposito-
ries such as Biogrid [5] and Intact [12]. However protein interaction datasets
often contain many false positives [17,7,6] and are for most organisms largely in-
complete. This has prompted the development of a number of machine learning
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approaches for the prediction of protein-protein interactions. Although infor-
mation from sequence alone has been used [19,25], several approaches combine
heterogeneous sources of data. Information from such sources can form compo-
nents of a feature vector associated with a pair of proteins. Given a suitable
Gold Standard comprising pairs of proteins that are known to interact and pairs
known not to interact, a classifier can be constructed that attempts to discrimi-
nate interacting from non-interacting pairs. The features obtained from various
data sources are widely heterogeneous and could include, for example, the ex-
tent to which the two proteins share similar patterns of co-expression, or the
existence of sequence–similar proteins known to interact in another organism.
The performance of the classifier can be assessed and the classifier can then be
used to predict interactions between pairs of proteins for which no experimental
information is yet available. Previous studies have constructed predicted inter-
actomes for various organisms including yeast, Arabidopsis and human, using
machine learning methods such as Bayes classifiers [11,15,24] and Support Vec-
tor Machines [3,25,13]. However, experimental measurements of each feature are
usually available for different subsets of proteins pairs. Therefore, as more infor-
mation is combined from multiple heterogeneous sources, the way that missing
observations are treated becomes increasingly important. Arguably, this some-
what limits the available choices of classifiers, unless non-trivial pre-processing
steps (typically Bayesian in nature) are applied. For instance, kernel methods
offer no straightforward way to handle missing data, as the implicit mapping
carried out by the kernel depends non-linearly on all components of the input
vector (see for instance [20]); typical applications of ensemble methods such as
AdaBoost [8] also rely on preprocessing.

In [11] a Naive Bayesian approach was used to predict protein-protein interac-
tions in yeast by integrating a few genomic features. A larger number of features
as well as a boosted classifier were used to assess the limits of data integration
in [15]. Here we explore a variant of the Adaboost algorithm that is able to deal
explicitly with missing feature values. Our approach matches or betters the re-
sults obtained by Bayesian preprocessing and is overall easier to implement. More
importantly, it deals away with the arbitrariness inherent in density estimation
and fits into the same solid theoretical framework as AdaBoost, especially with
regard to convergence guarantees.

1.1 Dealing with Missing Features

Several strategies have been proposed for dealing with missing features (for an
overview, see [20]). At least two typologies of approaches have been applied
to the database we study (see Section 3). The first, most obvious strategy is
simply to discard the examples for which data is missing. This approach has
been investigated in [14], but complete information for each feature was only
available for a small subset of the protein pairs.

Another classical technique that can be employed to deal with missing data is
to complement the dataset with an estimate or a default value when a particular
feature is missing. One way in which this has been done is by learning Naive
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Bayes classifiers from (subsets of) the raw features [11]. Since Naive Bayes clas-
sifiers can fall back on the prior, missing data are no longer an issue (cf Section
A.2); a more advanced classifier can then be applied to their output [15].

However, training a Naive Bayes classifier involves a density estimation step.
Density estimation is an ill–posed and difficult problem [9]; the variety of the
techniques available (Parzen windows, histograms, Expectation Maximisation
to name a few) is indicative of the element of arbitrariness that this process
entails. Indeed, some of the most successful classification algorithms such as
Support Vector Machines [26] and Adaboost [8] owe their effectiveness at least
in part to the fact that they avoid estimating densities for their input, but rather
optimise the margin or a bound on the empirical error; from this point of view,
introducing a preliminary density estimation step seems somewhat incongruous.

In this work we investigate an effective alternative to Naive Bayes classifiers
for dealing with missing feature values when Adaboost [8] is used. Adaboost
is an adaptive strategy for combining multiple binary classifiers with slightly
better–than–random performance (the so-called Weak Learners) into a highly
accurate strong classifier. The algorithm works by maintaining a list of weights
over the training examples, so that “difficult” examples (that are misclassified by
many Weak Learners) become more important over time. Adaboost iteratively
chooses the optimal Weak Learner (WL) with respect to the weights, adds it to
the strong classifier with an appropriate coefficient, and updates the weights of
the training examples (for details, see Section 2). When each WL is a function of
a single feature (for instance a simple threshold on the feature value, also known
as a decision stump), Adaboost iterations essentially perform feature selection.

Training Bayesian classifiers on the raw feature values and then boosting
them [15] amounts to dealing with missing data in the WLs, so that the missing
values are hidden from Adaboost. The alternative we here explore is to use WLs
that abstain (i.e. do not return a decision) on missing data, and let the boosting
algorithm deal with the problem.

Although variants of AdaBoost for WLs that abstain have been introduced
early on [23], they have not been as widely applied as the standard algorithm;
specifically, to the best of our knowledge, they have not yet been applied to PPI
data. One of the reasons for this may be that these algorithms have been intro-
duced in the slightly different context of confidence-rated predictions, i.e. under
the assumption that the WLs provide a graded output instead than a binary
decision. Also, while a considerable computational simplification of standard
Adaboost has made the implementation of the algorithm straightforward [2], to
the best of our knowledge this has not yet been generalised to the case of WLs
that abstain.

In this paper we introduce in detail the simplified version of the algorithm for
classifiers that abstain and we apply it to a widely investigated set of features
for PPI in yeast [15]. Our results show that avoiding density estimation and
dealing with missing features at a late stage may indeed be the better option,
at least when Boosting algorithms are used.
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Table 1. Simplified version of AdaBoost for weak learners that abstain (Ada-ABS).

This algorithm is equivalent to the one introduced in [23] and reduces to standard

Adaboost in the case of weak learners that never abstain, as is the case with Naive

Bayes classifiers.

Adaboost for weak learners that abstain (simplified):

Input:

1. Labelled training vectors {(xi, yi)}, with yi ∈ {−1,+1}.
2. Weak learners {hj(x) : X → {−1, 0,+1}}.

Initialise the weights d1,i =
1

m
.

For t = 1, . . . , T :

1. Train each weak learner hj(x). Using the current distribution of weights dt,i, com-
pute the total weight of the training examples on which it abstains (Wa), that it
classifies correctly (Wc) and that it misclassifies (Wm).

2. Select the weak learner ht that minimises Z = Wa+2
√
WcWm. Check that Z < 1;

otherwise quit.
3. Compute αt =

1

2
log(Wc/Wm) and update the weights:

dt+1,i =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

dt,i/(Wa

√
Wm/Wc + 2Wm) if ht misclassifies x,

dt,i/(Wa

√
Wc/Wm + 2Wc) if ht classifies x correctly,

dt,i/Z if ht abstains on x.

Output the strong classifier: H(x) = sign
(∑T

t=1
αtht(x)

)

2 Boosting Weak Learners That Abstain

We use the AdaBoost algorithm for classifiers that abstain given in [23], since
the choice of parameters in this algorithm guarantees the tightest bound on
the training error. However, instead of following the traditional formulation of
Adaboost, we extend to the case of classifiers that abstain the simplification
presented in [2]. As shown in [16], such simplification can be seen as a direct
solution of the dual formulation of the Adaboost minimisation problem. Ex-
tension to the case of WLs that abstain is straightforward, and leads to the
algorithm outlined in Table 1 (henceforth Ada-ABS). We emphasise that this
simplified version computes, step by step, the same weights and the same fi-
nal decision function as specified in [23]. The main advantage is its simplicity;
by comparison, in the original formulation of Adaboost [8] the weight update
procedure is

dt+1,i =
1
Zt

dt,i exp (−αtyiht(xi)) , (1)
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with
Zt =

∑

i

dt,i exp (−αtyiht(xi)) (2)

The algorithm for classifiers that abstain is very similar to classical Adaboost,
with the following main differences:

1. the value of α is log(Wc/Wm)/2 (different variants of the algorithm specify
other choices for α);

2. at each iteration the weak learner that minimises Z is chosen, as opposed to
the learner that minimises the weighted classification error Wc.

The reason for points 2. and 3. above is that, at each iteration, Z multiplies a
bound on the training error; the choice of α minimises Z given Wc and Wm. When
Wa = 0, i.e. the weak learner never abstains, this is equivalent to the standard
choice α = 1/2 log((1 − Wm)/Wm). It is easy to see that if no weak learners
abstain also the weight update equations, and hence the entire algorithm, revert
to standard Adaboost.

Notice that, since Z = Wa +2
√

WcWm, weak learners that abstain on a large
number of training examples (or on training examples carrying a large weight)
are penalised irrespective of their performance on the examples on which they
do provide a decision. Also, since Zt < 1, training examples on which a weak
learner abstains see their weight increased for the following iteration. Therefore,
the algorithm will eventually select one or more weak learners to classify each
of the training examples.

3 Dataset

In this study we use a Gold Standard dataset1 for the prediction of protein-
protein interactions as described in [11] and [15]. This is based on the MIPS
(Munich Information Centre for Protein Sequences) hand curated catalogue. We
report experimental results over a subset of 3161 proteins, as already described
in [15]. This subset contains 2,711,441 interacting or non-interacting protein
pairs, for which at least one of the 16 genomic features defined in Table 2 is
available. For a complete definition of the features and of their relationship to
protein-protein interactions see [15]. In the whole dataset, a sample consists of
two protein names, 16 genomic features and a label that specifies if the proteins
interact or not. The distribution of the features is shown in Figure 1. The dataset
has a large number of missing features, even after discarding from the dataset
the samples for which no data at all is available; the percentage of missing data
by feature is shown in Table 2.

4 Results

We compare the performance of the three strong classifiers obtained by boosting
three different sets of WLs. These are implemented as threshold-based classifiers
1 Available online at http://networks.gersteinlab.org/intint
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Table 2. Percentage of missing values by feature over the 8, 250 interacting protein

pairs, 2, 703, 191 non-interacting pairs (and 2, 711, 441 pairs total) listed in the Gold

Standard after removing the pairs for which no feature values at all are given. Also

shown is a rank of the feature according to information gain [18] for the original dataset

and a dataset complemented by the mean.

Features Description Missing data (%) IG Rank

Positive Negative Total Orig. Compl.

F1 mRNA Co-expression 7.71 1.03 1.05 7 4

F2 MIPS Functional Similarity 2.41 51.41 51.26 6 1

F3 GO Functional Similarity 8.85 76.06 75.86 5 2

F4 Co-Essentiality 73.85 78.78 78.76 8 8

F5 Absolute mRNA Expression 5.62 0.27 0.28 9 5

F6 Marginal Essentiality 6.21 4.25 4.26 10 7

F7 Absolute Protein Abundance 37.07 43.97 43.95 11 11

F8 Co-regulation 52.15 97.79 97.65 16 16

F9 Phylogenetic Profiles 88.92 99.03 99.00 4 6

F10 Gene Neighbourhood 96.22 99.96 99.95 3 10

F11 Rosetta Stone 98.63 99.95 99.95 2 9

F12 Synthetic Lethality 98.75 99.97 99.97 15 15

F13 Gene Cluster 99.98 99.98 99.98 14 14

F14 Threading Scores 98.75 99.96 99.95 13 13

F15 Co-evolution Scores 99.98 99.99 99.99 12 12

F16 Interologs in other Organism 54.65 99.85 99.71 1 3

(decision stumps), a common choice for WLs (see Section A.1). The WLs are
trained (i) on the log odds of interaction for a particular feature (Bayes WLs), (ii)
on the raw feature values (WL-Abs) or (iii) on the raw feature values augmented
by the Naive Bayes score (Section A.2), considered as an additional feature (WL-
Abs+Naive Bayes). WLs trained on the raw feature values abstain (return a
value of zero) when the feature value is missing. We use the Ada-ABS algorithm
outlined in Table 1. It should be noted that, as detailed in Section 2, Ada-ABS
reverts to standard Adaboost when the weak learners do not in fact abstain.

A Naive Bayes Classifier (NBC) trained on all features is used to give a base-
line performance. A common objection to boosting approaches based on decision
stumps is that correlations between feature values or higher order statistical mo-
ments that might be exploited, for instance, by a Support Vector Machine are
treated very poorly, as each WL bases its binary decision on a single feature.

As a coarse estimate of this limitation, we augment the set of WLs that abstain
with a decision stump based on the posterior estimate provided by the baseline
NBC. As we will see, when the percentage of missing data is limited this combi-
nation of WLs that abstain with an NBC improves performance well beyond the
level achieved by the classical approach of applying Bayesian estimation to the
single features separately and then boosting them. As the percentage of missing
data increases our results suggest that the NBC becomes less informative; weak
learners that abstain still provide optimal results in this case.
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Fig. 1. Distributions of the feature values (on a log scale). Colour indicates the fraction

of interacting protein pairs in each bin. Blue indicates that the bin mainly corresponds

to non-interacting pairs; red bins predominantly account for interacting pairs.

4.1 Classification Accuracy

We perform a series of four-fold cross-validation experiments on the dataset
described in Section 3 with an increasing number n of boosting iterations, using
different subsets of the features listed in Table 2. A schematic of the results is
given in Table 3.

Figure 2 shows the Equal Error Rate averaged across the four cross-validation
runs as a function of n, when all the 16 features are used for training.

The minimum error rate when boosting Bayes classifiers is in this case achieved
after 207 iterations (average EER=3.2%). For WLs that abstain, a slightly lower
EER is obtained after 51 iterations (average EER=3.0%). If we consider the
estimate of the NBC as a new feature and boost it with Ada-ABS together with
the WLs that abstain, the average EER is lowered significantly to 2.0% (at 293

Table 3. Summary of the EER for different choices of classifiers and of features, aver-

aged over 4 cross-validation rounds. The database and the first two algorithms listed

were explored in [11,15]. Bold values show the minimal EER by set of features. Boost-

ing WLs that abstain is always better than both Naive Bayes and the boosted Bayesian

WLs. Complementing the WLs that abstain with the NB classifier can improve per-

formance when multiple observations with low percentages of missing data are used.

EER (%) All features F1–F4 F5–F16 w/o F2,F3

Naive Bayes Class. 5.0% 5.3% 27.3% 12.2%
Bayes WLs 3.2% 3.5% 18.6% 13.0%

WLs that Abstain 3.0% 3.3% 17.0% 11.7%

WL-Abs + NBC 2.0% 2.5% 17.0% 12.2%
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EER vs number of iterations

WL Bayes

WL-Abs

WL-Abs+NB

Fig. 2. Equal Error Rate as a function of the number of iterations for AdaBoost using

Bayes WLs, WLs that abstain and the combination of WL-Abs and the Naive Bayes

Classifier trained on all features.

iterations). This is more that 30% better than boosting the Bayes WLs and less
than half the average EER of the baseline Naive Bayes Classifier (which is 5.0%).

The ROCs corresponding to the optimal average EERs listed above are dis-
played in Figure 3, for all four cross-validation rounds separately. As can be seen,
all boosting approaches widely improve on the Naive Bayes. Weak Learners that
abstain yield slightly better performance than boosted Bayes WLs, with a more
marked advantage in the high sensitivity part of the curve. The best ROC curves
are obtained by adding the Naive Bayes Classifier as a weak learner, arguably
because this captures the correlation between the features — a point that is
confirmed by our results in Section 4.3 below.

In predictive usage, one would need to set the number of iterations using a
validation set and extrapolate. This applies both to Adaboost with Bayes WLs
and to the algorithms we introduce. Convergence and generalisation ability of
Adaboost as a function of the number of iterations is a widely investigated
topic [22,21], that is largely beyond the scope of this work. Empirically from
Figure 2 we notice that, after the decision function stabilises in the first 30
iterations, the boosted classifiers are fairly insensitive to the choice of the number
of iterations: the average EER oscillates in a band narrower than 1% as n is
increased from 30 to 300. However, Ada-ABS has a slight tendency to over-fit
after about 60 iterations, while Bayesian WLs are more stable. This is likely due
to the fact that density estimation with a histogram (Section A.2) effectively
reduces the choices for the weak learners by limiting the number of different
thresholds available for each feature to the number of bins in the histogram.
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Fig. 3. Superposed ROC curves for all 4 cross validation rounds. The curves displayed

correspond to Bayes WLs (207 iterations), WLs that abstain (51 iterations) and a

combination of WL-Abs and the Naive Bayes classifier (293 iterations).

In turn, this seems to regularise the decision function, albeit at the expense of
classification accuracy.

However, it should be noted that while the curves in Figure 2 tell the en-
tire story for WL-Abs, of which the number of iterations is the only parameter,
Adaboost with Bayesian (weak) classifiers includes in addition many more pa-
rameters hidden in the density estimation step; this should be kept into account
when assessing the relative stability of the algorithms.

4.2 Structure of the Decision Function

In Table 4 we list the features that contribute to the decision function for each
of the ROC curves in Figure 3. Features are listed in the order in which the
corresponding WLs are first selected by the boosting algorithm; the number
of times a particular feature is chosen (possibly with different thresholds) is
indicated in parentheses.

As can be seen, the order in which the features are chosen is fairly stable for
each set of WLs, with variations between the cross-validation rounds occurring
for higher numbers of iterations. By comparison with Table 2 we see that the first
few features are chosen among the most discriminative features and among those
with the lowest percentage of missing values. Feature F5, the first feature when
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Table 4. Features used by the WLs appearing in the decision functions that yield the

ROC curves in Figure 3. WLs are listed in order of first appearance. The number of

times each feature is chosen is given in parentheses. Multiple comma–separated entries

correspond to variations across the four cross-validation runs. NB indicates the WL

corresponding to the Naive Bayes Classifier.

Classifier Weak learners (occurrences)

WLs that F5(3,5,6) – F2(15,18,19) – F1(7,9,11) – F3(4,5,7) – F6(5,9,7,11) –

Abstain F16(2) – F4(2),F7(1,2) – F8,12(1), F4(2) – F8,12(1) – F7,8(0,1) –

(51 iter.) F14(0,1)

Bayes WLs F16(31,33) – F2(30,37,38) – F3(25,27,30) – F1(19,23,27,34) –

(207 iter.) F5(17,18,25,34) – F4(6,7,9) – F6(20,24,29,30) – F8(4,5) –

F7(3,4,6,7) – F12(9,13-15) – F14(0,2,6,7) – F11(0,3) – F9(0,1,2)

WLs that NB(64,78,80) – F1(10,16,25) – F2(91,108,109,112) – F5(11,18,19),

Abstain plus F16(2) – F5(28),F16(1,2) – F3(37,40-42) – F4(2),F6(21,25,30) –

Naive Bayes F4(2,3),F6(18) – F8(2),F12(1) – F8(1,2),F12(1) – F14(2,3),F7(8) –

(293 iter.) F7(5,10),F9(2),F11(1) – F7(1),F9(1,2),F11(1) – F11(1),F14(0,1)

using Weak Learners that Abstain, has the lowest total percentage of missing
data, while F16 (the first Bayesian WL) has the third highest information gain
on the complemented dataset (and the highest on the original dataset).

Probably as an effect of the unbalance between positive and negative training
examples, overlap with the positive training data seems to be more important
than the coverage of the set of non-interacting pairs. Feature 16 for instance has
99.71% missing data but covers about 45% of the positive training set. Similarly
Feature 3 has 75.86% of missing data overall, but only just short of 9% of the
positive training data are not covered. Conversely, features 10, 13 and 15 do not
appear at all in the optimal decision functions (except insofar as they contribute
to the NBC). As shown in Table 2, these features are unavailable for at least
99.95% of the Gold Standard data, with very limited coverage of both interacting
and non-interacting pairs.

Table 4 provides a picking order, but it does not specify the weight of each fea-
ture in the decision function nor the dependence on the feature value. These data
are displayed in Figure 4 for the decision function resulting from 51 iterations
of Ada-ABS on WLs that abstain.

More specifically, with reference to the strong decision function H(x) defined
in Table 1, for each feature j the figure shows

Hj(x) =
∑

t∈Sj

αtht(xj) (3)

where Sj is the set of iterations in which a weak learner that is a function of
feature j has been chosen . As can be seen, the functions HJ corresponding to
the 11 distinct features all have similar range, suggesting that they all contribute
significantly to the final decision. This confirms that the classifier can effectively
extract information from features with high percentages of missing data.
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Fig. 4. Contribution of the single features to the decision function for Ada-ABS, 51

iterations. F6 has an additional threshold at -27.63, F14 at +287.00, and F16 at +50.00.

Figure 4 also shows how boosting can give different weights to specific intervals
of feature values by combining simple step-wise weak learners with different
thresholds. The type of these intervals (open or close) also depends on the parity
of the number of weak learners for the specific feature. As the first row of Table 4
shows, a few features have a marked preference for an odd or an even number
of occurrences. This explains the jagged appearance of the EER curves for WLs
that abstain in Figure 2 .

4.3 Exploring Subsets of Features

According to [15], near-optimal performance should be achieved in the case of
boosting Bayes WLs even when only the first four features are used (mRNA
co-expression, MIPS functional similarity, GO functional similarity and Co-
essentiality). We test this by limiting the boosting algorithm to select among
weak learners trained on the first four features only (both for Bayes WLs and
WLs that abstain). The resulting average EERs are reported in the third col-
umn of Table 3. Indeed, for both the baseline Naive Bayes Classifier and boosted
Bayes WLs, the average EERs increase by less than 10%. The lowest average
EER of 2.5%, however, is obtained using a combination of WLs that abstain
with a WL that thresholds the NBC; this is less than half the EER of the base-
line NBC (5.3%), and actually improves on both the NBC and boosted Bayes
WLs even when those are allowed to use all features (see the second column of
Table 3). It should be noted that, when we allow our algorithm to use all fea-
tures, the EER is reduced by a further 25%. This suggests that F1 to F4 do not
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EER excluding F2 and F3

WL Bayes

WL-Abs

WL-Abs+NB

Fig. 5. Equal Error Rate as a function of the number of iterations when boosting over

all features except for F2 and F3, that are based on functional similarity.

actually capture all the information available, and that our approach is better
at extracting information from the remaining features (F5 to F16).

To further test the behaviour of our algorithms on features that mostly have
high percentages of missing data and have previously been found to be less
informative, we perform cross-validation tests on the database using features F5
to F16 only. Average EERs are displayed in the fourth column of Table 3. As
can be seen, WLs that abstain outperform the other approaches. Adding a WL
based on the Naive Bayes classifier does not in this case improve accuracy; this
is, in our view, a consequence of the high number of missing feature values and
of the consequent overall poor performance of the NBC itself.

Following [15] we also explore the effect of removing two strong features,
namely F2 and F3, that are based on functional similarity and dominate the
prediction performance. Since the accurate assignment of a functional category
to a protein generally involves a manual curation step, prediction performance
without these features may also better reflect a more general application case.

In Figure 5 we report the average EER as a function of the number of iterations
after removing features F2 and F3 from the database. The minimum average
EER for boosted Bayes WLs is 13.0%, while for WLs that abstain it is 11.7%
(see Table 3, last column). These values are achieved after 246 and 27 iterations
respectively. The average EER of the baseline Naive Bayes Classifier is 12.2%;
adding its output as a WL to the WLs that abstain does not in this case improve
accuracy. The corresponding ROC curves for all four cross-validation round and
the best choice of the number of iterations are displayed in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. ROC curves for Naive Bayes classifiers (33 iterations) and Raw Features (27

iterations). Curves for the four cross-validation rounds are superposed. Note how boost-

ing the Raw Features leads to higher precision as well as increased stability.

5 Conclusions

The integration of multiple heterogeneous data sources is important in systems
biology as it has the potential to impact on prediction. In order to exploit infor-
mation that may be available only on parts of the dataset, effective strategies
for handling missing data are required.

We explore the use of a variant of Adaboost (originally derived in the con-
text of confidence–rated predictions) that allows the weak learners to “abstain”,
i.e. not to return a decision whenever a feature value is missing. We introduce
an exact simplified mathematical formulation of this algorithm along the lines of
an existing simplification of AdaBoost. The simplified algorithm is hardly more
complicated to implement than Adaboost, and reverts to standard Adaboost
when no data are missing.

We test our algorithm over different subsets of features from a widely used
database of yeast PPI data, that includes measurements with high numbers of
missing features. Experimental results show that our approach can handle large
percentages of missing data effectively, consistently outperforming the common
alternative of boosting single-feature Bayesian classifiers. Besides being overall
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easier to implement, our approach deals away with the theoretical and practical
complications of density estimation.

Our results also indicate that a Naive Bayes classifier trained on all features,
although overall far less effective on its own, may capture correlations between
the features that escape an approach based on decision stumps; when this hap-
pen, this information can be integrated in the boosting framework by considering
the Naive Bayes classifier as an additional weak learner. In future work we pro-
pose to investigate the use of other choices for the weak learners that may better
account for dependency between the features.
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A Appendix

A.1 Weak Learners That Abstain

We use decision stumps that abstain to deal with missing feature values in the
dataset. More in detail, given training vectors x with missing components we
define a weak learner for each of the N features (components) in the following
way:

hj(x) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

+pj if xj ≥ τj

−pj if xj < τj

0 if xj is missing.

(4)

The “polarity” constant pj ∈ {−1, +1} allows us to cater for features represent-
ing similarities and dissimilarities in the same framework. Both pj and τj are
optimised at each iteration to minimise Z as defined in Table 1.
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A.2 Naive Bayes Classifiers

A Naive Bayes Classifier is based on the Bayes Rule and on the assumption that
the features are conditionally independent given the class. It assigns the most
probable label value ŷ to the vector x = {x1, . . . , xN} according to:

ŷ = sign

⎛

⎝P (+1)
P (−1)

N∏

j

P (xj | + 1)
P (xj | − 1)

− τ

⎞

⎠ (5)

where P (y) is the prior probability of class y, P (xj |y) are the class-conditional
densities and τ is a threshold used to set the operation point of the classifier.

NBCs provide a straightforward way of dealing with missing feature
values: when a given feature xj is missing the corresponding likelihood ratio
P (xj | + 1)/P (xj | − 1) in Equation 5 is set to 1. In the limit case that all the
features of x are missing, the classifier can still return a prediction relying on
the a-priori odds P (+1)/P (−1).

Arguably the most critical part in Naive Bayes classification is the compu-
tation of robust estimates for the densities P (y) and P (xj |y). In this study,
the prior probabilities P (y) are estimated as the proportion of each class in the
training set. The conditional probabilities P (xj |y) are more difficult to estimate,
mainly because many of the the xj are continuous features. The seminal work
of [10] has shown that a simple discretization technique by histograms can be
used for this dataset. When known (see for example [1]), the numbers and ranges
of the bins used in former studies have been employed in this work; otherwise,
similar binning strategies have been used.

In order to obtain smooth estimates, the m-estimate method was used with
m = 2 to compute the probabilities from frequencies of labels according to

P (xj = b|y) =
count(b, y) + mP (y)

count(b) + m
(6)

where count(b, y) is number of samples with label y in bin b, count(b) is the total
number of samples in bin b and P (y) is the prior probability of label y.

In this study, the classifier defined by Equation 5 is referred to as the Naive
Bayes Classifier. The single–feature Bayes WLs are obtained by thresholding the
likelihood ratio P (xj | + 1)/P (xj | − 1) for each individual feature xj ∈ x.
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Abstract. This paper presents data mining-based techniques for en-

abling data integration across deep web data sources. We target query

processing across inter-dependent data sources. Thus, besides input-input

and output-output matching of attributes, we also need to consider

input-output matching. We develop data mining techniques for discover-

ing the instances for querying deep web data sources from the information

provided by the query interfaces themselves, as well as from the obtained

output pages of the related data sources, by query probing using dynami-
cally identified input instances. Then, using a hierarchical representation

of schemas and by applying clustering techniques, we are able to gener-

ate schema matches. We show the effectiveness of our technique while

integrating 24 query interfaces.

1 Introduction

One of the critical problems that most scientific (and commercial) communities
face is the explosion of data and data sources. As a result, integration has be-
come an important phase in biology research process. Much effort has been put
into developing general information integration methods, as well as integration
tools specific to particular domains [6]. Data mining can help reduce the efforts
in developing integrated systems. For example, many techniques have been de-
veloped for automatic wrapper generation for HTML data sources [2]. However,
the introduction of new types of data sources and the desire for new integrated
search methods is leading to new scenarios where novel data mining techniques
are needed. This paper describes a case study in developing data mining tech-
niques for a novel integration problem.

1.1 Application Context

The data mining application we have studied arises in the context of integrating
deep web data sources and providing keyword search functionality. Deep web is
a term coined to describe the contents that are stored in the databases and
can be retrieved over the internet by querying through HTML forms. The deep
web is estimated to be several orders of magnitude larger than the surface web,
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where the HTML pages are static, and therefore, can be easily indexed by search
engines [5].

The deep web contains millions of HTML forms, and covers a spectrum of
information that is becoming not only indispensable for the normal functioning
of today’s human society, but is also becoming a vital facilitator of scientific
research. Important scientific data is being shared through the deep web. One
of the most successful examples is the publication of biological data through
hundreds of the deep web sites globally, which is enabling biological and medical
researchers to share and download much valuable information by simply filling
online web forms.

Standard search engines like Google are typically not able to crawl the struc-
tured contents hidden inside the deep web-sites. A number of efforts have been
attempting to build deep web systems that can integrate both the query interface
and the query results (structured data) of the deep web-sites within a specific
domain [14]. However, a challenge that has not been addressed arises because of
inter-dependence between the data sources. Let us consider a motivating scenario
in bioinformatics. Suppose we are interested in Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms
(SNPs), which are particularly promising for explaining the genetic contribution
to complex diseases [1]. Over seven million Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms
(SNPs) and their relevant information have been reported in a number of public
databases (deep web data sources). However, much information that biologi-
cal researchers are interested in requires a search across multiple different deep
web databases. No single database can provide all user requested information,
and the output of some databases need to be the input for querying another
database. Specifically, consider a query that asks for the amino acids occurring
at the corresponding position in the orthologous gene of non-human mammals
with respect to a particular gene, such as ERCC6 [18]. There is no database
which takes gene name ERCC6 as input, and outputs the corresponding amino
acids in the orthologous gene of non-human mammals. Instead, one needs to ex-
ecute the following query plan. We first need to use gene name ERCC6 as input
to query on an SNP database such as dbSNP to find all non-synonymous SNPs.
Then, we, still taking ERCC6 as input, use a gene database, such as Entrez
Gene, to obtain the encoded proteins in human species and other orthologous
species. After that, using the proteins obtained from Entrez Gene, we search
a sequence database to find the sequences. Finally, we use the sequences and
the SNP obtained from dbSNP as input to do an alignment using an alignment
database such as Entrez BLAST. Clearly, given a keyword query from a user,
automatically determining a query plan as complicated as this one is a difficult
problem.

Besides the need for effective query planning [18], another major problem is
reducing the effort required in integration. This challenge is significant because of
the rapidly increasing number of data sources. For example, there are more than
1000 online databases in the biological domain and the number is still increasing
rapidly every year [3].

Each deep web data source may have multiple input query interfaces and each
input interface corresponds to a unique input schema. Thus, we have the input
attributes, which are required in the input interface, and the output attributes,
which are the attributes returned by querying the corresponding input interface.
We assume all their attributes belong to a universal set of attributes. For two
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deep web sources R1 and R2, we define that R2 is dependent on R1 if R1 can
provide any of the input attributes for R2. An example of such dependence
between several biological data sources is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Dependence Relations between Five Data Sources

1.2 Problem Definition and Contributions

The goal of schema matching on deep web data sources is to find the seman-
tic correspondence between data sources. As we mentioned earlier, a deep web
data source has two types of schemas: input schema and output schema. Corre-
spondingly, there are three types of schema matching on deep web data source:
1) input-input schema matching across different data sources, 2) output-output
schema matching, and 3) input-output schema matching. Among these, input
schema matching[9,10,22] has been well studied in past five years. It tries to
find the semantic correspondence between query interfaces of deep web sources
and aims at providing a unified interface to the user. In contrast, our goal is
discovering schema matching between output schema and input schema across
different web data sources. For example, in the context of Figure 1, the goal will
be to build a graph of the type shown here automatically or semi-automatically.

In this paper, we develop a series of data mining techniques for input-output
schema matching across biological web data sources. The main aspect of our ap-
proach is a technique for Discovering Instances. We show that the instances for
querying deep web data sources can be discovered from the information provided
by the query interfaces themselves, as well as the obtained output pages of re-
lated data sources by query probing using dynamically identified input instances.
Though instance based schema matching has been studied previously [21,20], our
approach is distinct and novel. Particularly, WebIQ [21] discovers the instances
of an attribute using the knowledge learned from surface web (Google search),
and Wang et al. [20] use a predefined or static set of input instance to perform
query probing.

Two other important aspects of our work are as follows. We use a hierarchical
model to capture the output schemas in biological data sources. The hierarchical
model can help reveal the underlying relations among the attributes. Also, we
identify the mappings between the attributes based on a clustering approach.
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The clustering approach has the bridging effect [15], i.e. the semantic similarity
between two attributes can be effectively discovered if they are both semantically
similar to a third attribute.

2 Basic Formulation

This section describes the models we use to capture input and output schemas,
and the similarity function we use. The main algorithm is presented in the next
Section. We use a running example to explain the main ideas from this and the
next Section. This example is presented in Figure 2.

rs4253207

Enter dbSNP ID:

Search hint

Searching for SNPs:

You can search for SNPs
by dbSNP ID: enter the rs
number (rs4253207)

dbSNP ID: rs4253207

Gene: ERCC6

Choromosome: 10q11

Organism: Homo sapiens

Frequency Data:

Allelic:  C/T

Minor Al lelic: C, Minor Allelic frequency:   0.015

Gene Name:

ERCC6

Official Symbol: ERCC6

Gene ID: 2074

Location: 10q11

SNP Frequency Information:

Search

SNP rs ID Alleles
Minor
Allele

Minor Allele
Frequecy

Heterozygosity

Search

Gene ID:

2074 Search

Gene ID: 2074

Gene Symbol: ERCC6

Gene Map Locus: 10q11

Also known as: CSB; CKN2; COFS

MIM: 609413

Heterozygosity: 0.18

Organism: Homo sapiens

(a) Query Interface of
Data source A

(b) Webpage Linked
from Query Interface

(c) Query Interface of
Data Source B

(d) Query Interface of
Data Source C

(e) Output Webpage of
Data Source A (f) Output Webapge of

Data Source B
(g) Output Webapge of

Data Source C

Fig. 2. Query Interfaces and Output Webpages of Data Sources

2.1 Modeling of Input Schemas and Output Schemas

In our methods, elements in the input interface and output webpage returned by
the web source are represented by their corressponding set attributes. Referring
to our running example, the sub-figures a) and e) show the input interface and
output pages for a data source A.

Input attributes are the elements on the interface that enable users to submit
their queries. In most deep web data sources, the user submits queries to the data
source through entering strings into the text input box on the input interface of
the data source. An example of text input box is shown in Figure 2 a). Thus,
in our algorithm, we consider the strings that can be input on text boxes as the
input attributes. The text box usually has a label attached to it, which reveals
the semantics of the input attribute and the corressponding instances. Thus, an
input attribute is modeled by its label and instance set: A = {L, I}, where L
refers to label and I refers to the instance set.
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As with the input attributes, output attributes also have label and an instance
set attached to them. Specially, in many data sources, output attributes related
to each other are often presented in a table or a separate block. For example,
in Figure 2, sub-figure e), Allelic, Minor Allelic Frequency as well as Heterozy-
gosity, which are attributes related to SNP’s frequency data, are presented in a
separate block. In this case, to capture such relationship between the attributes,
we consider a hierarchical representation. We consider the output to be a tree of
elements, where the leaf node of the tree is the attribute in the schema, and the
internal element corresponds to a group of attributes in the schema. The group,
in turn, corresponds to a table or a separate block in the output webpage. An
internal element is further associated with a label, which is the text surrounding
the group or the table. Attributes with the same parent are siblings.

With this hierarchical representation, a leaf node attribute A is modeled as
follows:

A = {L, I, P, S}
Here L is the label for the attribute, I is the instance set of the attribute, P
is the label of the parent element for the attribute, and S is the set of sibling
attributes.

2.2 Similarity Function

This subsection summarizes the schema matching function used in our work.
This is closely based on the pervious work on schema matching [22,12]. We
consider two attributes, A1 = {L1, I1, P1, S1} and A2 = {L2, I2, P2, S2}. The
similarity function is a weighted sum of the similarities of their components.

Thus,

Simi(A1, A2) = ωt × TypeSimi(A1, A2)+
ωv × V alueSimi(I1, I2)+

ωd × DomainSimi(I1, I2)+
ωl × LabelSimi(L1, L2)+

ωp × ParentSimi(P1, P2)+
ωs × SiblingSimi(S1, S2)

(1)

As we can see, the above expression uses a function based on the attributes
themselves, two functions that are based on the instance sets, and one function
each for the parents and siblings. There is a weight associated with each of these,
which can be varied. We now elaborate on these six functions.

Similarity of Type: The similarity of type as well as the similarity of value
and domain, which will be described later, are instance-level properties. The
attributes can be divided into two types: numeric and string , based on there in-
stances. If the two attributes have same type, their type similarity is 1, otherwise,
their type similarity is 0.

Similarity of Value: Value match between the instances is an important as-
pect of similarity computation. We use a Best-Match algorithm [22] to compute
the Similarity of Value score between two instance sets. In this algorithm, the
similarity function between pairs of instance string from the two instance sets
is the Cosine function. We repeatedly choose the pair of the instances with the
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largest similarity among all pairs and delete the corresponding pair from instance
sets. The process is repeated until one of the instance sets is empty. Finally, the
similarity between the two instance sets is the average of the largest similarity
chosen at each step.

Similarity of Domain: The similarity of domain is only computed for nu-
meric attributes to evaluate the overlap in the ranges of the available numeric
instances [22].

Similarity of Label: The similarity of labels is computed using the linguistic
similarity, which simply computes the similarity of two strings of words. In our
implementation, a well-known information retrieval technique by Salton [16] is
used. We use the vector space model to model each string and use the Cosine
function to compute the similarity.

Similarity of Parents: The similarity of parents between two attributes is
based on the similarity of the parents’ labels P1 and P2. We use the method we
had described above to find similarity between the labels.

Similarity of Siblings: The similarity between siblings is also computed by the
Best-Match algorithm we had mentioned above. The similarity function between
two sibling attributes is described in formula 1 by setting ωs to 0.

In the implementation of the above methods, an important issue is string
normalization. In biological databases we worked with, labels often contain con-
catenated words. Instances of some attributes are particularly represented with
a fixed prefix and a number. For example, the SNP IDs have rs followed by
a number. Thus, the labels and instances need to be normalized before they
are used to compute the string similarity. Delimiters such as “ ” “.”, as well as
changes in type of character (numeric or alphabet) is used to break the string
into different words. For example, rs7412 is broken into rs and 7412.

3 Main Technical Approach

Given multiple data sources with interfaces, the goal of our algorithm is to find
the semantic matching between input attributes and output attributes among
multiple data sources. Thus, our approach has two main components. The first
component aims at finding valid instances for input attributes. Having such in-
stances allows us to obtain instances of output attributes, and thus find output
schemas. Once we have instances of input and output attributes, the second
component identifies the semantic correspondence between the set of all input
and output attributes across different data sources. Referring back to our exam-
ple, we had shown the given three query interfaces (Figure 2, sub-figures a) c),
and d)) for three deep web data sources A, B and C.

3.1 Discovering Instances for Input Attributes

For a deep web data source, sample outputs can only be obtained when we can
query the input interface by finding valid instances of input attributes. Further-
more, instances of input attributes and output attributes can efficiently suggest
the semantic matching between them. We combine two different ideas for finding
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such valid instances. First, we utilize information that the web source’s interface
provides. Second, we also try to learn instances for input attributes from the
output webpages obtained from data sources.

Instances from Input Interface. We have developed a new approach for
automatically finding instances for input attributes using the information that
is typically available from web pages related with the input interface provided by
the data source. The key observation is that the webpage of input interface and
webpages linked by the input interface always contain informative examples that
help user to learn how to query the data source. Thus, these webpages, which are
called help webpages in our algorithm, provide instances for input attributes. For
example, on the interface shown in Figure 2 a), the data source A provides a link
attached with search hints located after the text input box labeled with Enter
the dbSNP ID. The help webpage linked by search hints is shown in Figure 2 b).
In the web page, the data source A provides the example rs4253207 which can
be used for querying the text input box and the corresponding output webpage
is shown in Figure 2 c). In this case, we can use some technology to extract
the potential instances like rs4253207 from the help webpages for the input
attribute T labeled with L, which is the text surrounding the text input box
of T .

The algorithm for automatically finding instances from the input interface is
comprised of the following steps:

Identifying Potential Help Webpages: Help webpages can be retrieved by
useful links on the interfaces provided by the data sources. Thus, among all the
links provided by the interface, it is important to identify the useful ones that
might provide instances for users. We observed that the potentially useful links
for help webpages are always attached with keywords like help, search hints,
sample, about, how, what, tutorial, and map. Thus, if a link on the interface is
attached with text containing any of the keywords mentioned above, it is con-
sidered as a potentially useful link, and the corresponding webpage is collected
as a help webpage. In addition, the webpage of interface itself may also contain
instances for the input attribute, so it is also considered as a help webpage.

Locating Potential Instances: Given a set of help webpages, the location of
the potential instances should be identified. On the help webpages, the instances
provided by the data sources are always surrounded by the keywords like such
as, :, (), e.g., for example, for instance, like, as well as the label L for the input
attribute T . These keywords, denoted as set Ks, positively reveal the location of
potential instances on help webpages. For example, in Figure 2 b), the instance
rs4253207 follows : and dbSNP ID, which is the label of the input attribute,
and is also enclosed into parenthesis. Thus, on the help webpages, sentences
that contain any keyword included in the keywords set Ks are extracted. These
sentences are considered as locations that might contain potential instances.

It is helpful to preprocess the label L before using it to locate potential in-
stances. In our algorithm, noisy words are removed from the label. Examples
of such words are: please, enter, this, that, a, an, it, search, etc. We use a list
containing such kind of words and the words contained in this list are removed
from the label string.
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Discovering Potential Instances: We need to further identify the potential
instances from the extracted sentences in the last step. In domain-specific deep
data sources, the instances used to query the interface are often domain-specific
terms, which are less likely to be used in other domains. For example, rs4253207
is less frequently used in general English sources compared with other common
words such as enter, number, search, etc. Thus, we can use this property to
distinguish the potential input instances from the common words surrounding
them.

The frequency of the terms appearing on some general English sources is uti-
lized to identify the potential instances. In our implementation, a large collection
of documents is crawled from the web within the six domains of economics, sci-
ence, politics, arts, sports, and history. An inverted index is constructed for each
term in the collection and the corresponding document frequency df is computed.
The document frequency df of a term implies the number of documents in the
collection that contain the word.

For each term in sentences obtained in the last step, if its document frequency
df is less than a threshold λ, it will be considered as a potential instance for the
text input box T . In our algorithm, we set the threshold λ to 20.

Validating Potential Instances: To determine whether the extracted in-
stances are true instances or not, the potential instances are validated through
the interface. Extracted instances are submitted to the text input box T on the
input interface and the output webpages returned by the data source are com-
pared with a dummy webpage. This dummy webpage is obtained by submitting
a predefined nonsense query to the interface. If the output webpage is similar to
the dummy webpage, the corresponding instance is considered false. Otherwise,
the corresponding instance is considered to be a true instance for the text input
box T .

Obtaining Instances from Output Webpages. It is possible that there
are no instances provided by the interfaces of data sources , or the quantity of
instances found from the interface is not large enough to support reliable seman-
tic matching. In this case, more instances are required for the input attributes.
Besides help webpages of the interface, another type of informative source that
provides instances for an input attribute is the output webpages from other data
sources in the same domain. A dynamic algorithm is utilized to agglomeratively
find instances for input attributes from multiple data sources. The instances of
output attributes might be able to query input attributes of other data sources if
they are similar to each other, resulting in more output webpages and instances
of output attribute that can further provide instances for input attributes.The
similarity between output attributes and input attributes here is utilized to sug-
gest the potential instance provision, rather than identifying the semantically
matching attributes, which will be solved in the next section.

The example in Figure 2 shows the effectiveness of the algorithm. In Figure 2
c) and Figure 2 d), there is no instance for input attributes that can be found
directly from the input interface. However, in the output webpage shown in Fig-
ure 2 e), which is acquired by using the instance rs4253207 to query the interface
of the data source A, an output attribute with the label of Gene is obtained.
The instances obtained here may provide instances for the input attribute with
the label of Gene name, which is seen on the input interface of the data source
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B. This is because these two labels are very similar to each other, and further,
our validation method can always prune out instances that are not correct. Simi-
larly, the output attribute labeled with Gene ID in the data source B can provide
instances for querying the data source C, which is shown in Figure 2 d).

In general, we can use instances from other attributes which are likely to
be semantically similar to the given input attribute. The method is shown as
Algorithm 3.1. The input of the algorithm is a set of input attributes IA for
which we need to find the instances, the current attribute set CA , including
output attributes which already have instance sets, and a threshold λq, which
is used to control the size of input attributes’ instance set. In the algorithm,
input attributes ia ∈ IA are repeatedly probed by borrowing instances from
the current attribute set CA, until the size of ia’s instance set, Iia, is larger
than λq. Probing input attributes means using instances of the attributes in
the CA set to query the corresponding interface. In order to borrow instances
for the input attribute ia, the algorithm first computes the similarity values
between the attribute cai ∈ CA and the input attribute ia. Then, the algorithm
successively borrows instances for ia from the instance set of each cai in set CA,
according to the decreasing order of the similarity values computed in the S
set. Enriched with new attributes and instances, the CA set is able to provide
more instances for input attributes in set IA. If any attribute in the IA set
has an instance set larger than λq, the attribute is removed from the IA set
since we have found enough instances for it. The boolean variable, IsProbed, is
used to control the outer-most loop, making sure the procedure of checking new
discovered instances.

Algorithm 3.1: ProbeInterface(IA,CA, λq)

/*IA is a set of input attributes need to be probed, CA is

the current attribute set which has been probed, λq is threshold*/

Set a boolean variable IsProbed = true
while (IA �= null and IsProbed = true)

Set IsProbed = false
foreach ia ∈ IA
Compute the similarity set S
Sort the elements of S in descending order

while S �= null and |Iia| < λq

Choose attribute cat which has the largest similarity st ∈ S
Query ia using instances of cat until |Iia| > λq

if there are successful queries and IsProbed = false
IsProbed = true;
if |Iia| > λq

Remove ia from IA
Update CA using the output webpage of ia
Remove st from S

The instance set for input attribute on the unprobed interface is NULL, while
instances are continuously added into the instance set by borrowing from other
attributes. The similarity between ia and cai ∈ CA is computed using the simi-
larity function we had described earlier.
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We have also observed that semantically matched attributes have overlap in
their instance sets. Thus, if we borrow instances from attributes belonging to
other data sources, we tend to extract the same biological objects from these
data sources. For example, by borrowing instances, our algorithm tends to ex-
tract the biological object with Gene Name of ERCC6 from data sources A, B
and C, though their input attributes are different. Accordingly, from the out-
put webpages shown in Figure 2, sub-figures e), f), and g), we can find three
attributes, Chromosome from the data source A, Location from the data source
B and Gene Map Locus from the data source C, whose semantic correspondence
is greatly revealed by their overlapping instance sets. Thus, our algorithm is
able to find such a match because we borrowed an output instance to query an-
other data source, and thus, we are referring to the same biological object when
querying the different data sources.

3.2 Schema Matching

Output schemas can be obtained by querying through the interface, and by
analyzing the output webpages.

The algorithm for schema matching is based on a clustering process, which
aims at grouping attributes that have semantic correspondence. The input of
the algorithm is the set of attributes gathered from data sources, including input
attributes and output attributes. The algorithm starts by constructing a cluster
set, where each cluster in the set is composed of a single attribute from the
attribute set. Then, it repeatedly merges the pair of clusters with the largest
similarity into one cluster until there is no pair of clusters having similarity
larger than a threshold ρ.

For two clusters Ci and Cj , each of which is a set of attributes:
Ci = {Ai1, Ai2, ...Ain} and Cj = {Aj1, Aj2, ...Ajm} . The similarity between these
two clusters is the average of pairwise similarity between all pairs of attributes
from Ci and Cj :

ClSimi(Ci, Cj) =
∑

(Simi(Ait, Ajk))
n ∗ m

(2)

Where Ait ∈ Ci, Ajk ∈ Cj , and n, m are the sizes of cluster Ci and Cj . The sim-
ilarity between two attributes Simi(Ai, Aj) is calculated by similarity function
we had introduced earlier.

The output of the schema matching algorithm is a cluster set. Each clus-
ter in the set is composed of attributes with semantic correspondence. Thus, if
an input attribute and an output attribute from different data sources belong
to the same cluster, there is an input-output relation between these two data
sources. Besides the input-output relation, our algorithm could also identify the
input-input schema matches, and output-output schema matches. Further, if
several attributes from the same data source and an attribute from another data
source are in the same cluster, then there would be 1 : m mappings among these
attributes, e.g. Gene Ontology may be map to Gene Function, Gene Process,
and Gene Component. An attribute like Gene Ontology is referred to as a com-
posite attribute in our work, whereas all other attributes are considered simple
attributes.
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4 Evaluation Study

Our techniques for automatically integrating deep web data sources were evalu-
ated using a case study that focused on the SNP related biological data sources.
In the effort to explain the genetic contribution to complex diseases such as can-
cer and heart disease, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), that designate
sites in the genome that has two or more nucleotide variants segregating in a pop-
ulation, seem particularly promising because they are usually biallelic and thus
easily assayed. Because already over fourteen million human SNPs have been
reported in the public database (dbSNP, build 129), it is desirable to develop
methods of sifting through this information to find likely candidates for disease
association. One important prerequisite for searching SNP databases for likely
candidates for disease association is to be able to link information on SNP allelic
frequencies with information on the genomic location of a SNP and, if the SNP
is located within a gene (and over 6 million of them are1), the biological roles of
the protein encoded by that gene. For example, allelic variants that contribute
to disease are expected to have an effect on the phenotype, either by causing a
change in the amino acid sequence of a protein or by effecting regulation of gene
expression and/or intron splicing. Likewise, plausible candidate SNPs for associ-
ation with a given disease are likely to be found in genes whose protein products
are known to contribute to the biological processes and pathways involved in
the disease. Information on human SNPs is also useful for studying questions
relating to human evolutionary history and the role of population genetic pro-
cesses such as natural selection in shaping the human genome. Thus, providing
effective search mechanisms for SNP-related information requires integration of
a large number of independent biological data sources.

Table 1. Instances Discovered from Input Interfaces

Data Source Interface # from Interface

SNP500 Cancer
SNPID 1

GeneName 2

dbSNP
rsID 5

ssID 8

Gene GeneName 4

SIFT SNPID 10

Particularly, in this study, we integrated 11 data sources with 24 query in-
terfaces which include SNP500Cancer, dbSNP, SeattleSNP, HumanProtein, and
others. The deep web data sources provide data about SNP, Gene, Protein and
related information. All the interfaces are text-query based interfaces and each
interface contains one text input box, which implies that there is one input at-
tribute on each query interface. For all experiments we conducted, the weight
coefficients for the component similarities are set as follows: ωt = 0.05, ωv = 0.22,
ωd = 0.33, ωl = 0.2, ωp = 0.1 and ωS = 0.1. This reflects the observation that
the instance-level property, including similarity of type, value and domain, is

1 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/snp summary.cgi
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very important to identify the semantics of attributes. For attributes where one
or more of parent, siblings, and instances are null, the weights are adjusted to
maintain the same ratio between weights of non-null properties. We conduct
our experiment on all the biological data sources by setting ρ = 0.2, which is
the stopping threshold for clustering process, and setting λq = 30 which is the
threshold for the number of querying instances. The threshold λq is chosen so
that the performance of the system is stable, which means that increasing λq

won’t largely increase the system’s performance.

4.1 Effectiveness of the Approach

One of the important aspects of our work is the method for discovering input
instances directly from the input interfaces. Table 1 summarizes the number of
instances we are able to discover automatically. From the table, we can see that
among the 24 input attributes, there are 6 input attributes for which we are
able to obtain instances directly from interface. For all other input attributes,
instances are learnt from output webpages dynamically, as we had described
in Section 3.1. Thus, using the help webpages associated with these 6 input
attributes, our method is able to successively find instances for all input and
output attributes in the system, and enable schema matching.

As an example of the functionality of our method, Table 2 shows the input-
output relations among 5 interfaces identified by our algorithm. In the table,
each row corresponds to an input-output relation. The first column shows the
data source that contains the input attribute, the second column is the data
source that provides the output attribute and the third column is the matching
attribute. The fourth column shows whether our system identifies the method
correctly. As we can see, matches with a number of different attributes are iden-
tified within these 5 data sources. All but one of the matches shown here were
identified correctly our system.

Table 3 shows the total count of semantic matching identified across all
24 query interfaces. We separate input-input schema matching, input-output
schema matching, and output-output schema matching.

Table 2. Input-Output Relations Identified between 5 Data Sources

Input Source Output Source Attribute Correct

SNP500 Cancer Seattle SNPID Y

Gene Seattle GeneID Y

Gene HumanProtein GeneID Y

Gene HGNC GeneID Y

Seattle SNP500 Cancer GeneName Y

Seattle HumanProtein GeneName Y

Seattle HGNC GeneName Y

HumanProtein Gene OMIM N

HumanProtein HGNC OMIM Y

HGNC Gene GeneBank ID Y
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Table 3. Schema Matches Across Data

Sources

Type Discovered Correct Missed

In-In 21 19 0

In-Out 141 128 6

Out-Out 385 297 77

All 547 444 83

Table 4. Performance: Accuracy of

Schema Matching

Type Precision(%) Recall(%) F(%)

In-In 90.4 100 94.9

In-Out 90.7 95.5 93.0

Out-Out 77.1 79.4 78.8

All 81.2 84.2 82.6

4.2 Quantitative Analysis

We use three metrics to quantify our approach: precision, recall, and F-measure.
Precision is the percentage of the correct mappings over all mappings identified
by our method. Recall is the percentage of the correct mappings identified by our
method over all mappings in the data set given by the domain expert. F-measure
incorporates both precision and recall with the following expression

F = 2PR/(P + R)

where, F , P , and R denote the F-measure, Precision, and Recall, respectively.
Table 4 shows the performance of our system on overall schema matching as

well as on different types of schema matching we perform. The result on overall
schema matching shows that our automatic matching method is effective. With
some assistance from domain experts, our techniques can help achieve accurate
integration across data sources. From the table we can also see that our system
has good performance on input-output attribute mapping, which implies that our
system can efficiently discover the input-output relations between data sources.
However, our system does not perform so well on output-output attribute map-
ping. This is because the output attributes are often more complex than the
input attributes, which make it more challenging to identify the output-output
mappings.

We also conducted a number of experiments on overall schema matching to
further understand the cases in which our techniques are not effective. First, we
focused on understanding the relative performance of our techniques on two types
of attributes, i.e, the simple attributes and composite attributes. As we explained
earlier, Composite attribute refers to an attribute that may be mapped to more
than one attributes in another data source, while a simple attribute is only
mapped to one attribute in other data sources. We divide our data sources into
two sets. The first set is composed of the data sources which only have simple
attributes in their schemas, while the second set is composed of the data sources
which contains composite attributes in their schemas.

The performance of our system on these two sets is shown in Table 5. From the
results, we can see that our system has better performance on simple attributes.
In other words, it is important to improve our method on composite attributes
to further achieve better integration.

We also evaluated the performance of our method based on different attribute
types, namely string attributes and numeric attributes. For an attribute, if all the
instances are numeric, it is called a numeric attribute, otherwise, it is called a
string attribute. The performance of our system on numeric and string attributes
is shown in Table 6.
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Table 5. Performance on Simple and

Composite Attributes

Precision(%) Recall(%) F(%)

Simple 83.0 88.0 85.4

Composite 82.2 71.4 76.4

Table 6. Performance: String and Nu-

meric Attributes

Precision(%) Recall(%) F(%)

String 86.9 84.2 85.52

Numeric 95.0 97.4 95.7

Compared with the performance on the entire data set, our system performs
better on each individual type of attribute. This result illustrates that it is more
difficult to perform schema matching on mixed types of attributes than single
type of attributes. The table also shows that the system has better performance
on numeric attribute than string attribute. This is because most of the compos-
ite attributes are string attributes, which deteriorates the performance of our
approach.

5 Related Work

Schema matching is an important problem in data integration, and has been very
well studied [8,9,12,10,22,17,20,19,21]. Early systems for scheme matching[8,12]
focused on traditional databases. These systems mainly compare the pairwise
similarity between attributes, based on their labels and instances, the structures
of the schema, as well as any constraints. The LSD system [8] uses machine-
learning methods to match a new schema with a predefined global schema. Cu-
pid [12] is a generic schema matching system that discovers matches in schema
elements based on their names, data types, constraints and schema structure.

In recent years, many efforts have focused on schema matching on input in-
terfaces of deep web data sources[9,10,22]. The main goal of these system is to
provide a unified query interface for the user. He et al. [9] gave the hypoth-
esis that there is an underlying generative global schema model for the input
interfaces across different web data sources in each domain. He et al. [10] intro-
duced a system called WISE-Integrator, which performs automatic integration
of web interfaces. Wu et al.[22] propose an interactive clustering-based approach
for integrate query interfaces of data sources. The algorithm identifies mapping
attributes by clustering them into a group based on their names and values.
The difference between our work and these systems is that they do not consider
output attributes. Sarma et al.[17] have proposed a Pay-As-You-Go system to
perform schema matching between the data sources and a mediated schema.
A probabilistic mediated schema is created in this system and probabilistic
schema mappings between the sources and the mediated schema is identified
automatically.

More closely related to our work, Wang et al. [20] have developed a schema
matching system that works on both the input and output schemas of deep web
data sources. The system maps attributes based on comparing their instances
with the attributes in a predefined global schema. The instances are obtained
by probing the interface of deep web data sources. The probing method they use
is based on assuming availability of a domain-specific global schema, and a set
of pre-defined data objects under this schema. Our approach is clearly distinct,
as we find query instances from the help pages, and further, use instances from
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other similar attributes obtained dynamically from output web pages. WebIQ[21]
is a system that discovers instances for input attributes from the surface Web
and the Deep web. WebIQ extends question answering techniques commonly
used in the AI community and discovers instances from a surface search engine.
Our work is based on use of existing help links, which are not used in their work.
WebIQ also borrows instances from other attributes, though the exact algorithm
used in our work is very different.

With rapid increase in the number of biological data sources, several recent
efforts have focused on biological schema matching [11,19]. Wang et al. [19]
compare the attributes in different schemas based on their names and the schema
structure with a new emphasis on using the context of the attribute provided in
the schema structure.

The main novel aspect of our work is that we perform schema matching on
inter-dependent deep web data sources, and perform an application study focus-
ing on biological deep web data sources. None of the previous work on schema
matching on deep web data sources considered either of these aspects: i.e. inter-
dependent data sources, or biological data sources. Our algorithm automatically
discovers the instances for input attributes, generates the global schema, and
identifies matching attributes.

Somewhat related to our work, there are systems designed for probing and
extracting data from deep web data sources [7,4,13]. The systems proposed by
Callan et al [7] and Barbosa et al [4] focus on extracting documents from text
databases through keyword-based query interfaces. Similar as our strategy, their
systems also use the outputs from previous probes as new input instances for the
new probe. However, the input schema of text databases has fewer constraints,
i.e., all English words are valid input instances. As a result, unlike our method,
they do not need to match the output with the input.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have applied a series of data mining techniques for schema
matching. Particularly, in schema matching, we have considered input-output
attribute matches, in addition to input-input and output-output matches. We
show that the instances for querying deep web data sources can be discovered
from the information provided by the query interfaces themselves, as well as the
obtained output pages of related data sources by query probing using dynami-
cally identified input instances. Our approach has been effective on a number of
biological data sources.
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Abstract. Systems biology develops mathematical models of biological sys-
tems that seek to explain, or better still predict, how the system behaves. In bot-
tom-up systems biology, systematic quantitative experimentation is carried out 
to obtain the data required to parameterize models, which can then be analyzed 
and simulated. This paper describes an approach to integrated information man-
agement that supports bottom-up systems biology, with a view to automating, 
or at least minimizing the manual effort required during, creation of quantitative 
models from qualitative models and experimental data.  Automating the process 
makes model construction more systematic, supports good practice at all stages 
in the pipeline, and allows timely integration of high throughput experimental 
results into models. 

Keywords: computational systems biology, workflow. 

1   Introduction and Motivation  

Systems biology involves the development and study of mathematical models of bio-
logical systems. Existing databases of pathways, combined with the emergence of 
consensus models of specific organisms [1], provide broad access to qualitative mod-
els of biological systems. In bottom-up systems biology, these qualitative models can 
be used as a starting point for the creation of quantitative models that support a range 
of different forms of simulation and analysis [2]. As such, bottom-up systems biology 
projects: (i) identify the pathway or portion of a network that is to be modeled; (ii) 
associate the model with functions and parameter values that represent its dynamic 
behavior, either from databases [3] or experimentation; and (iii) analyze and/or simu-
late the resulting model to understand its properties. 

In common practice, model construction is a manual process, in which a modeler 
manually associates a qualitative model with dynamics, and experiments with the 
resulting model using software tools such as Copasi [4]. Such an approach can give 
rise to good quality models, but certainly can be seen more as a cottage industry than 
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as a highly scaleable production process. The widespread use of high throughput 
experimental methods means that manual modeling can easily become the rate  
limiting step, and the diversity of available data sets means that modelers operate in a 
complex information space in which the provenance of a model can be difficult to 
decipher. As such, there seems to be value in exploring the extent to which the asso-
ciation of models with experimental data – in essence the transition from machines to 
models to simulations – can be automated. 

  

Fig. 1. Overview of key components and the data flows between them 

This paper presents an approach to the automation of experimental data capture 
and integration with models, in which quantitative proteomics, metabolomics and 
reaction kinetics experimental data is used to parameterize workflows from a meta-
bolic reconstruction, for simulation and analysis using Copasi [4]. In this approach, 
which is illustrated in Figure 1, the following steps take place: 

1. Experimental data is captured directly from instruments, and subject to primary 
analyses (for example, in proteomics to obtain protein concentrations from mass 
spectrometry results [5]). 
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2. Experimental data from instruments, along with the results of the primary analy-
ses, are archived in experimental data repositories, specifically MeMo [6], PRIDE 
[7] and SABIO-RK [3] that provide a comprehensive record of the experimental 
processes followed and the results obtained. As such, the experimental data  
repositories contain the levels of detail that would allow primary analyses such as 
protein quantifications to be rerun, and the experimental design to be validated. 

3. The information required for modeling is extracted from the experimental data 
resources and stored in a Key Results Database (KRDB), which essentially asso-
ciates sample information with experimental factors and measured results. Thus 
the KRDB contains the subset of the data from the experimental repositories at 
(2) that is required for modeling, and provides consistent representation of quanti-
tative experimental data results for use during model parameterization. As 
SABIO-RK [3] was essentially already designed to support modeling tasks, we do 
not replicate reaction kinetics data in the KRDB. 

4. A Taverna [8] workflow obtains qualitative model information, represented using 
SBML [9], parameterizes this model with results in the KRDB, and conveys the 
resulting quantitative model to the Copasi Web Service [10] for calibration and 
simulation. An SBML document is built up incrementally through the workflow 
cycle. Initially an unparameterized, stoichiometric network is extracted from the 
metabolic reconstruction. The parameterization workflow queries the KRDB to 
extract initial concentrations of metabolites and enzymes. SABIO-RK is queried 
allowing each reaction to be expanded in terms of its kinetic equation and kinetic 
parameters. These parameters are then tuned by the calibration workflow produc-
ing a model that may be submitted to the simulation workflow, generating results 
in SBRML format [11]. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 drills down on the indi-
vidual components within the lifecycle, describing the key design decisions and the 
resulting capabilities. Section 3 presents some conclusions on the results to date and 
their significance for systems biology in practice. 

2   Components and Characteristics 

2.1   From Equipment to Experimental Results 

Three experimental techniques are required to provide data for the parameterization of 
kinetic metabolic models: quantitative proteomics and metabolomics, and enzyme 
kinetic assays. In each case there is a requirement to: 

(i) perform analyses on the raw experimental data to derive the secondary 
quantitative parameters required in the model;  

(ii) store the raw experimental data along with relevant metadata and the de-
rived parameters, thus providing the facility to trace back and reanalyze 
raw data should this be required from model simulation results. Where 
possible, existing data standards and tools are reused, both to reduce 
wheel-reinvention and development time, and also to provide the facility 
of sharing experimental data in formats with which the bioinformatics 
community is familiar.  
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Quantitative proteomics studies are performed using tandem mass spectrometry, util-
izing the QconCAT approach in which isotopically-labelled peptides of known con-
centration are spiked into a sample, and peak area / intensity comparisons are used to 
infer peptide and therefore protein concentration in the sample [5]. 

In order to facilitate the analysis task, a wizard has been produced [12] that  
automates the steps of:  

(i) performing a database search against the Mascot search engine [13] to 
identify both isotopically-labelled and native peptides;  

(ii) determining which peptides can be reliably quantified, based on Mascot 
significance scores and peptide ion retention times;  

(iii) performing the quantification, using an algorithm developed for the SI-
LACAnalyser tool [14];  

(iv) formatting both identification and quantification results according to the 
PRIDE XML data format; and  

(v) uploading both the derived results and experimental data to a native XML 
database. 

Following submission to the XML database, data can be extracted and queried via a 
web and web service interface. It is standard practice in quantitative proteomics for 
multiple experimental replicates to be performed, and thus quantifications at the  
protein level are calculated using contributions from individual peptides from each 
replicate. These can then be queried to parameterize SBML models or extracted to 
populate the KRDB (see Figure 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Web interface displaying raw experimental proteomics data. Absolute protein concentra-
tions can be exported from this data and stored in the Key Results Database. 
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Fig. 3. The KineticsWizard result panel. The left panel displays the raw absorbance data as 
acquired, upon which the reaction initial rate has been fit. The initial rates from all acquisitions 
are plotted against substrate concentration in a Michaelis-Menten [17] plot on the right hand 
side. From this Michaelis-Menten plot, the kinetic parameters kcat and KM are calculated and 
displayed in the top panel. 

Quantitative metabolomics studies are also performed using tandem mass spec-
trometry. However, due to the physiochemical diversity of metabolites, these experi-
ments are less homogenous than quantitative proteomics studies, and a range of  
experimental techniques are performed in order to determine their in vivo concentra-
tions. As such, the experimental data analysis step is performed manually, generating 
a list of metabolite concentrations that can be input into the MeMo database. Metabo-
lite concentrations can then be accessed through a Pierre-generated web and web 
service interface [15]. 

Enzyme kinetic assays are performed through spectrophotometry, in which each 
enzyme of interest is expressed and purified, and the rate of its action measured in 
vitro by measuring the production of reaction product over time. 

While the SABIO-RK database is a well-established resource for the storage of ki-
netic parameters derived from such experiments, there is currently no existing re-
source for the management of the original time course raw data from which these 
parameters are derived. As such, a solution has been developed in which derived 
parameters are stored in SABIO-RK, while associated raw data is managed in an 
extension of the MeMo database. Both resources are linked through web and web 
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service interfaces, allowing the user of a given parameter to view and extract the 
original raw data from which the parameter was derived [16]. 

With a view to automating experimental data capture, analysis and deposition  
as much as possible, several wizards have been developed. For example, the  
KineticsWizard is integrated with the instrument software that performs the  
tasks of:  

(i) calculating kinetic parameters by applying a fitting algorithm to the 
time course data (see Figure 3);  

(ii) capturing sufficient metadata to allow mapping of parameters to mod-
els; and  

(iii) submitting data to the MeMo and SABIO-RK databases. SABIO-RK 
provides the facility to export kinetic parameters in SBML format, and 
can act as a single unified interface both to newly measured in-house 
parameters and to existing third party kinetic data. 

Taken as a whole, the above resources provide the facility for analyzing and manag-
ing experimental data in such a way that derived values and parameters may be  
readily imported into systems biology models. 

2.2   From Experimental Results to Key Results 

MeMo and PRIDE store experimental data in quite specific formats that preserve 
information about their acquisition and subsequent processing. Within our workflow, 
we only require the cellular concentrations of metabolites and enzymes alongside 
measured kinetic parameters to be able to parameterize our models. The diverse  
nature of the representation of data in the independently developed experimental re-
sults repositories (MeMo, PRIDE, SABIO-RK) lends itself to being consolidated  
into a single repository to ease interactions with the workflows that parameterize and 
calibrate the model. 

The KRDB [18], the data model for which is illustrated in Figure 4, allows for the 
amount of metadata associated with a recorded result to be reduced to the minimum 
necessary to support model development, and thereby facilitates the storage of these 
results in a set format, no matter which type of experiment they were acquired from. 
We note that there is not really, therefore, a single minimum information requirement 
for a type of experimental data; rather different users of experimental data results 
have different requirements. In this context, the target users of the experimental  
repositories are principally experimentalists who need to understand in detail the 
process through which results were produced, for example to inform reanalysis. By 
contrast the target users of the KRDB are modelers, who rarely have the inclination 
(or perhaps expertise) to make full use of the details captured in the experimental data 
repositories.  

We view a result as a particular reading, or calculated quantity (Measurement) 
of a particular thing (MeasuredItem, MeasuredItemType), gathered under a 
particular set of conditions and possibly at a particular time (in the data model these 
conditions are referred to as Factors). These conditions may be either static 
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Fig. 4. UML Class Diagram of the Key Results Data Model. Boxes are classes. Arrows indicate 
classes that have inherited from a parent class. Lines with diamonds indicate classes that are 
possessed by another class – the diamond end of the line extends from the containing class. 
Labels indicate what classes represent in the containing class and the cardinality of the relation-
ships. All relationships are 1:1 unless otherwise indicated (0-* is any number of instances or 
none at all, 1-* is at least one instance). 

throughout the experiment (StaticFactors) or vary as the readings taken from the 
experiment progress (VariedFactors). 

The data model has been converted into an XML schema, and a repository for 
documents conforming to this schema has been developed. Data for submission to the 
KRDB is formatted using spreadsheet software into tab delimited files, consisting of a 
list of measurements and the variable factors associated with each measurement. Once 
in this format a web form is used to add additional annotation to the experiment and 
submit the data to the database.  

The web form allows basic details of the experiment to be entered, along with any 
specific conditions surrounding the experiment (the StaticFactors described 
earlier). Upon submission, the form and tab delimited file are checked for basic  
consistency and then processed by server side software into an XML document  
conforming to the KRDB schema. This document is then stored in eXist, an open-
source, freely available XML database that provides support for web and web service 
interface development (http://exist-db.org/). 

Data may be retrieved from the repository either manually through a web-based 
front end, or as in the case of our workflows, by using eXist’s RESTful web service 
interface. 
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For our workflow we store the consolidated cellular concentrations of metabolites 
and proteins in the KRDB. These numbers are calculated by the experimentalists 
using the Wizards described in Section 2.1 from their replicate data and recorded in 
tab delimited format as described above. Metabolites are identified by ChEBI IDs 
[19], unambiguously linking the metabolite to a defined chemical structure, and like-
wise enzymes by gene or protein identifiers, such as Saccharomyces Genome Data-
base (SGD) [20] and UniProt [21] respectively. Figure 5 shows a fragment of KRDB 
XML describing the concentration of the enzyme YCR012W.  

 
<CellLine> 
    <Name>Y23925</Name> 
    <Organism name="Saccharomyces cerevisiae"/> 
</CellLine> 
<ExperimentRun> 
    <TypeOfResult name="Protein Quantification"/> 
    <Description>Proteomics quantifications</Description> 
    <NumericalResult> 
        <VariedFactorValues/> 
        <MeasuredItem  
             itemType="YeastGeneAccession">YCR012W</MeasuredItem> 
        <Measurement unit="cell^-1">2818332.709</Measurement> 

  </NumericalResult> 
 

Fig. 5. Fragment of KRDB XML showing markup for the quantification of the enzyme 
YCR012W, measured in the unit copy numbers per cell. 

2.3   From Results to Parameterized Models 

The three sets of results produced from experiments measuring the activity of en-
zymes and their concentrations, as well as those of the metabolites involved in  
enzymatic reactions, are used for the parameterization of systems biology models. 
Integration of the experimental data with initially qualitative models can be achieved 
in a systematic manner using procedures constructed and enacted by a workflow  
management system such as Taverna [8]. These workflows define the flow of data 
between computational resources, which have been deployed as web services, ena-
bling databases such as SABIO-RK and the KRDB to be queried by the workflow 
enactment engine. 

Taverna workflows have been written to assemble, optimize and simulate param-
eterized systems biology models. These steps are characterized by successive trans-
formations of a SBML model with quantitative data. Parameterization of a systems 
biology model initially requires a skeleton SBML model that describes, in a qualita-
tive fashion, the components and their relationships with one another in a biological 
system. In terms of a metabolic pathway, metabolites and enzymes represent the 
nodes of this system, whilst the edges between these components represent biochemi-
cal reactions. Information about individual metabolic reactions originates from a web 
service providing access to a metabolic reconstruction. Smaller, more manageable, 
models comprising specific metabolic pathways are constructed by a qualitative 
model construction workflow based on some given criteria such as a list of enzyme 
names, as illustrated in Figure 6. Various metadata are retrieved for enzymes and  
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metabolites from the consensus metabolic model web service. These metadata include 
references to external databases including ChEBI and UniProt) identifiers, so that 
metabolites and enzymes can be uniquely identified within a SBML model. Informa-
tion representing the association of metabolites and enzymes for each reaction is then 
retrieved from the metabolic reconstruction web service. Based on this collated data, 
an SBML document is assembled using classes and methods from libSBML by the 
qualitative model construction workflow [22]. 

 

Fig. 6. The workflow used for constructing qualitative models of metabolic pathways in SBML. 
Calls to the consensus network web service (grey boxes) provide information about the protein, 
the catalysed reaction and its constituent metabolites for each enzyme from a list of open read-
ing frame numbers. This information is used within nested workflows (white boxes) to itera-
tively generate components in SBML models using methods from libSBML. An SBML model 
is produced as the output of the workflow. 

 
The creation of a qualitative SBML model defining how components are related to 

one another in metabolic reactions provides a context for the integration of pro-
teomics, metabolomics and reaction kinetics data. The parameterization of the SBML 
model undertaken by this second workflow involves the mapping of quantitative ex-
perimental data onto the model which is dependent upon the external database identi-
fiers that have been used to reference metabolites and enzymes in the qualitative 
SBML model, and the key results and SABIO-RK databases (Figure 7). 
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Fig. 7. Model parameterisation workflow integrating experimental data from SABIO-RK and 
the KRDB with a qualitative SBML model. Quantitative data from SABIO-RK and the KRDB 
were used to parameterise source metabolites and enzymes with their starting concentrations, 
and reactions with enzyme kinetics. 
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Fig. 8. A fragment of an SBML model showing the parameterized starting concentration of the 
enzyme labeled as YCR012W, This concentration was calculated by the parameterisation work-
flow using the data shown in Figure 5 

The starting concentrations of metabolites and enzymes are parameterized with 
measurements stored in the KRDB by matching ChEBI and UniProt identifiers  
between data values in this repository with appropriate components in the SBML 
model (Figure 8). Other sources of data for parameterising starting concentrations of 
metabolites and enzymes can be used, providing that ChEBI and UniProt database 
identifiers have been used to reference measurements. In contrast, the combination of 
ChEBI and UniProt identifiers that defines each metabolic reaction in the qualitative 
SBML model is used by the parameterisation workflow to search for relevant kinetics 
in the SABIO-RK database. It is often the case that this search results in multiple sets 
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of kinetic data being found for a given reaction due to readings that have been meas-
ured for enzymes under different assay conditions. In these cases, the parameterisa-
tion workflow invites the user to select those kinetics required for the reaction based 
on experiment conditions. The output of the parameterisation workflow is a SBML 
document whose reactions have been parameterised with reaction kinetics and starting 
concentrations for source metabolites. 

2.4   From Parameterised Models to Simulation Results 

Prior to their use in predictive studies, parameterized models may be optimized in 
order to improve their accuracy when used in simulations. Experimental measure-
ments of metabolite concentrations can be used to modify parameters in reaction 
kinetics until the output of the model produces results similar to those obtained from 
experimentation. Optimization of the SBML model can be performed in workflows 
by making use of an optimization algorithm in COPASI that has been exposed as a 
web service [10]. However, optimization of an SBML model is a complicated proc-
ess. Firstly, there is the problem with mapping metabolomics measurements with 
metabolites in systems biology models. Secondly, the process of model optimization 
requires selection of those parameters to optimize and to what extent. A model  
calibration workflow has been implemented which converts experimental data  
into SBRML, thus allowing metabolomic measurements to be associated with  
components in SBML models [11]. This workflow also features the use of a pop  
up window wizard that invites the user to configure those parameters requiring  
optimization. 

The calibration workflow uses the COPASIWS optimization web service that has 
been implemented in an asynchronous fashion due to the compute-intensive nature of 
the process. The workflow initiates a request for a job identifier that is then used to 
ensure that data is loaded and configured appropriately for each optimization process. 
The output of the calibration workflow is a SBML model whose original reaction 
parameter values have been modified against metabolomics measurements by the 
COPASIWS optimization web service. This optimized SBML model may now be 
used for simulation, which can also be performed using workflows. Such a workflow 
was constructed which invokes the time course simulation service available from 
COPASIWS, which can provide results in SBRML format for further processing 
(Figure 9). For example, the time course results for specific metabolites can be ex-
tracted and then used to plot how concentration varies according to time. 

Whilst workflows can automate the integration of data, manual perusal of the mod-
els between each workflow stage of the process of generating optimized systems 
biology models is required to ensure that they make sense from a biological point of 
view. The set of systems biology workflows is reliant on data and metadata in all 
databases being consistent, otherwise anomalous models can be generated. For exam-
ple, the presence of charge-balancing protons in reactions from one database but not 
for the same reaction in another source can lead to the inability of workflows to pa-
rameterise reactions. Problems with parameterisation of starting concentrations can 
also occur when the same metabolites have been referenced with different ChEBI 
identifiers in databases. 
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Fig. 9. A fragment of an SBRML file showing the results in the form of changes in metabolite 
concentrations produced by the time course simulation workflow 

3   Conclusions 

The construction of predictive metabolic models from experimental data is a considerable 
bottleneck in high throughput Systems Biology. Our information management strategy 
has defined a process (Figure 1) whereby data may be acquired and used in a systematic, 
and largely automated way, go some way towards alleviating this limiting step. 

The initial hurdle for any information management strategy is not the development 
of repositories, but the streamlining of the process of data acquisition in such a way 
that those generating it do not perceive it as burdensome. Adding value during the 
process of data acquisition shifts the benefits from some detached individual some-
where down the line to one that is of obvious relevance to the experimentalist. Our 
“wizard” acquisition tools perform precisely this function; the PrideWizard, as well as 
capturing metadata associated with experiments, automates the quantification of  
peptides within minutes rather than the days it takes to perform this task by hand.  
The KineticsWizard also captures metadata, but automates the calculation of kinetic 
parameters, removing the need to perform this task by hand.  

Once acquired, the data must be made available to consumers. These consumers 
will either be modelers or, in the case illustrated in this paper, modeling workflows. 
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We are aware that the consumers may not have access to the resources needed to 
implement or maintain the heavyweight experimental databases (MeMo, PRIDE) that 
we have used to archive our data. To this end, the KRDB was developed to integrate 
data from MeMo and PRIDE, and make it available to systems biology workflows. 
The use of the KRDB makes our data and workflows both useful to and implement-
able by others. Utilisation of such generic resources ensures that the system is appli-
cable to a range of organisms. Although yeast is studied in this demonstration, none 
of the tools used are limited to this organism. 

The Taverna workflows that assemble, optimize and simulate systems biology 
models are the consumers of the acquired data, and are the culmination of the infor-
mation management workflow. By automating these processes we have tackled the 
perceived rate-limiting step of model construction, and provided the facility to run 
repeated simulations incorporating automatically selected parameter values. 

The facility to simulate multiple parameter sets quickly is valuable. It allows mul-
tiple hypotheses to be tested in silico, which may then inform experiments that need 
to be conducted in order to validate the generated models, or highlight elements of 
metabolism that may be manipulated experimentally to further understanding. 

As high-throughput experimental techniques continue to improve, the problem of 
how to manage the data generated will be a perpetual one. The workflow, tools and 
repositories presented and described here demonstrate how integrated information 
management can support and expedite the processes of integrative systems biology, 
something that can only become of increasing importance.  

Availability 

All workflows and accompanying documentation are available from myExperiment at 
http://www.myexperiment.org/packs/107. The Taverna workbench (version 2.1) can be 
downloaded from http://www.taverna.org.uk to run workflows, which make use of a key 
results database available from http://beaconw.cs.manchester.ac.uk:8780/mcisbkrdb/ and 
SABIORK that is accessible at http://sabio.villa-bosch.de. The COPASI web service is 
available from http://www.comp-sysbio.org/CopasiWS/. 
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Abstract. This paper discusses a general purpose software architecture, called 
Addama, which is used to support the rapid integration and analysis of high 
volumes of complex biological data. It does this by providing: adaptable soft-
ware which enables interoperable data access; a step-wise and flexible integra-
tion strategy, allowing new information to be overlaid on top of existing annota-
tions and context graphs; and through the provision of asynchronous messaging 
to support rapid integration of new analysis mechanisms. This work is illus-
trated through the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) study. Addama is being used 
within a TCGA analysis center to identity new therapeutic intervention ap-
proaches by equating clinical outcomes with underlying genomic effects across 
heterogeneous data from approximately 20,000 patient samples. Addama sup-
ports projects like the TCGA through accepting that biological understanding 
continually changes, and that the rapid integration of new information and 
analyses is an essential requirement when supporting research. 

Keywords: data management, integration architecture, database, schema-free. 

1   Introduction 

Biological data is complex, and our understanding of the underlying principles of 
biological systems is continually evolving. For example, a single base pair mutation 
may result in a large, disease related phenotypic change. The mechanisms behind 
these effects can vary from alternative splicing, to new gene fusions or mislocaliza-
tion. While there are many other systems to consider in biological data (e.g. protein 
interactions, non-coding RNA, metabolics), within genomics alone the roles of factors 
relating to epigenetic, non-protein encoding elements, and chromosome territories are 
continually changing our understanding of gene function and regulation.  

Complexity is just one of the problems faced in the integration of biological data.  
This problem is compounded by the rate at which the data is growing in both scale 
and scope. This change in scale has been driven by a dramatic increase in the devel-
opment and use of high throughput measurement technologies, and an associated 
decrease in the cost of running experiments. The widespread adoption of high 
throughput sequencing technologies is largely responsible for the change in magni-
tude of the experimental data size.  In addition, new proteomics and cellular imaging 
technologies and experiments strongly influence the manner in which data manage-
ment is being designed.  The third aspect to consider is the scope of experimental 
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investigation, with systems biology requiring simultaneous measurements of a num-
ber of different parameters using multiple technologies (e.g. FACS, proteomics, BS-
Seq, Chip-Seq). 

To support this change in complexity, scope and scale new data integration archi-
tectures are needed. This paper discusses one such architecture, called Addama, 
which has been specifically designed to be used within systems biology based inves-
tigations. Addama has been in development for three years, and is used to support a 
number of high profile systems biology based research projects including: 

• The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA): the architecture supports the integration 
and analysis of data from the Cancer Genome Atlas, as it is used to directly 
support one of the TCGA Genome Data Analysis Centers. This data is derived 
from 20,000 patient samples and includes genomic, epigenomic and clinical 
record information. 

• Atlas of the detectable human proteome (MRM Atlas): the architecture is 
being used to support a system to create a complete map of the human pro-
teome. This map aims to analyze approximately 1 million human peptides, and 
provide the tools to design and undertake targeted proteomics experiments us-
ing this reference data set. 

• Systems Approach to Immunity: the architecture supports a distributed multi 
site investigation into the mouse innate immune system. Each site generates 
different types of information (including FACS, gene expression and pro-
teomics profiles), which are then analyzed centrally. The data is then made 
available to the community (www.systemsimmunology.org). 

The first section in this paper gives a background to the problems of data integration 
in the biomedical sciences.  The example section describes the TCGA and how Ad-
dama is used to support data integration and analysis.  The architecture section de-
scribes how the system was designed, and the final section outlines the benefits and 
deficiencies within Addama. 

2   Background 

This section provides a brief history of enterprise integration systems developed 
within the life sciences and explores the reasons for their lack of adoption.  Although 
these powerful technologies have not been widely adopted in the research community, 
the different strategies that have been used offer valuable lessons which have guided 
the development of Addama. 

Integration systems have been under development for over 15 years, and they gen-
erally followed the technology trend of the time [1-9], with each of them applying the 
latest standards and methodologies to the problem of integrating life science data and 
tools. 

The adoption of these solutions in the research environment has been limited for a 
number of reasons, including:  the time, effort and expertise needed to integrate the 
technologies was considerable, and the cost/benefit in terms of resources was difficult 
to justify; as research is continually evolving due to new findings and new instrumen-
tation, the static formalisms (e.g. ontologies, interfaces or schemas) required by most 
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approaches were hard to establish and maintain [10].  These constraints limited the 
ability to extend the functionality and incorporate tools in the required ad-hoc manner.  
In retrospect, and obviously subjectively, different facets of the systems that helped or 
hindered their adoption can be identified. One important facet is the ability to inte-
grate "as is", so that databanks and tools do not have to be continually updated to 
reflect changes in the integration infrastructure or data (e.g. the early success with 
SRS in integrating disparate databanks using a separate parsing language, the use of 
BioMoby to integrate different services). Conversely the problems with predefined 
standards in the life sciences can be illustrated through the lack of use of systems that 
depended upon them (e.g. Alliance, GKP), and the importance of having a lightweight 
approach to integration can also be seen (e.g. by comparing the relative success of 
caBIG against caGrid).   

The infrastructure, expertise and effort required to adopt enterprise technologies 
are not justified to a typical researcher. Instead, scripting languages (e.g. Perl, Ruby 
or Python) are often used either in conjunction with file exchange formats or as part 
of a two tier database architecture. These simple technologies have low learning 
curves that allow any researcher with minimal software training to rapidly develop 
and deploy a solution in their working environment.  This has led to the prevalence of 
an "organic" development model, which does not generally result in software that is 
reusable or extensible.  It also demands a higher tolerance for bugs and must be re-
built to respond to higher performance demands (e.g. large data sets, high throughput 
analysis). The requirement in research has always been the ability to develop solu-
tions quickly to satisfy short term needs, the trade off is that the resulting software is 
difficult to propagate, maintain, or adapt to new usage. 

There have been developments in enterprise technologies that now make them eas-
ier to deploy and use. These include a variety of design patterns, specifications and 
frameworks which are widely adopted within the software development community 
[11].  The main guiding principle for these developments in software architecture was 
to separate application concerns into a number of tiers, each focused on a particular 
area of functionality. Code simplification was aided by the use of Aspect Oriented 
Programming, which reduces code complexity by transparently providing support for 
crosscutting concerns such as security and transaction control.  This movement re-
sulted in more robust and scalable applications at reduced development and mainte-
nance costs.  These developments have made enterprise technologies markedly more 
suitable for the rapid pace of scientific research. 

Due to the fast moving nature of research it is rare that the traditional static ap-
proaches to software design, which require formalization and specifications, are ap-
propriate.  As discussed above, previous solutions for the dissemination of analysis 
tools and data have encountered barriers to adoption due to a failure to appreciate the 
extremely dynamic nature of research activities.  Continuously changing research 
requires technologies that can be rapidly reconfigured for new and unforeseen usage.  
Many of the software technologies needed to provide flexible systems already exist in 
the public domain, though they need to be extended to make them suitable to support 
research informatics.  These extensions include ensuring integration with common 
protocols and designing rapid development of ad-hoc applications. It is important that 
these technologies can be easily accessed through well understood protocols and  
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made available in a transparent and non-intrusive manner.  The flexible enterprise 
technologies that have been used for the work discussed in this paper are those that 
can provide: interoperable services using technologies that allow for the rapid de-
ployment of a Service Oriented Architecture (e.g. REST based [12] web services); 
and a hybrid approach to the use of relational databases [13] and schema-free data 
stores including content repositories and “nosql” solutions (e.g. CouchDB). 

3   Example of Integration 

The issues of life science research informatics are exemplified by problems with the 
ongoing large-scale cancer study being undertaken by centers across the US. With a 
goal of studying 20 different cancers in 20,000 patients over the next five years, the 
issues of scalability, robustness and performance are immediate.  Each patient sam-
ple will be sequenced (10% will be full genome, and 90% will be exon capture) with 
the coverage estimates currently being 100x. Each of the resulting compressed BAM 
files will likely be in the 300GB+ size range, and as single point mutations can cause 
whole domain rearrangement this represents a large data management and mining 
problem. Additionally each of the 20,000 patient samples (with both normal/adjacent 
and cancer samples being required for each patient) will undergo characterization of 
methylation, copy number, gene expression and small-RNA expression changes. 
This characterization information presents additional data integration challenges.  

 

  

Fig. 1. Data files from different repositories 
are brought into Addama either ‘on demand’ 
or cached. The data files can be organized in 
any number of hierarchies, and metadata 
attached. Data from multiple sources can be 
indexed and associated with items (e.g. gene 
EWSR1 with PathwayCommons). Any item 
can be dragged onto the main web clipboard 
for use in analyses. 

Fig. 2. A copy number variation analysis of
the patient identifiers on the clipboard has
been undertaken. The results are color coded
by patient outcome (with red being death
within three years, orange death after three
years, and green survival after three years).
The analysis measures the copy number
variation in the different tumors. EWSR1 is
shown to have high variation. 
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While the data integration challenges are significant, there are also problems asso-
ciated with the fact that the analysis is being undertaken by distributed independent 
teams, and the measurement technologies are continually evolving.  Addama is being 
used within one of the TCGA analysis centers to integrate this data and associated 
analyses.  

 

 

Fig. 3. By selecting an individual gene from 
the copy number variation table IGV (a 
genome browser) can be started. This auto-
matically loads the associated patient files 
and as Addama integrates with the file 
system, further data can be loaded. In this 
case it is possible to see that in only those 
patients with poor survival is there a genome 
break/translocation within EWSR1. 

Fig. 4. Cytoscape can also be populated
with information from the Addama reposi-
tory. In this case a network showing por-
tions of the genome (and genes) that have
undergone similar copy number variation is
shown (and potential biomarkers are high-
lighted). Pathway, methylation and copy
number data is also available. 

 

An example walkthrough of the types of integration that Addama allows for is 
given in Figure 1-4. This walkthrough shows how Addama is being used to integrate: 

• High throughput data. Addama is used to integrate data from two different 
TCGA data centers: the dbGAP (NLM) short read sequence data archive for 
RNASeq and Genome Assemblies, and the TCGA DCC for all other data from 
the TCGA genome characterization centers. Each data center has its own security 
models, access methods, identifiers and metadata.  

• Analysis tools. Addama can be used to rapidly integrate analysis tools so that 
they are both highly accessible and can be run in an automated manner. In the 
walkthrough, tools for the analysis of copy number (developed by MD Anderson) 
and genome breaks/translocations (developed by WUSTL) are used. 

• Integration of biological knowledge. Addama allows for knowledge to be over-
laid on existing data, this is done through defining new relationships between 
data items or by adding additional annotations to specific data items.  In the ex-
ample, information from two external data sources has been overlaid: information 
from Pathway Commons (hosted by a second TCGA Analyses Center) is used to 
discover how specific pathways may have been disrupted by genomic changes, 
and information from MRMAtlas (hosted by the ISB) is used to identify which of 
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the proteins that result from putative genomic mutations in the cancers may actu-
ally be detectable (e.g. so they can act as biomarkers). 

• Integration of applications. There are a large number of custom applications 
already developed by the biomedical community, these are widely used as the 
applications offer both useful functionality and (more importantly) are familiar to 
researchers. Integration with these applications is a relatively simple issue, as it 
involves delivery of data in the correct file format, using established protocols 
and providing a mechanism for triggering the application.  

The purpose of Addama is to support rapid integration and analysis of large-scale, 
heterogeneous data. This functionality comes at a cost, as due to the distributed loose 
coupling, changes in data formats or analysis systems directly influence reproducibil-
ity of results (and system stability). Within the TCGA Center at ISB, Addama is  
principally used as a means for people to share their results with others, so that re-
searchers can easily explore other people’s results and discover if findings about spe-
cific genomic events have relevance to their own research. The walkthrough shown in 
Figures 1-6 demonstrates how the data and analyses can be loosely coupled and still 
provide for the means to undertake reasonably sophisticated analyses.  

4   Software Architecture 

Through judicial evaluation and extension of enterprise technologies, it is possible to 
provide the level of adaptability required by research. The Adaptive Data Manage-
ment Service Architecture (Addama) aims to satisfy the needs of research in the life 
sciences by providing informatics infrastructure components to support the ad-hoc 
and unstructured nature of research [14]. The goal of Addama is to integrate and ex-
tend existing enterprise technologies to enable the rapid development of ad-hoc tools, 
and to provide a robust and scalable software infrastructure. Addama simplifies the 
usage of enterprise technologies by adopting standard interoperable protocols [15], 
and is focused on enabling the rapid integration of functionality, as well as the reduc-
tion of software complexity.   

The design of Addama is guided both by the needs of research and by learning 
from the failure and success, of previously advocated integration systems. Research-
ers require a system that is flexible, to develop algorithms using familiar processes 
and programming languages.  Research organizations also need to easily, and rapidly, 
adapt a system to suit the needs of the whole enterprise.  The flexibility of Addama is 
assured by using a componentized architecture, and through the use of relevant stan-
dards and software practices. This architecture is able to support the growing number 
of experimental technologies and provide the means to deliver the data and analysis 
tools to a variety of environments. 

For ongoing research an adaptable system that provides an integration framework 
for existing software technologies is required.  This system must also have the proper-
ties that users require: provides universal access, supports discovery, and adapts to 
new technologies and usage. Addama is designed with these principles in mind, and 
marries the robustness of enterprise technologies with the responsiveness of organic 
software development. While adaptability was the most important requirement for 
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Addama, to be of use within a research enterprise our experience has shown that a 
system: 
• Must be accessible. Accessibility to the data is required within research both to 

permit easy access to experiment data and also to enable collaboration.  Individ-
ual researchers can securely access data and apply the latest analytical tools; 
small multidisciplinary teams can collaborate to rapidly address the needs of a 
specific research project; and large consortia can disseminate knowledge gath-
ered from distributed collaborative studies and make them available to the com-
munity. Addama supports data accessibility by providing generalized REST in-
terfaces for process and data management, ensuring interoperability between all 
the languages commonly used in biomedical research. 

• Must be easy to use. This is one of the main barriers to adoption for any soft-
ware technology. Resources and time are limited in research projects, so a system 
that is easy to learn is the one most likely to be adopted.  A balance is needed be-
tween good interface design (e.g. positive transfer), the selection of appropriate 
technologies, and an understanding of the nature of experimental research. Rather 
than attempting to change the way scientists work, Addama seeks to adapt to 
their existing, and often chaotic, methods.  Addama lowers the learning curve by 
providing simple interfaces for commonly used technologies. 

• Must support multiple deployment strategies. The needs of each researcher 
change depending upon the project, and the computing environments vary depend-
ing on funding and project size (e.g. desktop tools, grid applications, large com-
pute clusters). The system must be able to interact with all the different scales of 
scientific computing infrastructures, and should evolve to support new technolo-
gies as they become available. Addama offers a flexible architecture in which 
interoperating services can be deployed independently in multiple configurations. 

• Must be non-intrusive. The majority of research organizations rely on existing 
technologies in which they have considerable investments.  Organizations invest 
significant time and resources to develop workable solutions that are suitable to 
their immediate needs.  Individual researchers invest time and effort to learn to 
use provided technologies.  Resistance to new technologies is common, as their 
adoption requires additional effort, time and resources.  To overcome this resis-
tance Addama can be transparently adopted into an existing research infrastruc-
ture, as it does not require the replacement of existing solutions, but works in 
concert with existing standardized protocols and software components. 

• Must use appropriate software engineering practices. Any data management 
system that is made available to the community should provide a high level of re-
liability and trust.  Software engineers trust certain open source projects as they 
have a reputation for quality, and are based on established engineering practices.  
Building an integration system de novo would require significant effort and ex-
pertise, which is beyond that available to a research-funded project. Addama  
integrates and extends from reputable open technologies, resulting in a dramatic 
reduction of the overall development cost.  The majority of the Addama devel-
opment effort has been focused on establishing simple interfaces and designing a 
layered architecture that is based on good software design (e.g. SOA, SoC, IoC, 
AOP). The resulting software is robust, standardized, interoperable, and easily 
maintained. 
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Addama has been designed to meet these goals, and it does so by allowing for a 
combination of both the enterprise and organic software development models. It pro-
vides a software infrastructure that can offer the reliability and performance of an 
enterprise application, with the agility and responsiveness of organic software. The 
information and knowledge generated by individual researchers, and large-scale stud-
ies, can be unified and interconnected to provide seamless access to all the data 
through familiar interfaces. Addama can be integrated with the continually growing 
and evolving data generated in life science research. This data ranges from: large 
volumes of data generated by high-throughput instrumentation (e.g. mass spectrome-
try based proteomics, high throughput sequencing, automated imaging); results  
derived through automated analysis pipelines (e.g. using Bioconductor [16], GenePat-
tern [17], TPP [18]); the output of a script created by a computational biologist (e.g. 
written in Python, Perl, Matlab, R); and the results of numerous small scale laboratory 
experiments (e.g. ELISA, Westerns, rtPCR). To enable this adaptable data manage-
ment it is important to allow each area of research to define their own data models 
and data types. Addama ensures that there is no requirement to adhere to a specific 
methodology for data format, instead: information is served out using the most rele-
vant protocols (e.g. WebDAV, LAN, REST, JSON); the system is designed so that 
the data is manipulated in the application layer, so that new data can be rapidly inte-
grated or transformed for new applications; and any data can be added with additional 
annotations being used to supply the information necessary for integration or search, 
so there are no requirements to adhere to specific formats, ontology or data models. 

4.1   Overview 

Addama is designed to be both a data and process management system, and can be 
easily extended to integrate new functionality.  It can be viewed as a “namespaced” 
SOA, where services are deployed within a specific domain. Addama provides com-
mon functionality:  robust and persistent storage, controlled and secure access, search 
mechanisms, sharing and publishing.  In addition to these core functionalities, the 
system supports the rapid introduction of new analysis tools and visualizations, writ-
ten in any programming language, which are able to communicate and interoperate 
with existing tools. The Addama service architecture allows for the dynamic registra-
tion and deployment of interoperable services. A common set of interfaces for these 
services is then used so that they are accessible to applications (see Figure 5).  
Addama also provides a set of core services that are easily deployed within a J2EE 
application container.  

This architecture enables the rapid deployment of domain-specific applications that 
provide new functionality while delegating responsibility for other concerns to exist-
ing services.  These domain-specific applications can be developed in any web pro-
gramming language (e.g., Perl CGI, Ruby-on-Rails, PHP), and are not required to be 
deployed within the J2EE application container or even within the same domain, 
instead their URLs are registered as authorized services. The services can provide 
access to data, present concepts, or manage logical processes through REST APIs.  
The default format that is used in the Addama REST response is JSON, as it becom-
ing widely adopted as an alternative to XML for the representation and transfer of 
data. This provides the necessary flexibility as messages are human readable, easy to 
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parse and generate, can represent data types and complex object structures, and are 
less verbose than XML.  The dynamic nature of the object notation compels develop-
ers (both service and client) to adopt looser formalisms in the message structure.  
Service and client developers can independently modify their software to integrate the 
new business logic, rather than being forced to adopt new schemas. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Addama SOA: A registry provides the primary point for the deployment of services.  
Formalized services with predefined interfaces are available for specific functionality. Ad-hoc 
services and pipelines make use of the set of process management services, and data reposito-
ries make use of the data management services. 

The core services provided with Addama are: data management services to repre-
sent and manipulate and query the data/metadata; process management services to 
register, access and manage the execution of analysis tools or automated pipelines. 

Additionally, each of these can be overlaid with security services to ensure that  
users may restrict access and discovery of their data as well as providing standard 
mechanisms to identify users, groups and privileges within the system.  

The data access services leverage existing open source software components  
and frameworks (e.g. Apache Tomcat, Apache Jackrabbit, Google Code, Spring 
Framework). 

4.2   Data Management Services 

As relational databases are not flexible enough to handle storing the variety of data 
seen in the research environment a Content Management Systems (CMS) was adopted 
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as the underlying data storage solution.  These systems are well suited to generically 
manage data as documents, and support dynamic annotations necessary for a flexible 
system.  The Apache Jackrabbit implementation of the Java Content Repository (JSR-
170) is used.  The JCR provides for the dynamic creation of hierarchical node struc-
tures (and can be easily mapped to a file system) and properties (useful for annota-
tions), and also provides search APIs for free-text and structured searching (e.g., 
XPATH). 

Where appropriate, relational databases are also used in Addama. RDBMS allow 
for direct querying over large well defined datasets (e.g. gene expression matrices, 
peptide lists). The following data access services for registered JCRs, file system 
repositories and relational database tables are provided through REST APIs:  

• Repository Services define URI schemes to resolve requests to data elements 
stored within any registered JCR or file system structure.  These services (e.g. 
JCR, file system) assign unique URIs for every file, directory and repository 
node in the system.  The URIs assigned to JCR nodes share mappings to HTTP 
methods for the common data access, or CRUD (e.g. Create, Retrieve, Update, 
Destroy) enabling a user to transform, and navigate the data.  The file system 
service provides read-only access to files and directories, and has the option of 
serving files over HTTP or providing local file system paths to its clients. 

• SQL-DB Data Source Services define URI schemes that resolves requests to 
data stored within registered databases.  This service is provided as a read-only 
facade over database tables and views, and offers SQL-like queries as speci-
fied by the Google Data Source API.  Registering a read-only database con-
nection with the service immediately exposes it as a data source.  Applications 
can submit queries to a data source URI by appending the “/query” operation. 

Addama is designed to support the rapid integration and discovery of new functionality 
and data in order to ensure that researchers can quickly access new tools and integrate 
new types of data.  In addition, these applications may participate in the propagation of 
generic events.  Any software participating can be an event publisher or listener.  There 
already exists a variety of specifications and enterprise software (e.g. JMS, TIBCO, 
ActiveMQ) to support these interactions.  Addama provides services that allow these 
technologies to be universally accessible by offering REST APIs to: 

• Searchable Services provides users with search capabilities over indexed data 
and services. The interface supports free-text searches common to the web (e.g. 
Google search), as well as advanced searches involving logical operations (e.g. 
AND, OR), annotations and concepts.  It is also designed to be extensible to 
new search mechanisms and indexing implementations.  Addama is designed to 
support generic indexing of annotations, keywords or contents to URIs. 

• Event Services provides access to an event registry that facilitates the gen-
eration and propagation of events between services.  The registry captures 
published events and guarantees their propagation to any registered client. 
An application may submit any custom event to this service and assume that 
the best effort will be made to deliver to all registered listeners.  If a listener 
is unresponsive, the service may retry for pre-configured intervals and/or  
notify the user that originally registered the listener. 
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4.3   Process Management Services 

One of the goals of the Addama architecture is to enable the rapid development and 
deployment of new applications and analysis tools, an essential requirement within 
the research environment.  A variety of frameworks for the deployment of analysis 
scripts as web services already exist (e.g. Matlab Distributed Computing Server, Bio-
conductor RWebServices), but there is a need to standardize these methods to inte-
grate any deployment and programming language. Processing services are provided in 
Addama to simplify the deployment, discovery and accessibility of these tools by 
registering them as services to handle the different processing concerns: scheduling 
jobs, assigning security credentials, monitoring status, deploying to distributed and 
parallel configurations, managing execution and reporting errors. 

The process management services provide an abstraction layer between process 
and execution.  Web service clients can monitor progress and control execution 
through this interface.  The service provides the necessary components for execution: 
 retrieving inputs, managing credentials, publishing status, progress and results.  This 
allows the service to manage long running computations triggered by a user request. 
 These jobs execute the processing logic in a parallel thread, storing the state of the 
execution at reasonable intervals.  Developers (of clients and scripts) must understand 
how the asynchronous process is represented (running, completed, failed) and man-
aged.  The process management services provide the necessary infrastructure and a 
simple REST API to: 

• Support the integration needs of process publishers and consumers. Through this 
interface a command-line script is registered (with search keywords) and as-
signed a URI.  Clients can access or search for the service and use the REST API 
to submit jobs and monitor progress.  A process specifies a set of inputs config-
ured by the client.  When new jobs are submitted for execution, the service  
assigns the job to a new executable thread running in a temporary workspace.  

• Manage the basic functions of starting, stopping and reporting the status of an 
ongoing thread. This service is responsible for executing the script (business 
logic), capturing results and errors, and managing the state of processing threads. 
 The scripts managed by the execution service are registered with a URI and 
search keywords to facilitate their discovery and may be deployed in any com-
puter accessible through the network (e.g., desktop environment, computational 
cluster, Amazon EC2 cloud compute platform).    

In order to reduce the amount of configuration required, the script execution service 
defines a simple convention that must be followed by script developers: the script 
receives its input parameters in the form of a standard HTTP query string (key-value 
pairs separated by "&" character); any type of results (e.g., images, files, annotations) 
to be presented to the user are stored in the directory where the script was executed; 
and any troubleshooting information (e.g. warnings, errors, progress) should be output 
to the standard output and error streams.  In many cases, developers are able to deploy 
existing scripts by writing a simple "wrapper" that adapts to this convention.  An 
important benefit of this approach is that it allows developers to make changes in real-
time; the script can be modified and improved without having to re-deploy or even 
restart the service.   
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Each of these services is used within the TCGA project to ensure rapid access to 
data and integration across various types of information (e.g. sequence to pathways). 

5   Conclusion 

Addama is a simple service architecture that has been designed to support the de-
mands of research, and the development of these services has been driven by the di-
rect needs of scientists working in projects ranging in scale from individual research-
ers to multi-site collaborations.  Addama supports scientists using heterogeneous data 
types (e.g. genomics, proteomics, cell imaging, FACS) and through the development 
of associated visualizations and analysis tools (e.g., exon expression visualization, 
ChIP-Seq analysis, image analysis).  This work has enabled the identification of 
common modules and integration patterns for data collection, distribution and analy-
sis that drive the rapid design and development of new informatics solutions. 

Addama is based on a model of rapid application development, using appropriate 
software technologies, to address the needs of the life sciences.  It defines service 
interfaces to integrate selected technologies with the underlying infrastructure.  Thus 
Addama deployments can incorporate technology choices that satisfy specific re-
quirements to support a variety of researchers using new technologies, data types and 
tools. Addama is used to support a number of high profile scientific computing pro-
jects spanning diverse areas of systems biology research. We are still improving the 
Addama system, and currently there are deficiencies in a number of areas, including: 
open security is required, as Addama does not integrate with the latest advances in 
authentication within a research enterprise (e.g. OpenSSO, OpenID) and technologies 
for sharing credentials across web domains (e.g. Social Networks, Hybrid Onboard-
ing); deployment models are needed to support software applications running on 
cloud computing platforms or similar; and data transfer is necessary to synchronize 
repositories and processes for replication across multi-site collaborations. 

It is important to note that Addama is not a panacea for data integration; it is an en-
terprise solution that has been tailored to suit the needs of ongoing research projects.  
There is a dire need for new approaches to informatics, as the current model of soft-
ware development is not sustainable due to the rapid growth and evolution of the life 
sciences.  This growth leads to an ever increasing demand on the informatics commu-
nity to provide more complex functionality with fewer resources in shorter time peri-
ods. These new and practical approaches, such as the one discussed in this paper, will 
enable the development of software that is easy to: understand, so that systems can be 
flexibly accessed and information about data items can be conveniently updated; 
adapt, so that new functionality and information can be rapidly integrated; and use, so 
that biological data and system can be integrated and analyzed through a multitude of 
mechanisms.  Addama can be viewed as an example of how we can solve some of the 
more immediate problems with life science integration by using and extending exist-
ing technologies to meet the rapidly changing requirements of research. 
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Abstract. The functional genomics and informatics community has

made extensive microarray experimental data available online, facili-

tating independent evaluation of experiment conclusions and enabling

researchers to access and reuse a growing body of gene expression knowl-

edge. While there are several data-exchange standards, numerous mi-

croarray experiment datasets are published using the MAGE-ML XML

schema. Assessing the quality of published experiments is a challenging

task, and there is no consensus among microarray users on a framework

to measure dataset quality.

In this paper, we develop techniques based on DescribeX (a summary-

based visualization tool for XML) that quantitatively and qualitatively

analyze MAGE-ML public collections, gaining insights about schema us-

age. We address specific questions such as detection of common instance

patterns and coverage, precision of the experiment descriptions, and us-

age of controlled vocabularies. Our case study shows that DescribeX is a

useful tool for the evaluation of microarray experiment data quality that

enhances the understanding of the instance-level structure of MAGE-ML

datasets.

1 Introduction

The collection of genes that are expressed or transcribed from genomic DNA,
called transcriptome, is a major determinant of cellular phenotype and function.
Differences in gene expression are responsible for both morphological and phe-
notypic differences as well as indicative of cellular responses to environmental
stimuli. In the context of human health and treatment, gene expression mea-
surement can help determine the causes and consequences of disease and how
drugs work in cells and organisms [1].

DNAmicroarrays are devices that measure the expression of genes. Microar-
rays ability to measure the expression of several thousands of genes at a time
has produced a quantitative change in the scale of gene measurement, leading
to a qualitative change in the ability to understand regulatory processes occur-
ring at the cellular level, and revolutionizing molecular biology and medicine
[2,3]. Gene expression experiments with microarrays are complex processes with
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multiple sources of variability. The functional genomics and informatics commu-
nity had come together in order to develop common data exchange formats for
gene expression experiments, with the goal of producing standard data prod-
ucts, integrating gene expression datasets, reusing previous results and allowing
the independent evaluation of experiment conclusions [4]. The Microarray Gene
Expression Database Society (MGED) put forward a proposal in 2001 for and
experimental annotation standard, known as Minimum Information About a
Microarray Experiment (MIAME), followed by an XML-based format proposal
in 2004 for exchanging this information, called Microarray Gene Expression -
Markup Language (MAGE-ML) [5]. Although simpler exchange formats have
been proposed, such as MageTAB [6,7] and MINiML [8], MAGE-ML is still used
and several gigabytes of experiments are publicly available in this format in ex-
periments databases such as ArrayExpress [9], caArray [10], CIBEX [11] and
SMD [12].

While XML provides flexibility for data providers to define their own at-
tributes, it is also responsible for heterogeneity in data from different research
groups. Differences in schema usage patterns, for example the use of optional
parts of the schema, may lead to better quality levels in certain data sources.
Visual exploration of the schema usage may be very helpful, since it reveals the
actual structure of a collection at the instance level, element usage frequency,
consistency and general patterns of usage. Understanding how the schema is
used and populated helps the scientific community answer questions which are
not possible by knowledge of the schema alone or by data browsing.

Even though public databases use standard exchange formats [13,14], most
of them do not asses the quality of the published data [9]. Incomplete or un-
precise experimental descriptions endangers the reuse of published experiments.
In particular, the experimental design and experimental metadata are crucial
in the selection process [15,16,17]. Since microarray experiments are complex
processes, there is agreement on the importance of experimental metadata in
order to allow reuse and independent evaluation of conclusions [18,19,20]. The
existence of quality experimental metadata is crucial for scientifics to decide on
the reproducibility and veracity of published results. For instance, geneticists
would like to choose data sources with high levels of accuracy in descriptions of
treatments and protocols used in the experiment.

Data quality assessment of gene expression experiments is a challenging task
since the community of microarray users has not yet agreed on a framework
to measure quality in microarray experiments. Without universally accepted
methods for quality assessment, and guidelines for acceptance, statistics-based
judgements about data quality may be perceived as arbitrary. User expecta-
tions with respect to the level of gene expression data quality vary substantially.
Quality levels can depend on time frame and financial constraints associated
with experimental effort, as well as the purpose of the data collection [19].

In this study we report on the application of DescribeX to explore public
gene expression data collections, and gain insights of their quality and the usage
of the MAGE-ML standard. Although there are many ways one can explore
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these data sources using DescribeX, here we focus on three particular tasks that
are specific to MAGE-ML quality. The three tasks are: (a) the popularity of
experimental metadata in the experiments collection (b) the use of controlled
vocabulary within the collection and (c) detailed exploration of relevant parts
of the experiment, the Experiment subtree in particular.

Our work makes three contributions. First, we show that visualization tech-
niques and quantitative schema usage analysis supported by DescribeX can be
used to explore data quality in a collection. Second, we generate specific insights
into MAGE-ML standard usage and quality of the published experiment col-
lection. Third, we propose a simple and flexible method to integrate existing
data quality evaluation tools to DescribeX, extending its analysis capabilites.
This work also offers a new approach and tool to the microarray community for
managing, monitoring, and growing the MAGE-ML standard.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next, in Section 2, we review
existing literature in data quality assesment of semi-structured biological data.
In Section 3 we present key aspects in MAGE-ML data collections, and how
DescribeX can be used to explore its quality. Later, in Section 4 we present the
application of DescribeX to a case study, analyzing the obtained results, followed
by the conclusion in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Several works on biological and biomedical data quality assessment exist. In
[21], production of genome data is analyzed and several error types are catego-
rized. In [22], data quality measures are defined over sequence databases such as
GeneBank and EMBL. The Qurator project [23] proposes a generic data qual-
ity framework based on users quality views, and its application to microarray
experiments. However, the Qurator project proposal focuses on capturing user
notion of quality rather than proposing microarray experiments quality metrics.

Data quality research has mostly focused on structured-data quality. Tech-
niques for managing and improving data quality in semi-structured and un-
structured formats are needed, as stated in [24,25]. Dataguides were introduced
to help understand the structure present in semi-structured data collections [26].

Visual exploration could be used to gain insights from large scientific data-
sources [27]. These kinds of analysis in large data collections are non trivial and
can be helped by summarization, which is not commonly supported by conven-
tional XML tools. Existing XML browsers and tools (such as Altova XMLSpy
or Stylus Studio) either cannot answer the user’s questions due to maximum
file size limitations, or require extensive effort to express and evaluate basic user
questions. For instance, an XPath query may be created from examining an XSD
schema but may not retrieve any data because the path does not actually appear
in the collection.

In particular, DescribeX [28,29] has been used to explore schema usage in
protein-protein interaction XML datasets [30], but not as a data quality explo-
ration tool. In that work Samavi et al. explored the patterns of usage of the
PSI-MI schema and its evolution.
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3 Background

In Section 3.1 we provide an overview of the MAGE-ML data sources explored.
In Section 3.2 we provide an overview of DescribeX and in Section 3.3 we expand
on the application of DecribeX to explore the quality of MAGE-ML collections.

3.1 Data Sources

MAGE-ML schema is organized in several packages which represent the infor-
mation described in MIAME standard [31]. A MAGE-ML document contains
data regarding:

1. experimental design, which contains experimental objectives and a de-
scription of the experimental process

2. arrays physical design, including which genes are present in each array,
their position within the array, etc.

3. samples, including data about which cells have been used, which treatments
have been applied to them, etc.

4. hybridization, including experimental conditions such as temperature, hu-
midity, etc.

5. normalization techniques used to combine data from different chips.
6. measures, which describes experimental results such as images, raw data,

normalized data, etc.

Elements in the MAGE-ML schema are defined either as optional or manda-
tory. The MAGE-ML designers limit the number of mandatory elements to a
minimum in order to encourage the data providers to make flexible use of the
standard. NCBI’s complementary effort, MINiML [32], is a data exchange format
that assumes only very basic relations between the components of an experiment.
Interestingly, most of the minimum required information is considered optional
in the MAGE-ML standard. For example: the subtree /MAGE-ML /Experi-
ment package /Experiment assnlist /Experiment in the MAGE-ML standard
contains the description and annotation of the experiments overall design, in-
cluding QualityControl information that should be reported by the scientists.
Whereas most of the elements in this subtree are optional, the information they
report is crucial for the interpretation and validation of the experimental results.

In this work, the data quality of 40 different datasets from the ArrayExpress
repository [9] are examined. The datasets are provided by different laboratories
that examine Homo sapiens using Affymetrix HG-U133A microarrays and rep-
resent almost 5% of the publicly available experiments stored in ArrayExpress
that use that particular chip over Homo Sapiens. In this study, in order to mini-
mize bias caused by data providers preferences, experiments have been carefully
selected to assure that they have been performed by different laboratories and
have been published in different years. A sample fragment from the collection
(showing the Experiment element) appears in Figure 1.
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<Experiment identifier="E-GEOD-10631"

name="Molecular profiling of LGL leukemia reveals

role of sphingolipid signaling of cytotoxic

lymphocytes">

<Descriptions_assnlist>

<BibliographicReferences_assnlist>

<BibliographicReference pages="-">

<Parameters_assnlist>

<OntologyEntry value="journal_article"

category="PublicationType">

</OntologyEntry>

</Parameters_assnlist>

</BibliographicReference>

</BibliographicReferences_assnlist>

</Description>

</Descriptions_assnlist>

...

</Experiment>

Fig. 1. Extract of a MAGE-ML experiment

3.2 DescribeX

In this subsection, we describe how structural summaries are used to report the
structure of microarray experiments that conform to the MAGE-ML schema, as
well as how coverage can be used to measure the relevance of particular structures
that actually occur within the collection.

The MAGE-ML schema can describe a microarray experiment’s structure
but, since it allows optional elements, the schema is prescriptive and may not
reflect the experiment’s actual structure. One way to gain insight into the actual
structure of an XML document collection is by creating a structural summary of
the collection. A structural summary describes the structure of a collection by
grouping XML elements that are considered equivalent. This has the advantage
that summaries can be constructed even when DTDs and XML Schemas are not
present, and easily reports how optional elements (such as within the MAGE-ML
schema) have been used within the collection.

DescribeX is an application to construct and explore XML structural sum-
maries [33,28]. A structural summary is constructed by grouping elements that
have equivalent neighborhoods. The neighborhood is specified using an Axis
Path Regular Expression (AxPRE), which is a connected subgraph originating
from each XML element in the XML graph obtained by traversing XPath axes.
For example, a P* summary groups elements that have the same label path to
the root, i.e., obtained by traversing the (p)arent axes from the element to the
root. Since each element has a label path, placing each element in the XML
graph into the group that has the same label path partitions all the elements in
the collection.
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Fig. 2. DescribeX screenshot

The screenshot of DescribeX in Figure 2 depicts a P* summary of a docu-
ment conforming to the MAGE-ML schema; the various views shown are now
described.

View 1 is a selectable list of XML files to be summarized. View 2 shows a birds-
eye view of the entire summary. View 3 shows the properties of the currently
selected block. View 4 shows the structural summary. View 5 shows the sliding
trackbars that control coverage. View 6 shows each block’s respective XPath
expression. A zoom on View 2 is depicted in Figure 3, giving a perspective of
the size of the data collection.

A DescribeX structural summary (as in View 4 of Figure 2) is visualized as
a graph with labeled edges and labeled nodes (referred to as blocks), and each
block’s extent contains the elements that have been grouped together. A block’s

Fig. 3. Birds-eye view of the entire summary in DescribeX (Outline tab)
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label is the common label path to the root of the elements in its block extent
but, for succinctness, each block only shows the element from where the label
path begins, and each block’s full label path to the root is accessible either
by tracing its parent path to the root or via the string in its properties view
(View 3 in Figure 2). The currently selected block is Experiment (the block is
highlighted with light grey) and has extent size 40 (as visible in the properties
view), meaning that there are 40 Experiment elements with the same label path
to the root. The view also shows each block’s unique integer identifier, display
label, and the label path to the root. Next, we describe how to find relevant
structures within an XML collection using DescribeX.

Coverage is a way to show the most relevant structures in an instance collec-
tion by hiding non-relevant portions from its summary. Coverage can be applied
at a range of values from 0% to 100%. First, blocks are ranked in order of de-
creasing extent size, then the top blocks are picked until the sum of their extent
sizes is equal to or just greater than the selected coverage percentage with re-
spect to the number of instance elements in the collection. Then, the summary
is update to show only these top blocks as well as their paths to the root of the
summary.

A structural summary can be refined by splitting a group of nodes in a block
extent by considering an additional part of their neighborhood. For example,
refining a block in a P* summary using the the AxPRE P*C will split the
elements in the block’s extent into groups such that each element in a group
has child edges to the same set of element labels. That is, a block whose extent
contains nodes that have the same path to the root are then refined according
to each node’s set of child elements. We show in Section 4.3 how refinement is
used to reveal further information about a collection’s instance-level structure.

3.3 Exploring MAGE-ML Collections

While the collection described in Section 3.1 is MAGE-ML compliant, the actual
structure contains variations due to factors such as: usage of optional elements,
inclusion of extra attributes and usage of ontologies as controlled vocabularies.
Different groups of users, including software developers, standard designers, and
scientific users, need to understand and asses the data quality of published ex-
periments in order to either pose a query against a data source or find a best
match amongst data from different sources.

DescribeX supports parsing large collections of XML-based datasets and view-
ing their corresponding AxPRE-based summary structure, all in a matter of
minutes. For example, creating a P* summary for a 330 MB collection took 2
minutes on a conventional PC (an AMD Dual Core 2.6GHZ with 4GB RAM).

DescribeX provides several metrics that may help the user to asses the data
quality of a data collection. For example, by interactively changing the coverage,
a user can find the popularity of an element in a collection. Other metrics pro-
vided by DescribeX, such as instance-oriented breadth and depth [34], may also
be used to gain insight of the completeness and precision of MAGE-ML data
collections.
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The aforesaid characteristics encourage the use of DescribeX with MAGE-ML
XML collections as a way to interactively asses their data quality.

4 Results and Discussion

In this section we report the results of using DescribeX to explore and asses
data quality of MAGE-ML collections. In Section 4.1, popularity and use of
experimental metadata in the collection is presented. In Section 4.2 we present
a simple method to extend DescribeX capabilities and its application to the
measurement of accuracy in the use of controlled vocabulary. In Section 4.3 we
show how DescribeX refinement capabilities can be used to perform detailed
exploration of experimental datasets.

4.1 Popularity of Experimental Metadata

As stated in Section 3.1 most elements in the MAGE-ML schema that represent
experimental metadata are optional. In order to explore the popularity of ex-
perimental metadata we use DescribeX to process the structure of the selected
experiments, in particular the Experiment subtree. For the whole collection, we
increase coverage at 10% intervals and measure the following four parameters:

– #T.Node: total number of instance elements that appear in the summary in
a coverage interval.

– #E.Node: number of instance elements in the Experiment subtree in a cov-
erage interval.

– Breadth: instance-oriented breadth for the Experiment subtree.
– Depth: instance-oriented depth for the Experiment subtree.

Figure 4 shows how relevant structure changes as coverage increases. Nodes
included in coverage are dark grey, while light grey nodes represent Experiment
subtree ancestor, root node and first level of its descendants. At each step, we
characterize the extent size of the summary (#T.Node) and the extent size
of the block containing all Experiment elements (#E.Node). There is a single
block because the Experiment element can only appear in the path /MAGE-ML
/Experiment package /Experiment assnlist /Experiment

These measurements are shown in Table 1, where each column represents cov-
erage intervals ranging form 10% to 100%. Table 1 shows the total number of
nodes in each coverage interval, the number of nodes for the Experiment sub-
tree compared to the total number of nodes in the summary and instance-level
breadth and depth of the Experiment subtree. From the 782 elements available
in the MAGE-ML specification, at 100% coverage we found 437 different ele-
ments (aprox. 55% of the elements available in MAGE-ML) with a total extent
size of 4085989 instances. This could be explained by the fact that MAGE-ML
specification has been designed to describe different kinds of experiments, and
maybe several elements do not apply to the collection analyzed in this study.
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(a) 10 % coverage

(b) 50 % coverage

(c) 90 % coverage

Fig. 4. Changes in the structure as coverage increases

Table 1 also contains the number of nodes for the Experiment subtree com-
pared to the total number of nodes. From the 208 elements available in the Ex-
periment subtree in the MAGE-ML standard, at 100% coverage we only found
57 nodes (aprox. 25%). The absence of this information endangers reuse of ex-
periment results, because poor quality metadata makes data meaningless [18].
Table 1 also shows instance-level breadth and depth. These two metrics help to
understand if, for instance, optional nodes are used to provide more nested type
information for one element (higher depth) or variety of information for different
elements in a select subtree (higher breadth). In this case these two metrics indi-
cate that the variation in breadth and depth, with respect to coverage intervals,

Table 1. Measuring popularity of experimental metadata

%COVERAGE 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

#T.NODE 82 129 168 209 262 285 310 352 393 437

#E.NODE 0 4 7 7 18 21 25 32 40 57

Breadth 0 2 4 5 7 9 10 12 14 17

Depth 0 2 2 2 8 8 8 10 12 12
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is almost the same. This could be seen as an improvement in completeness and
precision of the information.

4.2 Use of Controlled Vocabulary

While MAGE-ML provides a mechanism to standardize data representation for
data exchange, a common terminology for data annotation is needed to support
these standards. The MGED Ontology [35] provides terms for annotating all
aspects of a microarray experiment from experiment design of the experiment
and array layout, through to preparation of biological samples and the protocols
used to hybridize the RNA and analyze the data. An example is depicted in
Figure 5, which represents an extract of MAGE-ML description file of experiment
E-MEXP-641 1 obtained from ArrayExpress database. In this example a term in
the ontology is used to specify which kind of quality control activities have been
performed in the experiment. The inclusion of the biological replicate individual
of the QualityControlDescriptionType class states that biological replicates were
used in the experiment.

<QualityControlDescription_assn>

<Description text="RNA from 3 independent samples was

pooled and used as template to generate double-stranded

cDNAs">

<Annotations_assnlist>

<OntologyEntry value="biological_replicate"

category="QualityControlDescriptionType">

</OntologyEntry>

</Annotations_assnlist>

</Description>

</QualityControlDescription_assn>

Fig. 5. Example of use of OntologyEntry elements

Within the MAGE-ML standard, OntologyEntry elements are aimed to con-
tain references to individuals in MGED Ontology, but sometimes their references
are incorrect. We have previously developed an XSLT based tool which checks
the syntactic correctness of these references. The tool simply checks if the pair
(class, individual) contained in each OntologyEntry is actually a valid individual
of the referenced class within the OWL file that contains the ontology.

To reuse the tool and combine it with DescribeX we have developed a simple
method based on XML transformations. This method replaces each OntologyEn-
try element with new elements according to the quality evaluation result. In this
case each element has been replaced by an OntologyEntryCorrect or an Ontolo-
gyEntryIncorrect element. This approach represents a simple and flexible method

1 http://www.ebi.ac.uk/microarray-as/ae/browse.html?keywords=e-mexp-641
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Fig. 6. Use of controlled vocabulary in the Experiment subtree

to integrate existent quality evaluation tools to DescribeX, since new elements
may represent quality ranges (ex: LowQuality, MediumQuality, HighQuality).

Figure 6 shows the usage of OntologyEntry elements in the Experiment subtree
and Table 2 shows the measurement results. In some subtrees correct ontology
references are much more frequent than incorrect ones (black squares), whereas
in others the opposite situation is found (grey squares).

Table 2. Percentage of valid an invalid ontology references in Experiment subtree

Valid Invalid

BibliographicReference/Parameters assnlist/ 100% 0%

ExperimentDesign/Types assnlist/ 92% 8%

QualityControlDescription assn/Description/Annotations assnlist/ 75% 25%

ExperimentalFactor/Category assn/ 3% 97%

FactorValue/Value assn/ 2% 98%

Description/Annotations assnlist/ 0% 100%

4.3 Detailed Exploration of Experimental Datasets

In this section we illustrate how the explorative nature of DescribeX helps in
identifying relevant parts of the experiment description. In the current MAGE-
ML XML format the path /MAGE-ML /Protocol-package /Protocol-assnlist
/Protocol is the root of a subtree which has more than 20 different paths to
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Fig. 7. Partial view of DescribeX, showing P* summary structure for Protocol

Fig. 8. Summary refinement into AxPRE P*C for Protocol,ParameterTypes-assnlist
and Parameter

its leaves. Scientific users may be interested in exploring which paths are present
in a particular collection. Figure 7 shows a partial view of the summary graph for
the experiment collection. Although this graph is quite helpful in understanding
the actual structure at the instance level (compared to the information captured
from schema itself) it cannot provide enough information to reduce the number
of possible queries for this element.

As presented in Section 3.2, DescribeX summaries can be refined by split-
ting a group of nodes in a block extent considering an additional part of their
neighborhood. Using this feature, a block whose extent contains nodes that have
the same path to the root, could be refined according to each node’s set of
child elements. In Figure 8 we show the resulting tree, where elements Proto-
col, ParameterTypes assnlist and Parameter are iteratively refined. In the first
iteration, refinement of the block labeled Protocol, splits it into seven blocks,
implying the existence of seven unique substructures. In the second iteration,
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refinement of the block labeled ParameterTypes assnlist splits into two blocks,
and the last iteration affecting the the block labeled Parameter, splits it into
two blocks. This last iteration reveals some of the reasons for different substruc-
tures. Almost every Parameter element is empty, whereas some of them contain
information about the measurement they represent.

The refinement procedure shows that only some paths are present. Further-
more, the extent size shown beside each element in Figure 8 helps the user to
focus on the more frequent XPath when required. For example the block labeled
Parameter with an extent size of 332 in the left side of the image shows that,
in this collection, protocol parameters are mostly specified as leaves, while the
available MAGE-ML structure for the Parameter subtree is more complex.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new approach to quantitative and qualitative
analysis of MAGE-ML XML collections using DescribeX. Our motivation was to
asses data quality analyzing microarray experiments schema at an instance level.
We showed how DescribeX helps to process and visualize large-scale collections
of XML data.

Our work makes three types of contributions. First, we introduce new visuali-
zation and quantitative schema usage analysis techniques to explore community
based XML collections. It this paper we focus on MAGE-ML data sources, but
these techniques should be beneficial to other types of XML collections. Second,
we gained specific insights into the MAGE-ML data standard usage by different
data providers and the data quality of published experiments . This work offers
a new approach and tool to the Gene Expression community for managing, mon-
itoring, and growing MAGE-ML and other Gene Expression standards. Third,
we propose a simple and flexible method to integrate existing quality evaluation
tools to DescribeX. Future work includes exploring intra-experiments references
consistency and the possibility of using DescribeX to support referential consis-
tency exploration.
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Abstract. Search computing has been proposed to support the integration of the 
results of search engines with other data and computational resources. In 
essence, in search computing, search services provide ranked answers to 
requests, and mechanisms are provided for integrating results from multiple 
searches. This paper presents a case study of the use of a domain independent 
search computing platform for describing well known bioinformatics resources 
as search services, and for carrying out integrated analyses over the resulting 
services. In particular, this makes explicit how ranked data from sequence 
comparisons and from gene expression results can be integrated in a way that 
takes account of the ranked results from the different types of data. In so doing, 
the paper illustrates the use of ranking as a first class citizen for data integration 
in the life sciences, and identifies open issues for further investigation.  

Keywords: search, bioinformatics, data integration, ranked data. 

1   Introduction 

Web search tools have become ubiquitous, with both generic and domain-specific 
search services, i.e. informatics services that provide results (often ranked) of user 
defined searches within data repositories. These services provide users with rapid and 
selective access to data from potentially huge repositories. However, individual 
search tools are often ineffective for use in applications in which the answer to a 
request involves combining results from more than one search engine. In particular, 
search services typically seek individual items that meet the criteria specified in a 
request, whereas in practice information relevant to a requirement may be spread over 
several resources. For example, if the user is interested in knowing which genes both 
encode proteins with high sequence similarity to a given protein and are significantly 
expressed in the same given biological condition or tissue, current practice typically 
involves the integration of results from three different searches (for similar proteins, 
protein encoding genes and gene expressions), where the individual search results are 
themselves likely to be ranked by some criteria. Such an integration task, taking 
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account of the rankings, is termed a multi-domain search, and may be carried out 
manually or by a custom program, but has not typically been supported directly by 
data integration platforms. Search computing [1] [2] provides a platform for 
expressing requests over multiple search services, such that the results of the 
integrated requests take account of the rankings of individual search results. 

In the life sciences, many resources provide vertical search capabilities [3], in that 
they are focused on a single domain. For example, a sequence similarity program can 
be seen as a vertical search engine that takes as input a sequence and returns as output 
a collection of matching sequence records, ranked by some form of similarity score. 
In practice, many life science services provide ranked data as results, where the 
ranking may reflect a property of an algorithm (e.g. a similarity score) or of an 
experimental result (e.g. an expression level) [4]. Furthermore, it is often essential to 
combine multiple vertical search services to create multi-domain searches, where the 
different domain searches either refine or augment previous results. This paper 
complements a previous exploration of the envisaged relevance of search computing 
to the life science domain [4] by illustrating the application of an implemented search 
computing platform in a bioinformatics use case. A view to identifying the extent to 
which the existing platform for multi-domain search gives useful facilities for 
representing and integrating bioinformatics search services is also provided. 

The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of search 
computing. Section 3 characterizes both the properties of search services and the 
definition of requests that span multiple search services. Section 4 describes a case 
study that integrates biological sequence and gene expression services using the 
search computing platform. Section 5 discusses the lessons that can be learned from 
the case study and identifies some open issues that have been brought to the fore.  

2   Search Computing 

Search computing (http://www.search-computing.eu/) is a new multi-disciplinary 
approach building upon a wealth of related past research challenges, which include 
service/mediator based data integration, query generation and several variations of 
ranking in heterogeneous datasets [5] [6]. It provides the abstractions, methods, tools 
and computing systems required to express multi-domain queries and to build their 
answers [2]. For example, the following question can be answered using a multi-
domain query: “Which drugs threat diseases that are likely to be associated with a 
given genetic mutation?” The multi-domain query can be decomposed into sub-
queries (in this case: “Which drugs threat which diseases?”; “Which diseases are 
likely to be associated with a given genetic mutation?”); each sub-query can be 
mapped to a domain-expert server registered in the system (in this cases, calls to 
servers named “Drug4Disease”, “GeneticMutation2Disease”); next it can be analyzed 
and translated into an internal format, which is then optimized, thereby yielding an 
efficient plan for query execution; plan execution is supported by an execution 
engine, which submits service calls to services through a service invocation 
framework, builds the query results by combining the outputs produced by service 
calls, computes the global rankings of query results, and outputs query results in an 
order that reflects their global ranking. 
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These transformation steps are shown in the bottom-left side of Figure 1; they are 
performed by the query mapper, query analyzer, query planner and execution engine 
modules, under the responsibility of a query orchestrator that starts query execution 
and collects query results. Suitable caching of results is performed to avoid multiple 
service calls when the same service results are used multiple times in a service 
composition. The figure shows that each of the four modules directly accepts user-
provided input through suitable interfaces.  
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Fig. 1. Overview of the search computing framework 

Services are made available to search computing through a standard format, called 
service mart, described in Chapter 9 of [2]. This is a conceptual abstraction that 
masks the different implementation styles of services and is tailored to the specific 
need to expose search services – i.e. services whose primary purpose is to produce 
ranked lists of results. These results are produced by interacting with concrete data 
sources, which are made available through service interfaces, wrappers, or direct 
access to extensional data collections (databases, excel files, and so on). To be usable 
for search computing, such sources must be registered as services in the search 
computing framework; this is done by defining the binding between the service mart 
that describes that type of resource and the operation to be invoked on the service that 
provides access to the resource, with its input and output parameters. 

Search computing users broadly belong to two categories: end users can only 
launch predefined applications and submit input to them through forms; expert users 
may also compose queries in the context of repositories of service marts and of their 
composition patterns. The upper part of Figure 1 shows that end-user applications and 
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interfaces are accessible via an external API and therefore callable from any client 
environment. 

3   Describing Bioinformatics Search Services 

A service mart models a specific type of service by describing it and its properties; 
each service mart definition includes a name (the service type name) and a collection 
of attributes (the typical input and output attributes exposed by the services of that 
type). Service marts have atomic attributes and repeating groups consisting of a non-
empty set of sub-attributes that collectively define a property of the service mart. 
Atomic attributes are single-valued, while repeating groups are multi-valued. For 
example, a SequenceAlignmentSearch service mart may be defined with eight single-
valued attributes (SequenceAlignmentProgram, SearchedDB, QuerySequenceID, 
QuerySequence, FoundSequenceDB, FoundSequenceID, FoundSequenceSymbol and 
FoundSequenceDescription), and one multi-valued repeating group (Alignment, with 
Score, Expectation, Probability, MatchQuerySequence, MatchPatternSequence and 
MatchFoundSequence sub-attributes). The schema of a repeating group is introduced 
by one level of parentheses, so the above example can be represented by the schema: 

SequenceAlignmentSearch(SequenceAlignmentProgram, SearchedDB, 
 QuerySequenceID, QuerySequence, FoundSequenceDB, 
 FoundSequenceID, FoundSequenceSymbol, FoundSequenceDescription, 

 Alignment(Score, Expectation, Probability, MatchQuerySequence, 
 MatchPatternSequence, MatchFoundSequence)) 

Each service mart is associated with one or more specific access patterns, which 
abstract and logically describe the way in which data access can be effectively 
performed. An access pattern is a signature of the service mart in which each attribute 
or sub-attribute is characterized as either input (I) or output (O), depending on the role 
that the attribute plays in the service call. Moreover, an output attribute is designated 
as ranked (R) if the service produces its results in an order that depends on the value 
of the attribute. Access patterns can include a subset of the associated service mart 
attributes that are relevant for the specific data access; they can also have specific 
attributes not included in their service mart since not typical for the majority of 
services described by the service mart. For example, for the service mart 
SequenceAlignmentSearch the following access patterns can be defined:  

BLAST_bySequence(SequenceAlignmentProgramI, SearchedDBI, 
 QuerySequenceI, EmailI, FoundSequenceDBO, FoundSequenceIDO, 
 FoundSequenceSymbolO, FoundSequenceDescriptionO,  

 Alignment.ScoreR, Alignment.ExpectationR, Alignment.ProbabilityR) 

BLAST_byID(SequenceAlignmentProgramI, SearchedDBI, 
 QuerySequenceIDI, EmailI, FoundSequenceDBO, FoundSequenceIDO, 
 FoundSequenceSymbolO, FoundSequenceDescriptionO,  

 Alignment.ScoreR, Alignment.ExpectationR, Alignment.ProbabilityR) 

The SequenceAlignmentProgram is the input attribute used to specify the sequence 
alignment program (e.g. BLASTN, BLASTP) to use in order to search, in the 
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SearchedDB database (e.g. UniProtKB), for the sequences similar to a specific query 
sequence; the retrieved sequences are described through the FoundSequenceDB, 
FoundSequenceID, FoundSequenceSymbol and FoundSequenceDescription output 
attributes. In the first access pattern, the query sequence is specified by providing as 
input its actual sequence (through the QuerySequence input attribute); in the second 
access pattern, the query sequence is specified by providing as input its ID (through 
the QuerySequenceID input attribute) in the database in which the search is performed 
(specified through the SearchedDB input attribute). In all cases, Alignment.Score, 
Alignment.Expectation and Alignment.Probability are the output attributes that can be 
used for providing three different rankings of the retrieved sequences and their local 
alignments with the query sequence, according to their similarity with the query 
sequence. 

Each service mart is associated with one or more service interfaces; each of them 
maps an access pattern to a specific implementation and is represented as a triple 
including a name, a given access pattern and a service endpoint, e.g.: 

WU-BLAST(“Washington University BLAST”, BLAST_bySequence,  
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/services/rest/wublast/run/) 

NCBI-BLAST(“National Center for Biotechnology Information BLAST”, 
BLAST_bySequence, http:// http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi/) 

Pair-wise coupling of service marts is defined through connection patterns, which 
completely specify the connection semantics. Every pattern has a conceptual name 
and a logical specification, consisting of a sequence of simple comparison predicates 
between pairs of attributes or sub-attributes of the two connected services; such 
predicates are interpreted as a conjunctive Boolean expression, and can therefore be 
implemented by joining the results returned by the calling service implementations. 
To illustrate connections, let us assume that, besides the previously defined 
SequenceAlignmentSearch service mart, a GeneOntologyAnnotation service mart is 
also available with the following schema: 

GeneOntologyAnnotation(SequenceID, SequenceDB, GOID, GOName, 
 AnnotationEvidence(EvidenceCode, ReferencePublication(PubMedID)))  

These service marts can be linked by a connection checking the existence of Gene 
Ontology annotations, with certain evidence and supporting publications, for IDs of 
biomolecular sequences similar to a given sequence. The connection is specified as 
follows: 

ExistsGOAnnotation(SequenceAlignmentSearch, GeneOntologyAnnotation): 
 [(SequenceAlignmentSearch.FoundSequenceDB =  
   GeneOntologyAnnotation.SequenceDB) AND  
  (SequenceAlignmentSearch.FoundSequenceID =  
   GeneOntologyAnnotation.SequenceID)] 

4   Multi-domain Search over Bioinformatics Search Services  

In the life sciences, numerous questions can be addressed only by comprehensively 
searching different types of data that are inherently ordered, or are associated with 
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ranked confidence values. An example is the following: “Which genes encode 
proteins in different organisms with high sequence similarity to a given protein and 
are significantly expressed in the same given tissue?” By using available web services 
for searching bioinformatics data and taking advantage of the attributes they define 
for providing a ranking, search computing techniques can be applied to efficiently 
search for globally ranked answers to such complex questions. 

The above multi-domain case study question can be decomposed into the following 
three single domain sub-queries: “Which proteins in different organisms have high 
sequence similarity to a given protein?”; “Which genes encode which proteins?”; and 
“Which genes are significantly expressed in the same given tissue?”. Each of these 
sub-queries can be mapped to an available search service, i.e. a sequence similarity 
search program such as BLAST [7], in one of its many implementations (e.g. WU-
BLAST - http://www.ebi.ac.uk/blast2/), a query service in a database of genomic and 
proteomic data such as our GFINDer (http://www.bioinformatics.polimi.it/GFINDer/) 
GPDW [8] [9], and a search engine over a repository of gene expression data such as 
ArrayExpress Gene Expression Atlas (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/) [10], respectively. 
According to the search computing framework described in the previous sections, 
each of these search services can be modelled with a service mart and one or more 
access patterns, which describe the service and its input (I), output (O) and ranked (R) 
attributes for the specific data accesses available. Their access patterns and pair-wise 
coupling connection patterns useful for computing the answer to the considered case 
study question are as follows: 

WU-BLAST(SequenceAlignmentProgramI, SearchedDBI, QuerySequenceIDI, 
 EmailI, FoundSequenceDBO, FoundSequenceIDO, FoundSequenceSymbolO, 
 FoundSequenceDescriptionO, BestAlignment.ProbabilityR) 

GPDW_Gene2Protein(ProteinDBI, ProteinIDI, ProteinDBO, ProteinIDO, 
 GeneDBO, GeneIDO, GeneSymbolO, TaxonomyO) 

ArrayExpress(GeneSymbolI, OrganismI, RegulationI, ConditionI, ViewI, 
 GeneSymbolO, OrganismO, ExperimentalFactorO, FactorValueO, 
 RegulationO, StudyNumberR, P-valueR) 

ExistsCodingGene(WU-BLAST, GPDW_Gene2Protein):  
 [(WU-BLAST.FoundSequenceDB = GPDW_Gene2Protein.ProteinDB  
    AND WU-BLAST.FoundSequenceID = GPDW_Gene2Protein.ProteinID)] 

ExistsExpressedGene(GPDW_Gene2Protein, ArrayExpress):  
 [(GPDW_Gene2Protein.GeneSymbol = ArrayExpress.GeneSymbol 
    AND GPDW_Gene2Protein.Taxonomy = ArrayExpress.Organism)] 

The initial query can hence be expressed and executed in a search computing 
framework using a query interface such as that described in Chapter 13 of [2]. For 
example, in Figure 2 are depicted the global ranked results obtained for the following 
user specified search constraints: protein ID (QuerySequenceID) = “uniprot:P26367”, 
expression type (Regulation) = “up in” and tissue (Condition) = “liver”. The resulting 
genes (PAX6 in human, Pax6a in rat and Pax6 in mouse) represent the ordered list of 
genes that encode proteins with high sequence similarity to the P26367 protein 
(human Paired box protein Pax-6) and are significantly over expressed in the liver. 
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Hence, according to the partial ranked results provided on April 8th, 2010 by the WU-
BLAST, GPDW and ArrayExpress services registered in the search computing 
platform, they constitute the global ranked answer to the case study question that the 
platform can build by integrating the partial ranked results as shown in Chapter 11 of 
[2]. As expected, the resulting genes include the gene that encodes the input protein. 

 

Fig. 2. Global ranked results provided by the search computing to the case study question for 
the user input protein ID = “uniprot:P26367”, expression type =  “up in” and tissue = “liver”. 
Expect: BLAST expectation; Diff Expr: gene differential expression. 

5   Conclusions 

This paper has provided a case study of the use of search computing for describing 
and composing search services in the life sciences, in order to automatically answer 
complex multi-domain queries. In this setting, a search service is essentially one in 
which the results of a request are ranked based on their fitness to the request. The 
bioinformatics services illustrated provide two forms of ranking that are common in 
the life sciences: similarity-based ranking, in which an algorithm provides a rank 
based on a computed property of the data sets being analyzed – BLAST is the best 
known such service, but essentially all sequence comparison or alignment algorithms 
provide analogous scores that give rise to ranks; and experiment-based ranking, in 
which an experimental method generates quantitative results that can be compared 
directly – gene expression microarray data in this context provide only one type of 
functional genomics data, and other quantitative techniques in proteomics, 
metabolomics, etc, give rise to analogous resources. As such, the paper has shown 
that mainstream bioinformatics resources can be described and composed using 
search computing constructs, where a global ranking is automatically computed by 
the search computing platform based on the rankings of the individual searches.  

A few infrastructures, such as Taverna [11], are available to support integration of 
bioinformatics resources exposed as web services. However, they generally do not 
provide direct and/or transparent support for ranked data, which means that where 
ranking is considered, this must either form part of the integration application, or 
result from the use of analysis techniques that take ranking into account. By providing 
direct support for ranking as a first class citizen in data integration, search computing 
provides distinctive data integration features of relevance to the life sciences, where 
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numerous ordered data types exist. The shown case study only takes into account 
three bioinformatics services and just one composition of them. When more services 
are registered in the search computing platform, they can be composed in different 
ways to answer complex queries and refine or augment query results. In so doing, 
search computing can support exploratory search and curiosity driven browsing of life 
science data that are difficult to perform otherwise, thus enabling ambitious data 
driven biological knowledge discovery and verification. Further work is required to 
enable more than a single mechanism for aggregating ordered data sets, since multiple 
global ranking mechanisms are needed to meet the variety of user requirements. For 
example, it may be appropriate to allow users to customize the global rankings, to 
reflect individual preferences on a search-by-search basis. 
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